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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
very day, (Sunday excepted,)at 82 Exchange Street,
Portland, N. A. Poster, Proprietor.
Terms : —Eight Dollar? a year in advance.
THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
a year,
place evgry Thursday morning at $2.00

same

tion

To Let.

MA

for *3000.

Doors open
Tickets 26
7 o'clock.
at
cents. Reserved scats 60 cts..
Uiand Matinee Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
when children will be admitted for the low price of
10 cents. Ladies 26

PARK!

For Sale.

J|l[

atMay S^°dtfTmS

situated at Southport, near lloothbay har
bor, with good running gear and large top light,
all In good repair, plain and fancy back
grounds, well

NOW

The Manager of tho above Park offers the following

furnished;

stock.

PURSES

HALE,

trotted lor in the months oi

in

6 in

large

a

assortment

ol

apparatus

and

Further particulars by addressing FEED. F.
corner Free and Cross streetsTportland, or
WM. UEEENLEAF, Esq.,

ap24—dim*Westport,Me.

1866 !

For Sole.

harness,

UNITED

I

for

For further particulars enquire of, Dr address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens. Freeman & Co.

Nov. 11—dtf

HOUSE

LOTS

For Sale,
Stevens’ Plains, near the Horae Railroad.—
of
A. L. RICHARDSON,
Enquire
April 11—dtf
On the premises.

ON

teams.
No. o— Purse $100, two mile heats and repeat,
harue s; open to all.
No. 10—Purse $100, mile heats, 3 in 5, open to all
horses to saddle.
No. 11—P'me $50, for livery stable horses in Portland, with an inside stake ol $10 each added.
No. 12—Purse $200, open to all stallions, mile boats,

For Sale.
Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. £ Deer
THE
Street- at
bargain.
For
a great

particulars,'enquire

of

BEN J.

^

KNIGHT,

octl8dtf_Atlantic

3 in 5 m harness.
1 ji the above purses, three or more to enter and two
or more to start to make a race.
All horses allowed
to start on these purses regardless of time made elsewhere, alter their entry here.
En ravce Money—Ten per cent, must accompany
the entry, to clo. e MONDAY, May 14th, at 7 P. M., at
No. !;0 Leueral Street.
Season ticket holders are entitled to all the privileges el’ tho track with access to ah purses (except
match races), subject to the regulations that govern
the Park.
All races to be trotted strictly according to Fashion

Wharfs

Farm for Sale.
GOOD FARM oi about 70 acres, about 11 miles
it Gorham
Village, on the line of the Portland
A Rochester Railroad, to be sold
cheap. Terms lib-

A fro

rules, Long Island.

corner
one

most pleasant in the city. The lot is about 46
and well arranged and stocked with fruit trees
and shrubbery.
For particulars apply to W. T. KILBORN. A.
LIBBY, or to

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime street.

^

WANT E D.

paid.

ary

Address

maylOdlw

120

"Wanted

and

E. WEBSTER,
Court Street, Boston, Mass.

Immediately.

Shop,

LIFE

comer

For Sale.
story house, and land, No. 3? Clark street.

two

THESaid house has been built but

Spiing
inay7dlw*

A GENTS

a

few years,

is sit-

uated in a good neighborhood, is in good repair, with
water privileges, &c. For particulars inquire at
J. F. DUNNING’S Store, on Danfortb, near State
street.
aplG—lin*

WANTED.

It OR SALE l

INSURANCE.

rpHREE pairs good working Oxen, by
1
PORTLAND STONE WARE CO.,
Westbrook.
maySd&wlw
Farm tor Sale.
Pleasantly situated one half mile
from Gorham Comer, 9 miles from

Portland. Said Farm contains ninety acres of land, or more, or less, to
suit buyer; well divided into tillage,
pasturage and wood land, cutting thirty tons of hay.
lias a house, barn, Stable and out-buildings.
Hits
an excellent orchard of over three hundred trees—
Mostly graf ted fruit. Said Farm is one-haif mile
from the Post Office, Academy, Church, Depot and
Stores.
Also, the Stock and Farming Tools if required.
of the Post Master at Gorham Comer.
Gorham, March 13,1866.—d&wtf
__

A

Wanted.
in some establishment, by a young
thorough business education, and

SITUATION

having a

man

posted in Book-keeping in all forms.
SI MONTON & KNIGHT,
Apply to
4S Commercial St.
aplOdtf

Enquire

Wanted.
Agent

in every town in the State of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
to make money should call on, oi addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

AN

For Sale.

""^V

SALE

Hotel

BY

interest in

Anat
take

a

a

Saw Mill and Store.

Will be sold

great bargain to a good business man who can
of a Store. Apply to
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial street.

charge

apOtf

DiT“L> lira rent Sizes made to Order,
llay 1—clti'

FOR

MILLINERY!~

ONE

the Ladies of Portland to call and exaimine her
goo is. which arc new and of the finest quality.
French Flowers, Hats, &c«, Laces, Thread*
Malla, Valeiicenncs,
and all the goods found in a first class Millinery store.

Also au assortment of FANCY GOODS. Mrs. Hatch
is accustomed to visit the first class openings in New
York annually, and spares no pains in obtaining
styles and all the novelties of fashion. Would call
at tuition and prove herself worthy of patronage.
AlsoStraw Work Bonnets and Hats sewed, bleached
and )tressed in lashionablc styles. Mourning ordeis
promptly filled. Next store to Mr. McKenney’s Photograph Booms, opposite the Preble Bouse, Centre St.
E. li. HATCH.
ap24- codim

Valuable Real

Estate

-on-

Congress, North & Cumberland

FOR

Sts,

Dealers,

UPHOLSTERERS,

of that desirable property

part
COMPRISING
formerly belonging to the
of the most

Estate, and
eligible building lots on
Dyeb

embracing some
IS 1unjoy Hill.
This property is now offered for a
short time at private sale, on terms favorable to
purchasers. Apply to
AUG. P. FULLER,
281 Congress St., opposite the Preble House.
Apr 13—dlf

Consumers of Excelsior.

appointed Agent lor tbc Belgrade
Mills Excelsior, I am now ready to sell in any
at
Factory Prices.
quantities

The new FRENCH COTTAGE,
and about seven acres of land, situated on the Cape Cottage road, in
.Cape Elizabeth. The house contains
-fourteen rooms. The sea view is unsurpassed. Enquire of
W. II. STEPHENSON,
Second National Bank.
April 2—tt

been

OBEN HOOPER,

GREAT ECONOMY!

House-Furnishing Goods,
Children’s Carriages,

Dyer’s

Goods,
Street,
PORTLAND.

THING

BEST

ever
gives a

vicinity, as it
good clear light and
makes a saving of about one-third. The uu lersigned
having taken the sole agency for this city, will furnish
and put it on at short notice.
GEO. H. POOR, 161 Middle Street.
Orders may be left at No. 11 Atlantic St.
May 8—dlw

Agents for

Dentist,

Sale

facture, for sale by

of

Powder.

PORTLAND, ME.
Seyt2fl—eodtl

AL

undersigned

&

CO.,

169 Commercial Street.

_maySd2m
MRS GERRISH,

May 7,1866.

Made.

prepared to make LlfcERgoods in transit, instore,
Also on vessels or any other

are
ADVANCES on

sale, or shipment.
good security.

and Sporting
band and for sale.
& Co, manu-

FLETCHER

No. 11 Clapp's Block, Congress Bt.,

i

LiORMERI.Y Superintendent of the Needle Work
r at Mrs. Jordan’s, will inform her Mends ami the
pul.lic In general, that she will taka in all kinds of
Needle Work at No. 26 Cedar Street. Particular attention paid to the cutting and making of children’s
garments.
IP 'Machine Stitching done to order.
Portland, May T, 1866*
may9dlw*

CHUEGHILL, BEOWNS & MANSON.

Clayed Molasses.

Jan 19-dtl

per Brig
and for

TOOK AT THIST

Second-Hand Clothing,
SALE
WM.
No.
91 Federal Street.
BROWN,
By
FOR

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired

good style,

and at short notice.

mar3dTm

BALLS

Atlantic’s,

by

the

Lowell’s,

Mutual’s,
Harvard’s,
Athletic’s,
Eons, &c.

Best Hew York Bats!
Clubs supplied at short notice at wholesale prices.
would also call the attention of the

—'t

in

CHASE* CRAM &

STURTEVANT*
maylOdlw_ Wldgery’s Wharf.
Teiniscouata Pine Land Co.
uist.,

at * o'ciock r. m.

may7dtd

OF

LADIES
to

.1

I'.I'I

rt

(1/

■»

■

the

new

PORTLAND

styles and colors of

qualifications of its now members.
Mr. Saulsbury took the floor to reply to Mr.
Nye, but the latter being absent he posponcd
his remarks.

Mr. Howard obtained the floor, but gave
way to executive session.

Adjourned.
HOUSE.

The reconstruction amendment was taken
up. Mr. Randall opposed the measure.
Mr. Strouse opposed it, not believing in
plastering and patching the constitution. Mr.
Banks followed.
Mr. Banks believed that the organization of
the governments in the insurgent states, could

only

be safely made by effecting a
change in
the basis of. political society. He did not believe in the oretical, constitutional, or statuary
provisions,.or anything that left the basis of
political society in Southern states untouched,
and left enemies of the country in a condition
to renew the war. Therefore no proposition
met bis entire approval, which did not effect
a radical change in the basis of
political society in those states; but ho did not expect the
House to adopt his opinions, nor would he insist 6n any theories of his>own. He had no
doubt the Government of the United States
had full authority to extend the elective franchise tt> the colored people of the South, hut
he did not fc think >t had the
power; the
public opinion of the country was such at
this moment as to make it impossible. He
therefore thought It wise on, the part of the

UKAM,
Treasurer.

ss. u,

Mr.

Spaulding introduced

bill to aid in the
construction of telegraph lines to secure
postal, military and other purposes. Deterred.
Mr. Schenck obtained leave to have printed
and referred to the Committee of the
Whole,
an amendment which he
proposed to offer to
the tax bill on the
subject of cigars.
It proposes on cigarettes or small cigars not
valued over $8 per 1000, a tax of $2
per 1000;
on

eherootes, cigarettes

CO.,

mined CUMBERLANDING, cargo
NOW
LAND COAL, perschr. JohnFarnum—a prime
article.
fresh

At
Coal.

SUGAR LOAF, (Lehighl Egg
Cargo HAZELTON (Lehigh) Egg Coal. RED
A 1. JOHNS'Stove Coal.
JAMES H. BAKER,

Whaxf—Cargo

ASH, Stove and Egg Coal
ap30dtf

Richardson’s Whart.

Insurance scripT
New York Marine
of all
SCRIP
Companies bought and
by
tlio

Insurance

sold

ap!9—d4w

HENRY P. COFFIN,
9 Merchants’ Exchange, Boston,
GEO. K. COOK & CO..
New York.

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

DENTIST,
Has Renaoretf his Office to 13 1-2 Free St,
Second House
may 10

from H. H. Hay's Apothecary
Store.
d&wtf

Seed Peas.
QAA BUSHELS very choice Seed Peas, MartJKjyj rowfats, Grape vine and Prussian Blues.
—Also,—
choice lot of fresh Kiln dried Canada Oat Meal
H. T. MACHIN,
for sale cheap by
Galt’s Wharf.
may5—lw
A

From that poli-

cy Switzerland was to-day as safe and sound
a government as there was on the continent
of Europe.
The descent of the Speakers gavel here announced that the termination of the half
hour allowed each member for discussion.
The debate was continued by Messrs. Eckley and Beaman in support of the measure,
and Mr. Rogers against it.
Messrs. Davis. Bingham and Stevens spoke
in favor of the measure, the latter closing the
debate. He considered the 3d section the vital
portion of the joint resolution, which he would
not give a snap of his finger for without it.—
He considered it even too lenient, and for
himself, he favored the exclusion of the rebels
until the year 19076, and then it would be too
mild a punishment for them. If they are to
come back, let them come back and ask forgiveness, and then let us consider whom we
shall forgive and whom exclude.
He considered the penitentiary of hell, the penitentiary
they deserved until then.
Mr. Stevens moved the previous question,

which

was

ordered,

90 against 59.
The main question was
nays 79.

ordered,

yeas

84,

The galleries were crowded, and the greatest
interest and excitement was manifested by
the members.
The House voted on the passage of the joint

cigars

known as

fathers on the same footing
mothers.
A resolution was adopted directing the Commissioner on Public Buildings to communicate
a list of his
clerks, specifying those, if any,
who have been in the rebel army.
Mr. Williams introduced a bill to authorize
the employment of additional counsel in the
cas«3 of claims against the Government—
as

Adjourned.

ARRIVAL OF HEAD CENTRE
STEPHENS.
IMPORTANT MOVEMENTS
FENIANS.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

CONFIRMATIONS.

OF

THE

10.

Washington, May

The President has proclaimed the treaty

re-

cently negotiated with the Uoosloot band of
Chippewa Indians, by which they cede to the
United States all the lands heretofore claimed
by them.

Authentic information has been received
that the British Government has notified the
Canard Company of the termination of their
subsidy when the present contract expires,
which is next year. The policy of discontinuing the subsidy grants for the transatlantic
mail service under which the system of mo-

nopolies was granted to certain steamship
lines, and of establishing self-sustaining ocean
sendee on the basis of postal earnings inaugurated by the Post Office Department of this
country, and so successfully maintained by

Postmaster General Dennison, is thus coincided in by the British Government. The heavy
subsidy paid by the British Government to the
Canada line has been the ceief obstacle to the
establishment of reduced rates of postage between this country anl the United Kingdom
and to the countries beyond, using the British means of conveyance will also strengthen
the Postmaster General in his opposition to
the.various speculative and lobbying schemes
for mail subsidies which are being pressed up-

the consideration of Congress by parties
desiring monopoly grants to establish steamship lines to Europe. The pubbe may now
look forward to an early reduction of international postages to European States.
The Secretary of the Interior has directed
the snspension of surveys for certain wagon
on

roads in the territories. This was done upon
the recommendation of the commissioners
appointed to treat with hostile Indians of the
Upper Missouri last Autumn. In their judgments it would be highly impolitic and dangerous to make any further surveys of routes
through the country inhabited by Feton bands
of Sioux Indians, before the negotiations con-

templated wi b the bands and tribes, as well
those already consummated, have been fully
completed, and annuities under the latter fully
paid as stipulated. There i3 do serious doubts
as

the part of all the savages, heretofore hosas to the great faith of the Government
toward them, and it is therefore highly desirable
that the treaties already made be ratified, and
the amnesties provided, paid to the several
bands, with the least practicable delay.
The Senate to-day confirmed the nomination of Henry Smyth as collector of New
on

tile,

York.

Startling: News from Arizona!
Ferl Captured by Indiana and the Whole
Massacred.

San

Fbancisco, May

6.

A special messenger arrived yesterday from
Los Angelos, bringing a dispatch from the
commander at Fort Grant to Gen. Mason, announcing that Fort Goodwin, Arizona, had
been taken by two thousand Indians, and the
garrison, numbering 124, were all massacred
with one exception and the fort burned.
The man who escaped was out hunting at
the time and witnessed the commotion from a
distance. He saw the fort burning and heard
the firing of guns daring the fight, which lasted nearly an hour. It is supposed the Indians
gained admission to the fort under pretext of
entering into a treaty of peace, which General
Mason had instructed the commander of the
fort to make.
Dispatches.
New Yobk, May 10.

Meade

Ordered

to

Buffalo.

STisa^bn.0ent^-“

New Yoke, May 10.
The French steamer Napoleon III, arrived
to-night.
Among her passengers is Head
Centre Stephens. The Fenians are making
preparations for a grand reception.
The Napoleon reports Slay 1st, passed in
lat. 4c ° 40 min. Ion. 36 ° 21 min., steamship
City of Washington, for Liverpool, in tow of
the Propontis. Required no assistance.

Buffalo, Slay 10.

The Morning Express has received a special
dispatch from New York, saying that the arrival of Stephens caused important movements
among the Fenians, and that Gen. Meade had
been ordered to Buffalo, {with a considerable

number of United States troops.
Later—Some important movements are expected in this region. The U. S. steamer
Michigan which was on the point of sailing
for Erie, lias been ordered to remain here. It
is rumored that United States troops have
been ordered here.

ANOTHER

FENIAN

SEIZURE OF A BRITISH VESSEL OFF
GRAND MENAN.

New Yobk, May 10.
Capt. Me Blune, of the bark Wentworth,
from Windsor, has arrived here and reports
that on the 2d inst. his vessel was seized by a
party of sixty men off Grand Menan, under
Col. Kelley, who said they were Fenians.—
They scuttled the fishing craft they were in,
and after keeping possession of the Wentworth about four hours, landed at a place called Brady’s Mistake. They acted in a very orderly manner, doing no damage either to the
vessel or crew.
After they left, Capt. Mclllune resumed command and proceeded on
his voyage.

a

Scheme

between France and

Spain,
New York, May 10.
The Herald’s Valparaiso
correspondent
says certain highly important documents sent
to the Chilian President by the Dictator of
Peru, have been forwarded by General Kilpatrick to Washington, showing that some time
ago, a French stranger died suddenly in Lima,
and that among his effects were found papers,
proving him to have been a French Agent,
coming with proposals to the Dictator of Peru
to make himself King or Emperor, promising
him aid in men and money from France, under the Mexican flag, in other words, through
Maximilian. This exposes a scheme between
France and Spain to make a “jump” at all
the sfnall South American Republics.
England approves, but does not help by men or
money.

Explosion of

a

Shell—Three Lives Lost.

Bosros, May 10.
At the iron foundry of Davis & Famham,
in Waltham, yesterday afternoon, a shell pur-

chased lor old iron, exploded, instantly killing
Mr. H. Howard and two boys named Casey
and Flynn ; also severely wounded Mr. Bean,
foreman of the foundry, and Mr. McFarland,
workman. Howard was formerly a Captain
in the 35tb Massachusetts regiment, a brave

and good officer.

a

Passenger on board

Cincinnati, May 10.
The Convention of the non-Episcopal Methodist Church assembled in this city yesterday
to discuss and effect a basis of union. Delegates representing nearly all the churches in
the Northern States were present. The Convention will probably last several days.
The suit between the Ohio & Mississippi
and the Indianapolis & Cincinnati rail roads for
alleged breach of contract, commenced yesterday betore the Superior Court. The most
prominent lawyers of the country are engaged

both sides.
The City Solicitor has entered suits against
several street railroad companies tor charging
higher rates of fare than their contracts allow.

on

Washington Correspondence.
The Post’s

New YoBK,May 10.
Washington dispatch says the

President has written a veto message on the
Colorado bill, but it is not yet received in

Congress._
POLITICAL.

DEMON-

STRATION.

Exposure of

The steamship Napoleon from Havre, has
arrived. The Post says James Stephens, the

—The President is doing a
pardoning line, according to

little less in the
recent

dispatches

from Washington, as sufficient time must be
allowed for the execution of the papers already
ordered. Ho has accordingly come down to
fifteen casesin one day, and nine in another,
which is thought to be a very moderate number.
—The nomination of Gen. O. S. Ferry for IT.
S, Senator from Connecticut gives great satisfaction to Republicans throughout the country.
Tne fact that Senator Foster was mildly commended by the Copperhead journals probably
injured his prospect, and certainly did not
strengthen the confidence of the country at
large in his political firmness apd courage. No
man however was ever written down except by
himself; even copperhead eulogy is less
injurious than the apologetic, uncertain record,
which Senator Foster made for himself in 1861,
and the timid attitude he has assumed on various occasions since. Between Gov. Buckingham and Gen. Ferry, the choice was determined mainly by considerations of personal

friendship and preference, and if Connecticut
is satisfied, there is nothing more to be desired.
Gen. Ferry’s vote may be oounted on to neutralize Mr. Dixon’s on every question which
now

separates the Connecticut Senator from

his party.

The election is ordered for next

Wednesday.
—Tho character of the platform of the Democratic convention recently held in Kentucky,
is well sketched in the following answer of an
ex-rebel officer who

was

an

aspirant

for the

favor of the convention :
“How do you like the platform ?”
“It’s all right,” he replied. “Just what we
have been fighting for these four years past.
We

whipped on that platform

in the field.
do better at the polls.”
—The Democratic State Committee has issued
were

Perhaps

we can

call for a convention, to go through the form
of nominating a candidate for governor and perform such other ri tes as may be deemed proper,
at City Hall, in Portland, on Tuesday 26th
a

prox.
—The

Damages for Enslavement.

Nashville, Tenn.

The Freedmen’s Court, to-day, in the case
of Ella Stevenson, a free woman of color, for
the recovery of 200 acres of land, a large
amount of property, and damagos (or violation
ol trusts, adjudged that she be paid damages
for enslavement of herself and sons, in the
sum of $3,000,
together with other sums
amounting in the aggregate to $4,336.

Jeffersonian says that the Republican
District Committee hare decided to call a convention to nominate a candidate for Congress,
to he held in Bangor, on the 20th of June next*
It also states that they are authorized to say

resolution, yeas 128, nays 37, follows:
The Speaker directed the Clerk to call bis
that Hon. John A. Peters will be a candidate
name as a member of the House, anil the
before the convention for its nomination for
name of Schuyler Colfax being called, he reCarahatas
sponded—“ aye.”
Representative to Congress from the fourth disYeas—Messrs. Allen, Allison, Ames, Andertrict.
0*7 X
) CARAHATAS SYRUP per Sch.
0/0 HHDS.} David Faust, now landing and lor son, Ashley, of Nevada, Ashley, of Ohio, Ba—.secretary oianton was auriug tne war one
33 TCS.
(sale by
ker, Baldwin, Banks, Baxter, Beaman, Benof the worst abused men in the country, but
CHASE, CRAM St STURTEVANT,
jamin, Bid well, Barker, Brigham, Blaine,
Miscellaneous Dispatches.
may7dlw
Widgery's Whart.
Blair, Boutwell, Broomall, Brownell, Bucknothing so cruel ever happened to him in those
Eastpobt, May 10.
land, Bundy, Clarke, of Ohio, Clarke of Kandays as he is now called on to endure. All the
The launch of the steamer Winooski upset
Notice.
sas, Cobb, Conklin, Cook, Cullom, Darling,
copperhead papers have begun to praise him !
the
harbor
Tne
officers
in
and
interest
on
men
Dawes,
Demto-day.
Defrees, Delano, Dixon,
Davis,
holding U. S. Bonds, (the
Even the Washingten Union which has called
PERSONS
which is payable in gold) ior $1000 or upwards,
rescued
boats
from
were
the
town.
The
EckDonnelly,
by
Driggs, Dumont,
ing, Dodge,
who wish to deposit them where they will be secure,
him all the bad names in its vocabulary, now
sank
in
fathoms
12
of
launch
water.
GarEliot,
ley, Eggleston,
Eamsworth, Ferry,
may apply at the Merchants National Bank (or iniorbespatters him with a whole column of laudamatiou.
field, Grinnell, Griswold, Harding, of Illinois,
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Hart, Hayes, Henderson, Higby, Holmes, The Cholera in New York Harbor—No New tion. Alas, Poor Stanton !
March 15,1866-dtf
Hooper, Hotchkiss, Hubbaid, of Iowa, HubCases.
E. & N. A. Railw at.—In the Massachubard, of West Virginia, Hubbard, of New
New Yobk, May 10.
Boarding:.
of Ohio, Hurlburt. James
Hubbeil,
Vork,
setts Senate Wednesday, the hill to aid the
or suites of Rooms, furnished or unflirOne death from cholera occurred at the
SINGLE
nished, wi(h or without board, in the first class Humphrey, Ingersoll, Jencks, Julian, Kassan, quarantine to-day. No new cases are report- construction of the European and North
Kelley, Kebo, Ketchum, Kuykendall, Laflin, ed. The
House 77 Free street. Respectable transient boarders
American Railway, after
England has come up to the city.
accommodated.
Lawrence, of Pennsylvania, Lawrence, of
may7—dlw*
debate, was ordered
to be engrossed—23 yeas to 10
Loan, Longyear., Lynch, Marston, McOhio,
nays.
Notice.
Clurg, Mclndoe, McKee, McRuer, Mercur,
Municipal Election.
CIDER is wanted and will be received in
—MGustave
Dore. in order to illustrate “La
Miller, Moorhead, Morrill, Morrison, Moulton,
Oodensbubo, N. Y., May 10.
small quantities as well as larger quantities, and
OLD
Myers, Newell, O’Neill, Orth, Paine, PatterThe Republicans have carried the charter Fontaine’s Fables," has 15 rats in his studio to
cash paid at No. 25 Commercial Street.
son, Perham, Pike, Plants, Price, Randall, of election by 140 majority.
April U, 1806.—<ltf
study their manners.

Syrup.

as

For Sale—House.
Board Wanted.
Eagle Hotel—Mechanic Falla.
For Sale—Springfield Rifles.
l<»me, Cement aad Plaster— J. G. Lov<joy.
salesman Wanted—Dry Goods Store.
Groceries—Edwards A Hart,
coat Makers
Wanted—A. L. Chase.

SUSPENSION OF SUR VETS.

Garrison

was slightly
decomposed.
given to it.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Service.

annu~tn

France.

—

New Advertisements Ta-Dar

Miscellaneous

SEALED

their political rights.

Moil

Transatlantic

ver

'■ ■■■—■—
■
■"■■■
—---■_
Human Leo Found.
While some boys were
playing at Back Cove, yesterday afternoon, they discovered a human leg
floating on the water. How it
came there, to whom it
originally belonged, or whether it was a
surgical amputation Is not known. It

VICINITY

Pantecnatheoa—Deering Hall.

place dependant

regard

RAIMENT

and

a

short sixes, and cigars made with pasted heads
not valued over $12 per
1000, tax included,
$4; where valued over $11 and not over $20,
$10 per 1000; and when valued over $20 per
1000, and not over $40, $20 per 1000; aud on
all valued
oyer $40 a tax of $40 per 1000.
A resolution was adopted directing the Committee on Invalid Pensions to inquire into the
expediency of amending the pension laws to

pubii^opinfoffi^v^oe
to

matter in deference to
he deemed the provision, in

PORTLAND AND

TREATY WITH INDIANS.

Colfax.—128.

...

supporters were in favor of admitting rebels to the councils of the nation,
was an infamous lalsehood.
The President
and his friends in Congress only maintained
that each House for itself was to judge of the

resume

FROM WASHINGTON.

I

f/

SThc

RIGHT!

Term. $8

Washington May 9.

representation, equitable, he did not think it imCHECKED NOTE PAPERS !
portant. In his judgment, it was of no conWe also have on hand a fine assortment of ail styles
sequence whether the late rebel States bad
fifty or fifty-eight representatives in the House.
PAPERS, ENVELOPES, Ac.,
The Southern people were governed by force.
to suit the most fastidious.
Their practice was force. Their tradition was
MONOGRAMS CUT TO ORDER. Also,
force. Whether lew or many, they would
STENCIL PLATES.
have power whenever they were restored.
While, therefore, he agreed cheertuilv to
TO
OPERA GLASSES
LET!
the proposition, both in purpose and in
Plain Stamping free of Charge.
phraseology, it did not seem to meet the quesColored Stamping 35 Cents Per Quire.
tion at issue. He approved the proposition
Our Circulating Library is open horn 8 A. M. to 7
to disfranchise the enemies of the country.
P. Al.
He thought it right in principle, and necessary
tor
sale
at
our
store.
EJfPostage Stamps
at this time. He did not care much whether
13 FREE STREET.
may7dlw
extension of franchise to the negroes coupled
with it, although he was in favor of it. He
Saco Nurseries.
had no difficulty in regal'd to the supposed
unfairness of disfranchising disloyal men who
attention of Cultivators is invited to the
had come within the terms of the amnesty
very superior stock
of STANDARD and proclamation, for he held that in all the procDWARF
PEAR
TREES, including the
lamations, and military conferences, the idea
felieldon, Clapp’s Favorite, and other new desirable
varieties.
of restoring political rights was carefully
HARDY GRAPES; Delaware, Hartford, Iona,
guarded against. He did noi agree with the
Israel la, ('reveling and others.
gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Garfield) as to the
La Versaiilaire and other new French Currants,
impracticability of enforcing disfranchisement
bearing fruit of extraordinary size.
Roses. Ornamental Trees, Bedding Out Plants, &c.
nor did he apprehend the rejection of the proS. L. (iOODALE,
Address,
posed amendment. There were twenty-five
Apr 28—d&w3wSaco,
States represented in the House, and two more
would give the number requisite to adopt the
NEW
MEETING
HOUSE,
constitutional amendment. He believed that
AT SACCARAPPA.
PROPOSALS to build the wood-work of Tennessee and Arkansas would ratify it and
the new Meeting House for the Methodist Socle- ! that would give the requisite number of votes.
ty at Saccarappa, will be received by the undersign- If the amendment was to be defeated at all, it
ed until May 19th, I860.
would be defeated by Republican or Democratic
Plans, Spccillcat-ions, &c, may be examined at tho
States. It would not be defeated by any of
shop of Wm. H. Neal.
The Building Committee hereby reserve the right the insurgent States. It was not true that
to reject any or ail the bids, if in their judgment the
nine tenths or any such large proportion of
Interest of the society require it.
the Southern people were enemies to the
IVORY HEZELTON,
Government. The common people of the
WM. H. NEAL,
C. S. BICKFORD,
South would ultimately be found among the
S. E. McLELLAN,
truest and best friends of the Government.
JOHN R. BABB,
He thought that Switzerland, the wisest govmay8<12w#
Building Committee.
ernment of the earth, had given a good lesson
That government had enon this subject.
countered in 1848, difficulties similar to those
—OF—
bad
we
which
just encountered.' Switzerland
suppressed the rebellion and organized gov
ernmeuts in the rebellious cantons, just as
can bo obtained on very favorable terms of
Mr. Lincoln had undertaken to organize governments in the Southern States. It main
P. MORRELL &
tains the power in the hands of its friends
NO. 113 EXCHANGE STREET.
and disfranchises its enemies, until after
maylOdSw
some time it permitted its recreant sons to

OUT!

those that have used the above Burner say
tliat it is the best burner
ALL
offered to the public in this

on

IVu

Street,

REMOVAL,!

kinds of Blasting, Mining
Dr. Fred A. Prince, AIX
Powder constantly
Also Blasting Fuse, Toy Bickford

riTUE

Free

ROSS

Patent Gas Burner l

THE

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Advanees

13

Are the Agents for the celebrated

ALL

SALE,

For Sale.

Particular Notice

...

ACHAAGE

second-hand HAND PRESS for sale cheap
If applied for soon. Size ot Platen 20x28.
Inquire in person at, or address by mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Feb13—dtf

MRS. E. HATCH,
an experienced Milliner, having removed to Portland,
now occupies the store formerly occupied by Mr.-,
Jordan, on Center street, would respectfully invite

April 25—eodlm_

op24d4w*

Valuable Mill Property For Sale-

53, Next Door Above.

No. 4 Free

Let.

or to

or

Also lor gale at

U"anev

Sale

BRYANT, Blddeford.

THER

51 Uuiou Street*

Acrid

for

Seal Rock House. Ferry Beach, Saco, Maine.
THE
LUApply to ASA WENTWORTH, Saco,

M.C. MERRILL,

HAYING

good land, with a variety oi soil, well
wooded and watered, producing in
1866 fifty tons of hav, with two orch-

PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,
82A Exchange St, Portland.
Gorham, April 16,1866.
may5d&wtfl6

AND

And All

ot

For further particulars inquire of Kidlon & Card,
Gorham village, or of the subscriber on the premises.
RUFUS A. FOGG.

MANUFACTURED

Fiiryituue

acres

ards, oiaana young, with good buildings, and lavorably located ono and one half ndlcs from Gorham village, and nine and ono hall miles from Portland.

REFRIGERATORS,

i

Farm containing 100

A

-—_

FOR

GIVER & CALEF,

good

“GOOD MEN AND TRUE” are wanted to act as
Agents, >oth local and travelling, for the Equitable Lite Ansuruuce Society of the CJ. S.,
92 Broadway, New York, and the IJuited States
Casualty luxiirauce Co*. No. 96 Broadway,
New York. This latter is the only Mutual Accident
Insurance Company in Ame> ica.
Apply for agency or information to H.G. WILSON,
17 State Street, Boston.
may5—dlw

is well

Coat Makers Wanted.
OEVERAL good Coat makers wanted immediately.
O Apply at
A. L. CHASE’S
113 Federal street, .up atalrs.

..

first class Carriage Painters. Apply at Horse
rpWO
i
Railroad
corner of
and Clark
Streets.

House for Sale.
three-story Brick House No. 70,

THE

Women

A

used

o*
Danfortb and Tate Streets. It has all the modem improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can bo examined any day.
For terms, &c., applv to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland. Apr. 30,1866 —tf

every family. A salThis is a real good

Salesman Wanted.
YOUNG man, a resident of this city who Is
competent to sell goods and can influence trade
as salesman in a retail
Dry GoodB Store. Good reference required. Address with rsal name Box 1959,
Portland P. O.
may Udl w

ATTENTION!

01
x 103,

Smart Young: Men
sell an a» tide wanted in
fpO
X
or commission

in a private family In the westerly part of the citv.
Address Box 602 Post Office.
maylldiw

FOR SALE.

ap6—tf

XXXIX CONGRESS—1st Session.

M

BASE BALL CLUBS!

on

Wants, Lost and Found.

11, 1866-

--■-♦♦♦--

GROCERS,

ROSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham,
Or, H. C. BARNES, Portland.
Fob 27—dtf

desirable House and lot
southwest
THE
of I ine and State streets. Tho situation is
the

GEO* H. BAILEY, Manager.

Friday Morn'ng, May

Ways—Messrs. Ancona, Bergen, Boyce,
Chandler, Coflvoth, Dawson, Eldridge, Finck,
Glossbreqner, Goodyear, Grider, Harding, of
The bill granting Admiral Farragut a sec- Kentucky, Harris, Latham, Leblond, Marshall,
McCullough, Niblack, Phelps, Radford, Ranworthy retary passed.
of Pensylvania, Ritter,
Rogers, Ross,
The resolution asking the Secretary of War dall,
Rosseau, Shanklin, Sitgreaves, Smith, Strouse.
reasonable.
what
Charges
were
the
intentions
of
Government
the
I
Taber,
Tgylor,
Trimble,
Thornton,
Whaley,
with regard to the works at Harper’s Ferry,
P. R. COBB, Proprietor.
Winheld and Wright.—87.
was passed.
t
he
May 11—dim*
{speaker, in announcing the vote, said—
The bill authorizing the coinage of five cent
Two-thirds of the voting was in the affirmawas passed.
pieces,
tive.
and
I declare the joint resolution passed.”
&
EDWARDS
HART,
The bill imposing twenty-five per cent, ad
The announcement was
greeted with convalorem duty on cattle imported into the coun- siderable
RETAIL
jubilation in the Hall, the members
try, was passed, with an amendment exempt- clapping their
but
no
one indulging in
hands,
Corner of Exchange and Federal Sts.,
ing for ten days, cattle already owned by more demonstrative
movements. There was
American
citizens
and
now
in
Uritish
Provalso a clapping of hands in the
have on hand a goad stock of
galleries, to
inces.
which Mr. Eldridge took exception, whether
the anti-cholera resolution was discussed
Groceries, Country Produce,Fruits.
the business of the house was to be disturbed
during the morniug hour.
Please give us a call and buy at prices which will
the
in the gallery.
The Post Office appropriation bill was then byHr. people
give you satisfaction.
Bogers, on the other hand, seemed to
taken up.
A. H. EDWARDS.
t. F. HAST.
have no objections to it, for he
suggested that
Mr. Nye continued the remarks commenced
10 EXCHANGE STREET,
the colored people in the gallery should have
against the President’s policy, in leave to wave their handkerchiefs.
yesterday,
lm
mayll_
favor of the punishment of traitors. Mr. DoThe
however,admonished the memlittle spoke in reply, against the exercise of a bers onSpeaker,
tJ. G. LOVE JOY,
the floor as well as tiie spectators in
of unrelenting vengeance towards the
spirit
the
that
Wholesale Dealer In
galleries,
they must observe the rules
Southern people. He asked Mr. Nye, how of the
and that neither applause or
House,
he
would
have
tried, and whether by disapprobation should be manifested.
Lime, Cement and Plaster, many
military commission ok a court.
Mr. Eldridge followed this
by saying he did
Mr.
that
he would hang enough
Nye replied
FRANKLIN WHARF,
not want to be disturbed by “niggerheads” in
to make treason odious, to make good that
the gallery.
MAINE.
PORTLAND,
assertion of the President’s.
maylld2w*
TheSpeaker informed the member from Wisjar. Doolittle asked now
consin that he must not insult the
many.
spectators
five or six. He would not in the
Mr.
Nye
replied,
For Sale.
galleries.
have kept Jeff. Davis sojong. He would have
Harmonious relations were quickly restored
lot of Springdeld Rifles, nearly new,
him in a hollow square of the grand and the
A FINE
which by being changed Into smooth bores, will hung
House proceeded to other business.
Union armies, when they were inustered out
make the most accurate sporting guns to be had.—
On motion of Mr.
Waslibume, of Illinois,
here. Now, he supposed .he would try him by
They will be sold at 60 per cent discount.
the eveniug session was
dispensed with until
Inquire of F. G. PATTERSON, office 82} Ex- law.
with
a
sort
of tacit understanding
Monday,
change St, Portland, Me.
maylleodlm
Mr. Doolittle said the President was not
that the vacation would be until
Tuesday.
responsible for the delay in the trial of Jett'.
1 he Speaker presented communications from
For Sale.
Davis.
the Secretaries of the Interior and
House in good repair and immediate possessNavy DeIt was admitted that a court martial was
ion given. No. 81 Danforth Street, together
partments in reply to resolutions of the House,
not the proper tribunal, and the Judge of the
with a large lot of land. Inquire of
but which are of no general interest.
•
JOHN C. PROCTER,
proper court had refused so far to try him.
Mr. Darling introduced a bill to
Lime Street.
May 11—d3w
pay certain
As tor the trial of Lee, it was known what
taxes on imported spirits. Deterred.
Gen. Grant’s idea of such a thing, was so long
The Senate amendment to the House bill
Board Wanted.
as Lee obeyed the terms of his surrender.
a duty on live arrivals was concurImposing
ft gentleman and wile of this
about
Mr. Doolittle said the charge that the Pres- red
closing
BYhome, with two rooms, fhrnishedcity
in,
or unfurnished,
ident or his

Apply to

eral.

-J-—---

_

STATES PATENT EIGHT
THE
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHUE.

open to all hordes.
No. 2—Same as No. 1—but to wagon.
No.3—Purse $100, mile heats, 3 in 6 in harness, for
horses that never beat 2.40.
No. 4—Pui sc $10t>, mile heats, 3 in 6 in harness, (or
hor. ej that ne .or beat 2.45.
No. r,—Purse $100, mile teats, 3 in 6 in harness, lor
horses that nevef beat 2. 0.
No. G—Purse $100, mile heats, 3 in 5 in harness, for
horfe.es that never boat 3 minutes.
No. 7—Purse $100, mile heats, 3 in 5 in harness, fer
all oise.s that rover trotted lor moAey.
No. 8—Purse $100, mile heals andrepeat, lor double

thing.

weeks; stable and

occupancy

TELEGRAPH,

■

The house and lot No. 31 Chestnut Street,
i!»corner of Oxford. Possession given immedion
Prem^ses*

Saloon for Sale.

PORTLAND, ME.

No. 1—Purse $100, mile heats, 3

of

woodshed attached; a never-felling well j wood
tot and pasture
adjoining. Said house is flDelylocatedat “Colley's Corner, five minutes walk from the
hrst depot out of Portland G. T. R. E.
Meeting
bouse,academy, new school house, and P. O. all within a tew minutes walk.
Enquire ol H. M. STONE.
Depot Master, or Capt. S. DWIGHT STONE, on the
the premises.
ap27dlm*

CITY

May, June and July,

Inquire

JOHN C. PROCTER,
May 8th—d3w
Lime St.

MA

cts._maylld2t»

to be

Brick House, No. 13 Mechanic
finished rooms, lot 40x100 feet,

House and Lot for Sale iu Falmouth.
new two-Btory
house, nearly completed,
ready for
in a few

Commencing Monday Evening, May 7.
at
To commence
8 o’clock.

maySdlw

two story
street, with It

Portland, May 3d, 188b._maygdlvj*

Great PiUitecnatlieca.

TROTTING

SALE^

FOB

A

ONLT l

FOREST

res

FIRST class Real aurant which is now doing a
good business in the central part ol this city.—
Also a rent of nine rooms—no connection with the
above. The only reason fir selling is the poor health
ol tho proprietor. For
particulars inquire at No. 89
Exchange St., or address
A. G. LEWIS, Portland, Me.

DEERING HALL.
WEEK
THE

on

Bo J. Quiuby, Esq. Inquireof LEVI MORRILL,
Morrill’s Corner, or of Oapt. ISAAC F. QUINBV.
near tho premises.
mayl0dlw&w2w*

For Sale.

Entertainments.

ONE

and lot situated
Church street In
A HOUSE
denoo of the
Saccarappa Village. Westbrook,

late

This Hotel is finely located in the pleasant and thrivingvillago of Mechanic Falls,
on the Grand Trunk Railway, thirty-sis
miles from Portland, surrounded by fine
drives, beautiful scenerv and pure air.
The famous POLAND MINERAL SPRING is
but six miles distant, whose waters give promise to a
large class of invalids of the complete restoration of
health.
The subscriber intending to make the house
A
oi public patronage, solicits a share of the same.
United number of boarders con be accommodated.

Kentucky, Raymond, Rice, of Massachusetts,
Rice, of Maine, Rollins, Sawyer, Schenck
Schofield. Shillibarger, Spalding, Stevens,,
Stillwell, Thayer, S'rancis TlJomas, J. L.
Thomas, Jr., Trowbridge, Upson, Van Aernam, Van Horn, of New York, Van Horn, of
Missouri, Ward, Warner, Washburne, of Illinois, Washbume, of Massachusetts, |Walker,
Williams, Wilson, of Iowa, Wilson, of Pennsylvania, Windorn, Woodbridge and Schuyler

TO THE DAILY PE ESS.

MEOHANIO FALLS, ME.

maylOdlw*

For Sale.

BY

HOTEL,

EAGLE

one

of

aliovc.

as

New Advertisements.

Let.

large unfurnished front room, up
High'
ONEwith
hoard. Apply at No. 5 South street.

advance.

Advrutiswo.—One inch oi space, m
length ol column, constitute a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week : 7o cents per
w eek alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day alter first week, 50 cents.
Hall square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $i.oo; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 ncr square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” §1.25 per square first insertion, and 25 cthper square for each subsequent insert-on; "all il square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
each subsequent Insertion.
Advertisement* inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every parof llic State) for $1.00 per square for first Insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
$3F- JOB PRINTING, ol everv description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on applicaRates

PORTLAND, RRIDAY MORNING, MAY 11, 1866.

For Sale and to

e

invariably in

PRESS.
See A.
He has

Proper

interment

was

Q. Leach's advertisement of Dry Goods.—
makes a specialty of

rich assortment and

a

for ladies' wear.
His stock of Uneu
goods is extensive and he offers them at low prices

garments

Choice Black and Green Teas just received at the
Forest City Tea Store, No. 88 Exchange
street, sellltig
cheaper than at any other place In the city.

SUPREME JUDICAL COURT-APRIL TERM—
Before Judge Danforth.
Titursd ay.—Alice A.
Warren, libellant vs. Daniel

G. Warren. Libel for divorce.
Petitioner avers that
married Warren while she was a
minor, and
against the consent and wish of her mother; that she
has lived with her husband but one day sinco tho
marriage, and that he has deserted her and furnished
nothing for her support. Divorce decreed.
M. M. Butler for libelladt. No appearanco tor libellee.
No. 290—Paul Hall vs. J. Millikon & al. Assumpsit to recover the amount of a note for $500. The defence is that Hall agreed to soil wood for tho defendants for one
year, and that he did not fulfil the contract. The evidence was all
put in and Mr. McCobb
commenced the argument for the defendants.
P. tt. Hall.
McCobb & Kingsbury.

ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.

she

A Weld correspondent of the Chronicle
writes : “The people of Weld are looking after
their rumsellcrs, and have got the leading one
indicted before the Grand Jury, the last term
of Court.”
—

Mrs. Thomas W.
Staples of Rockland,
stepped down a trap door in a store, on Monday,

and broke her
leg.
Dr. L. P. Chase of
Rockland, has'invented,
and is about to patent a new
method of generating steam. It was tried last week at the brass
foundry of Mr. Torrey, and the Democrat says
that even with the imperfect
apparatus used,
sufficient power was obtained to run all the

Past and Gone.—In the window of Messrs. Fer& Son’s shop on Middle
Street, may be seen
three portraits, drawn ft om
machinery of the foundry in full operation!
life, which will remind
with the same strength as with the
many ot our citizens of former limes, Tho first porold boiler.
trait is that of Coot Moody,—by which name sho
It is not a new engine but an
invention to take
was known to
everybody in Portland—taken by Chas. the place of tho boiler. In this case the old
O. Cole. Her true name was Emma Moody and she
boiler was detached and the new
apparatus took
resided in Cape Elizabeth, or Scar boro, with her
its place. If it succeeds, of which there
seems
sister, the town taking care of them. But “Coot” to be no
doubt.it will make a revolution in the
was a great
and
would
come
the
into
beggar,
city method of
generating steam, for thoTe can be
once or twice
every week, and go home loaded down
no bursting of
with tho * truck,” which she obtained
boilers, by this method, the
by ber importuspace it requires is
nities. Last year she was so
considerably less than the
severely burned in ber
old boiler, it will cost less to make
house, that she died from the iqjuries she received.—
it, and it is
After her death the Selectmen of the town removed
thought it will take less fug); it has not howher sister to a place where she would be
ever been
comfortably
sufficiently tested in the latter recared for and sold at auction tho
“traps” which
spect.
Coot” had collected during her
and
long pilgrimage,
—The Kennebec Journal
says that persons are
of which there was a
large amount. Probably there
engaged in various towns in selling what
is hardly a family in this
they
to
whom
the
features
of
city
Bill the Wine Plant at
of Coot, as pertrayed on the canvas will not be
alarge price. The plant
is tho common Rhubarb Plant of
the garden
familiar.
and nothing more.
The second portrait is that of William Hance,
—The Farmington Chronicle states that
painted by Codman. He died years ago. He was a
on
singular character, and the boys used to make much
rhursday morning last, Wm. O. Bradbury,
sport of him. He was in the war of tho revolution,
of
Esq.,
Chosterville, under the influence of inunder Washington, and thought more of his old Genlanity, committed snieide by hanging himself
eral than he did of any other
n his barn.
being, Divine or human.
His age was 66.
Wo can well recollect how
quickly the ire of the old
—The Augusta Journal learns that the order
man would roused
some
urchin
who would creep
by
liscontinuing tho Post Hospital in that eftv»
close up to him and bawl out
Washington was a ! nid
ordering the removal of patients to Fort
coward !
.The old man’s staff would be upraised,
?reble, has been countermanded, and the Hosand woo to the urchin if he came within its reach.—
Notliing you cou d say to tho old veteran would of- 1 >ital is continued,
fend him so much os applying this opprobrious
—Lewiston is busy with city improvements
epiLhot to Wnshington. The picture of him, drawn by
1 Ihe is to put her police in uniform and
to have'
Codman was taken from life. We remember when
everal new reservoirs.
the old man sat for it, with the
—The Washington correspondent of the
shocking bad hat and
Bandilapidated features. It is perfect in every respect.
I ;or Time* says Maine contributions to the
The third portrait is that of Richard Relhan, who
treat Fair to be held at
Washington, for the
came here in 1820 and opened a barber’s
shop, where
Soldiers’ and Sailors' Orphan
the Casco Bank now is, under the name of John
Home, will be in
leason if sent before the lath Inst
Johnson. He was a man possessing great strength,
—The Bangor Orphan Asylum has beenmade
but nothing was known of his antecedents. He hired
a horse and chaise of Jonathan
he recipient of $200, being the net
McKenny, to be gone
piooeeds of
half a day, but drove to Canada, to which place Mr.
* fair
recently held by the young ladies of the
him
and had him arrested and
1 Jniversalist
MoKenny pursued
Society of that city.
brought back. Then, people began to say that he
Several convicts in the State
prison attwas the original “Thunderbolt” who had commiti empted to break out one
day last week They
tod extensive depredations in
Vermont, and many * tarted from one of the shops with a plank to
1 cale the wall at the northeast
believed it until some few years since the real “Thuncorner, but their
? notions were discovered
lerbolt” died in Vermont.
from the guard bouse
n time to frustrate their
After expiating for his offence committed here,
attempt. One of the
! ;uard
by the name of Reed was sent by Deputy
Johnson assumed his real name ot Relhan, lived a
out
to
the station where the
wardenMarcy
virtuous life, Joined the Federal Street
aid was to be made, and two more were
Baptist
sent
1 ipon the outside to shoot
Church in whicn he was an exemplary member, and
down anybody who
was much respected in the
community for the quiet 1 night escape. When the raiders saw Ree4,
rith bis rifle leveled, they attacked him with
uid religious life he led and which he maintained up
tones, several of which hit him. But he stood
to the day of his death.
us ground, and in
spite of the shower of stones
iut a bullet into the leg of the leader
and
Pantecnatheca.—This great work of art, which
ronght him to the ground. The other six ran
lias been on exhibition at
Peering Hall the last four 1 or the wail on the eastern side, hut there the
sveningSy has drawn crowded houses, and it wety de- 1 lfle of the sentry met them and they slunk
>ack into the shop. The man shot was the nolerves the liberal patronage which it has received. It
orious Sullivan of Bangor. He is in the hosis certainly the most
splendid eifatr that has ever
lital, and though badly wounded will recover,
Dcen our iortune to witness.
The whole exhibition
.'he others were properly taken care of,-Sock£ got up on a scale, magnificence and splendor, that j and Democrat.
In
unanimou.
their commendation o?"$!f4lerAK
nald

—

]

]

the close of each entertainment, a large numof elegant and costly presents are distributed
among tbe audience, consisting of splendid family
Bibles, surer Ice Pitchers, Cake Baskets,' Castors,
Photograph Albums,. &c., «Se. As the exhibition
remains but two nights more, we advise all to go and
see the finest paintings ever exhibited in this
cily.
Parents and teachers should bear in mind the
Matinee on Saturday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, and Induce all tbe children to attend, as It Is an exhibition
calculated to internet, instruct and please mom
At

[Corrcspon5en‘eot8rt<W Eneliah
London, April 28,1366.

ber

Mortality of Portland.—The whole number
of deaths in this city during the month of April was
49; of these there died of

Consumption, 12; Lung Fever, 2; Congestion ol
Lungs, 4; Disease of Heart, 2; Jaundice, T; Pleurisy, 1; Id Ian tile, 4; Dropsy, 2; Cholera, 1; Dlptherla,
1; Congestion of Bowels, 1; Convulsions, 1; Old Age,
5; Cancer, 1; Child-birth, 2; Cronp, t; Erysipelas,
1; Stillborn, 2; Unknown, 5. Total, 49.
Ages—under 6years, 11; be'ween 3 and 10,2; between 19

and 20, 2; between 20 and :>0, 8; between 30
and 40, 5; bctweou 4u and BO, 8; between B0 and 80,
7; between 60 and 70,3; between 80 and 90, 5; between 90 and 100,1: stillborn, 2. Total, 49.

Sexes—Males, 18; Females, 29; unknown, 2» Total, 49.
Louis Btjncf,
Superintendent of Burials.
Deatu-Bed of President Lincoln.—A largo
ongraving has just been published in Washington,
represeuting tbe scene at the death-bod of Abraham
Lincoln. The design is taken from a painting by John
H. Littlefield, and includes twenty-four
portraits of
distinguished persons preserft during the President’s
last moments. Rufus Small & Son, of Biddeford,
are general agents for the Stato of Maine, and wonld
be glad to receive applications (with stamp enclosed)
irom agents in every town and county.
Work on the Forts_We learn that the plans
made by Mr). Casey, of this city, Military Engineer
for the work to be carried on this season at Forts
Preble and Scammel, have been approved by the Department at Washington, and that those of Colonel
Thornes for that on Fort Gorges is expected to be
painediately. Woik has already been commenced on
tbe two former, and It is probable it will on the latter
very

Exoriare

aliquls nostril

ex

oiiibus ultor.

You cannot light against the ftiture.
Time is upon our side.
[Cheers.] The
great social forces which move on in their
and
might
majesty, and which the tumult of
our debates does not for a moment
impede or
disturb—those great social forces are against
are
marshalled on our side, and the
you; they
banner which we now tarry, though perhaps
at some moment it may droop over our sinking heads, yet it soon again will float in the
eye of heaven, and it will be borne by the firm
hands of the united people of the three king-

[Cheers. |

to an
easy, hut to a certain
and to a not distant victory
There has not been in the British Parliament for twenty-five years such applause as
was heard to follow this outburst.
The blood
of the people is up. “Time is on our
side,”
said Mr. Gladstone. The question whether
is
to
be
England
governed any longer exclusively by the aristocracy is forced' upon us,
and I have no doubt as to the result. The lories and whigs will find they have in Mr. Gladstone one who is fearless, who Is
determined,
and who knows that the masses are at his’
back. This is the last of our “moderate” reform bills. The next will be
something which
will better deserve the name of revolution.

doms, perhaps not

soon.

Temperance in Saccabappa.—A large meeting
held in Saccarappa on Monday evening, at which
an address was delivered by Mr. Frederick H. Dow,

was

of this

city. One of the public lc oders in that village^
possessing a discriminating mind and not given te
flattery, moved that the thanks of the assembly be
tendered to Mr. Dow for his very eloquent and elegant
address, and the audience heartily responded to the
motion by adopting it.
Gorham.—We learn that at

j

At the time I write a Cabinet Council of
ninisters is sitting and considering wlrat course
hey shall adopt now that their reform bill has
teen read a second time by a
majority of five
rotes only. The probability is, that
they will
;o on in committee until they are defeated upm an important clause and then that
they
wW resign.
You can hardly imagine the effect
produced
by Mr. Gladstone’s speech last night. It is
the greatest ever delivered in my time.
His
voice was musical and clear as a
bell; bis manner was exquisitely adapted to his
words,and
liis language and air were such as to
compel
idmiration from the bitterest of his foes. Today thousands upon thousands ol people are
reading the sentences where he said
“We stand or fall with the bill at has been
declared by my noble friend. |Clieer .J We
stand with it now; wc may fall with it a short
time hence, and if we do we shall rise with it
hereafter. | Great cheering.)
1 shall not attempt to measure with precision the forces that
are to be arrayed in the coming
struggle. Perhaps the great division of to-night is not the
last that must-take place in the contest. You
may possibly succeed at some point of the
struggle. You may drive us from our seats.—
You may bury the bill that we have introduced, but for its epitaph we will write upon its
gravestone this line, with certain confidence
in its fulfilment,—

a

meeting of the

Congregational Society of this town, held on Wednesday aftoruoon, the Parish voted to concur with the
Church in requesting Rev. Mr, Strong to withdraw
his resignation, and also to allow him a vacation of
six months, and longer if necessary; the Parish
meanwhile continuing his salary and supplying the
pulpit. It is understood that Mr. Strong has a strong
hold upon the affections of his people.
Slight Fibe.—Yesterday afternoon a Are was discovered in the roof of a house between York and
Commercial streets, near the fbot of High, which
called together a large number cf persons; but a boy
succeeded in taking water from the scuttle to the
burning spot and extinguish*1 the flames befjre any
general alarm was sounded.
Roberts and Sweeney Circle.—All friends of
Pres. Roberts and Gen. Sweeney, who are desirous of

joining

a company now forming, are requested to at
tend the meeting of the Roberts and Sweeney Circle
this evening, at 8 o’clock.
Per order,
Wm. McAlkney, Centre of R.& S. Circle.

VARIETIES.
—The ‘Gentiles” of Salt Take
City have offered a reward of $4,150 for the apprehension
of the murderer of S. N.
Brassfield, who was
assassinated for having married the conoubine
of a Mormon elder. Nearly the whole amount

raised by subeription at a publis nieetng
Such a manifestation plainly shows the excited

was

state of feeling among the Gentiles of
and serious troubles may yet ensue.
—A large contribution of agricultural implements and machinery has been sent from thin
country to the Austrian International Agricultural Exhibition at Vienna, and Mr. Austin
Baldwin, who, with Governor Wright, represented our government at the agricultural fair
at Hamburg, has been appointed the comrniamissioner to represent the United States.

Utah^

Entertainment at Saccabappa.—The ladles
this village propose giving an entertainment in
Warren’s Hall, this evening, in aid of a benevolent
object. Of their ability to gratify the largest expectations, the past in this direction is an ample guaranty for the future.

There is on exhibition at Baltimore a
model, some twelve feet in diameter of a revolving vessel, the invention of Mr. George T.
Snyder, of Lancaster, Penn. The great novelty embraced in the construction of this vessel
consists in a very simple application of the mo-

of
Attention is invited to the advertisement
a r etail
Messrs. Edwards & Hart, who have opened
of Exchange and Feder.1
grocery store at the corner
men have done service
street*. Both of these young
the rebellion.
for their country in the anny, during

tive power, by which this vessel is made to rol
over the water instead of running through it,
and so completely arranged that passengers
and freight remaiu stationary, while the hull cf

next monthly meetTe vchebs' Meeting.-TIm
Teachers will be held this evening,
ing of the School
at Room No. D, City Building, second
»t 11-2 o’clock,

—The new radical daily, the New York National Press, is to bo issued by a stock oompany,
with a thousand shares at a hundred dollars
each. It will be a folio, half the present sire of
the New York Herald, and willbs sold for two

of

floor.
of Real Estate.—E. M. Patten & Co. sold
auction yesterday afternoon the estate of the late
Cyrus Cummpigs, on Cumberland atreet. It was
purchased by Mr. D. J. Deland at the price of $6350.

Sale

at

Board of Trade. -A mooting of the Board will
he held at their rooms Saturday evening at7J o’clock.

—

the vessel is

rapidly revolving.

cents a copy.
—It is proposed to buy the law library of the
late James L. Pettigru, of South Carolina, for
$5,000, to be added to the law library of Congress.

t
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Planting Pines.

DAILY PRESS,
PORTLAND.
1666.
Triday Morning, May 11,
___-“
To Correspondent**
accom-

published,.»nk>u
No communication will
address of the writer. We
panied by the name and
return
rejected con.mun.cato
cannot undertake
be

tlons.

___

To Advertisers*
unless
Advertisements cannot be properly classified,
10 o’clock in the forenoon.
they are sent in before

Union State Convention.
The Union voters of Maine are requested to send
delegates to a Convention to be held at Bangor on
Thursday, June 21it, at 11 o’olock, A. M., f>r the purcandidate for Governor, and
pose of nominating a
transacting any other business that may properly
come be.ore the Convention.
The baaisof representation will be as follows: Each
city, town and plantation will be entitled to one delegate, and an additional delegate for every seventylive votes cast lor Samuel Conv at the Gubernatorial
election of 1861. A fraction of forty voles will be entitled tout additional delegate.
.TAKES G. BLAINE,
JAMES M. STONE,
N. A. ROSTER,
E. G. HARLOW,
LEE STRICKLAND,
H. B. PRESCOTT,

JOSIAH MERROW,
S S. MARBLE,
SIWTNTwN.
T
ELLAS MILLIKEN,
fj Aitl i-S V» UlUili',
E. J. HALE,

Union Stale

Committee.

>,
pttOOT.ES,
EUGENE HALE,
Cai.iAbi A.O D. A .ilNEj
EBEN WOODBURY,

j

1866.__

As one after another the facts connected
with this bloody affair become public, the evidence grows clear that it had its origin wholly
in the hatred engendered by slavery toward a
despised and subject race. It is another outbreak of the same spirit which showed itself
in New York in 1863, and more recently in
the horrible butcheries in Jamaica. A squad
of colored soldiers, having been paid off, took
white soltoo much liquor,
noisy,
Theie is not
diers have been known to be.
evidence to show that they were
the
as

and were

slightest
doing any damage, but the pc lice interfered,
a quarrel ensued in which the latter were
plainly quite as much to blame as the soldiers,

and one or two persons were killed on both
■Ides. Thereupon, the city authorities, instead of instituting a proper inquiry, and bringing all the guilty parties, white and black, to
answer for what they had done, proceeded to
serve out arms to the bloodthirsty mob, and
commenced an indiscriminate slaughter of
the defenceless colored population. Negroes,
wherever found, were shot down in cold blood,
and the torch of the incendiary was applied
without mercy not only to their dwellings but
to their churches aud school-houses. Eight of
the latter were burned. Quiet citizens going
about their business, teachers peaceably instructing their pupils, women in their own
homes surrounded by their children, and even
babes In the cradle, were set upon by these
white savages, and shot, stabbed, and horribly
mutilated. A colored officer, who had served
with honor in the war, and who had nothing
whatever to do with the disturbance, was

brutally

out of his house and

mur-

dered.
How many innocent persons were
killed before the savage fury of the mob was
glutted it is impossible to say, but the number
is

large.
No person, however, who is not wilfully

blind,

can

fail to see in these events the fruits

of that disastrous “policy” which under the
guise of magnanimity sacrifices the innocent
in order to propitiate the guilty, and abandons
the weak and helpless to the ferocity of the
crnel and the strong. We have been accustomed to flatter ourselves that four years ot
dreadful war had gained for us some advantages, that human rights were to be more sate
and sacred among us henceforth; but if things
like this are to continue, the costly price has
been paid in vain. The government should
make a prompt ard terrible example of the
guilty parties in this affiair. Only by bringing them to stern and instant justice can it
prevent the repetition of scenes at which humanity shudders, and which would be an inef.
faceable blot upon the civilization ‘-1—*

Equal Suffrage.
The constitution provides that, “No State
without its consent, shall be deprived of its
equal suffrage in the Senate.” The historic; i
fact cannot be denied, that the Slates not now
represented in Congress, not only consented
to this deprivation, but insisted upon 'withdrawing their representatives. They ate now
without representation in the Senate by their
free will and deed. To a former presentation of these facts in the Press, the Adverown

tiser

small seed, which will vegetate as readily as
A practiced eye can tell
acorns or beechnuts.
whether the cones have seeds in them or not.
There is a peculiar fulness about them, and
the color is tinged with purple. Those which

are ripe, in autumn, may he collected, dried,
threshed out and the seeds separated from the
chalT by a sieve. The seeds are very small
not much larger than mustard seeds. They

should be sown in autumn, and the loose
haulm upon the ground be raked over them
This will prevent the seeds drying

lightly.

keep them moist till spring, when
they will vegetate without further attention,
and young pines will appear in great numbers.
In conversation with a gentleman ot my
acquaintance, not long since, he remarked to
me that, a few years ago, he was in one of the
interior towns of Massachusette, where an old

up, and

near

The Memphis Biot.

dragged

tion tho other day—a gentleman of good ru■al taste, who desiree to grow a pinery on his
imple premises,—and tor his sake, as well as
For that of others who may prefer to plant,
rather than transplant, our common pines,
either lor use or ornament, I will proceed to
answer the question affirmatively.
The cones on some tiees, but not on all,—
because a few only are fruitful,—are full of

farmer had a

jttt.

May T,

Can our white or yellow pine trees be rals»d from seed? A friend asked me this ques-

replies,—

We feel called upon to knock this infantile
Idea of the Press, that because Georgia declared herself out ot the Union, therefore she
teas out, and so the equal suffrage in the Sen-

ate, has not been taken away without her
consent.
The consent of the
State went for
nothing, and the constitution remained as unimpaired as ever. Has the constitution been
suspended by the act of Georgia ? If not, as
soon as the State was out of rebellion, the
privileges and obligations were restored to the
State.

large scrubby pine tree standing

the roadside.

A*mao, who knows fruit-

ful from barren cones, came along one day
and asked him if he would like to sell that
tree. “No,” he replied “it has stood there a
it
great while, and J believe I will not have
cut down; though its wood would not be
worth five dollars to me, I would not take
double that sum for it.” “But,” rejoined the
stranger, “icill you take ten dollars for it ?”—
The offer was a tempting one; the old man
thought a moment, and replied, “No; but if
have it.”
you will give me.tweive, you shall
No sooner said than done. The money was
planked, and the tree was his. Calling for an
and went
axe, he cut it down the same hour,
to work gathering all the cones from its limbs.
This done, he told the old gentleman he had
secured alt he wanted of the tree, and he was
quite welcome to the five dollars worth ot
wood or thnber there might ba in it. He carried the cones home, extracted three quarts of

Dr. F. believes that this terrible scourge
has its origin in miasmatic poisoning, and
therefore that the attention of those who
would arrest its course should he directed chieftion.

ly

to the

of the

purification

atmosphere,

the neutralization of the exhalations from
cholera patients and victims which, lodged in
the ground by means of unclean gutters, sinks,
vaults and other nuisances, arises, and is inhaled

the breath and absorbed

by

into the

system.

by

the skin

The Doctor says:

It is of importance next to consider how to
prevent the entering of the miasma into the
system. This is accompl'shed first by the use
of disinfectants in ali our surroundings. As
a disinfector of the atmosphere, I recommend
very strongly, as the most powerful and at the
same time cheapest, a mixture of equal parts
of powdered lime and powdered charcoal,
strewn freely around in all places where there
is any disagreeable odor. It should especially
be used on all the excrements of cholera patients. The excrements tbemselyss.shlffl^j^

cheap* material

this

for disinfecting should be furnished in quantities by the city authorities, and placed, free
of expense, within reach of the poor. It
would be also well to apply it in bedrooms,
and other places where people are likeiy to
gather. It is far preferable to chloride of lime,
which is besides injurious to the lungs.
Constitutional Amendment.—
Tuesday’s debate in the House of Representatives shows a pretty general agreement on the
Republican side, to all the provisions of the
p -oposed amendment, except the third section.
Thf.

The

special dispatches

to

Wednesday’s

Boston

Advertiser contain the following sketch of the
debate between Mr. Stevens and Mr. Blaine,
upon this section. Mr. Stevens said,—
With respect to the third section, disfranchising rebels till 1870, he agreed heartily with
the views of Andrew Johnson, military governor of Tennessee, and thought that rebels
ought always to be kept on the back seat. He
could much more heartily support the clause if
it disfranchised them for ten years, but would
not move an amendment.
Mr. Blaine made but lew remarks about the
He suggested that
amendment as a whole.
the third section might be looked upon as in
bad faith. In this connection, he read from
the act of July, 1802, giving the President the
authority to grant amnesty and pardon, and
also brought forward extracts from the amnesty proclamations of President Lincoln and
President Johnson. Would it not be a violation of national faith to disfranchise these
men who had been pardoned by these proclam-

nrVi
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Buy

one

Box of the

Penn’a Salt Manufacturing Oo.’s

SAPONIPIBE!
atentsoflstandSthFe’j.
U

1839.)

CONCENTRATED

LYE
It wfil make 10 POUNDS
ol excellent

lut0^8^
tur,very
Cents. Directions
about 36

all Drug and
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Grocery Stores.
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STEAM

One Price, and No Variation !

Soldiers’ and Sailors’ State Mass
Convention.
wish ol those
Agreeably to the generally expressed
served in the Army and Navy during the
ol the honorably
a Slate Ma33 Convention
sailors of Maine will be held
discharged soldiers and
cn the IMF day of
at Noronihe/a Hall, in Bangor,
of
lor the
May. lsGG, at 10 o’clock, A.beM.,
purposelor
deemed advisable
as may
action
such
UKmg
their
of
interests,
the protection and advancement
in accordand to organize a permanent Slate Union,
and Sailors Naance with the plan of the Soldiers’
who have
late War

^Tet there be

in Anns,
a grand rally oi Old Comrades
the promotion
for the renewal ololdh'iendships, and

01

l ea

Vols

GEORGE L. BEAL, late Brig. Gen’IU. S. Vols.
MARK F. WENTWORTH, late Cel. Mil Me. Vols.
JOHN S. SNOW,late Lieut 7th Me. Battery.
\ ols.
SELDEN CON SOU, late Brig. Ge 1 U.S;
S. Navy
JAMES H. ROGEBS, late Ensign
Maine
1st
JAMES H. SMITH, late Color Sergt.

late Col. ?d Maine Vols.
IICHAS.r\V.eifeBFRTS,
B. FARNHAM, late Lt. Col. 16th Maine Vols.,

A.
and Brevet Col.
CHAS. H. SMITH, late Col. 1st Me. Cavalry and
Brevet Major General.

Railways and Steamboats will be reduced
to half rates tor those attending the Convention.
ty Papers throughout the State are requested to
apl7sM<l
copy.
Fares

STEAM

found by experience to be the
BEST REMEDY
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,

SOAPS,

we

ELDEN& WHITMAN.

AND SEASONABLE

Portland,

DRESS FABRICS,
From the NEW YORK Markets. Our Stock comprise* many CHOICE STALES not elsewhere to be
found in the City.
would call special attention to our assortment

^We

Silk

TUB

PORTLAND, MAINE.

March 20—ritt

NOTICE.
undersigned bavins purchased the stock and
JL stand lately owned and occupied by Messrs.

rTMIE

as

DIPHTHERIA,
Croup*

OF

ALL

DESCRIPTIONS,
over Woodman. True & Co’s,

64 & 58 Middle St.,
J. C. Stevens, )
M. E. Haskell,
A. E. Chase.

|

PORTLAND.

apl7sx3m

)

TIN- TY PES!
LOOK ! LOOK l l
25 Tin-Typca for 50 cents*
25 Gem Ambrotypes* 50 cents*
-AT THE-

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC) GALLERY
JallSNdtf

133

EXCHANGE STRUCT

New and Second Hand Furniture,
CROCKERY, GLASS WARE,

So, 80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.

OTITINE.
This excellent Remedy is an infallible cure for Deafness, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the
Head.
This wonderful Vegetable Extract has been the
means of restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
after faying everything and everybody, had given up
oping ever to hear a ’ain.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive discharges lrom the EAR, no matter what may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence

CARPETINGS, WINDOW SHADES, Ac.
Mr. JOHNSON, for
on tlie most favorable terms.
along time connected with this store, will be found
there ready to transact any business which may be required of him. The old friends and customers ot Mr.
JOHN CROCKETT wiUbe glad to know that he is
still connected with the establishment, where he has
won such an enviable reputation for superior business
qualifications and will be happy to serve them as ol
old, either in the purchase or sale of Furniture and
Household Goods. The highest cash prices wHl be
ppid for ol1 Second hand Furniture, Carpets, Crockery, &c, and aU goods wUlbe sold at the lowest cash

the

one

Massachusetts, for Pear,
Apple, Plum and other Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, etc.,
with a largo stock of Green House and Hardy Plants,
Shrubs, etc:, suitable for the Flower Garden or house
culture, I would solcit a share of the public patron-

^Every thing;

sold warranted true to name, and as
low as can be bad at any other establishment.
Parties wishing Shrubs, Plants or Flowers suitable
for the Cemetery, will be supplied at sbort notice, and
any information I possess freely given.
Wreaths, Crosses, Boquets, or any design ol Flowers

furnished at short notic ?.

Funeral Flowers preserved and arranged in the

neatest manner.

83T*A11 orders left at L. J. PERKINS* Fruit and
Confectionery Store, Morton Block, Congress Street,
Park Street Garden, 58 Park Srreet, or at the Nurse-

ry wHl meet with prompt attention.
Address Box 1702 Portland P. O.

OUR SILK STOCK
Is

fall from tho RICHEST to the lower qualities, In
BLACKS and COLORS.

Mourning Department

ever

used.

Thov effectually cure Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Liver
and Bilious Complaints, General debility, and all
kindred diseases.
They cleanse the system, regulate the bowels, restore tho appetite, drive out all humor, purify the
blood and strengthen and invigorate, build up and
restore to health and soundness,both body and mind,
all who use them. Sold by all dealers in medicine.
GEORGE C. GOODWIN & CO;, 38 Hanover St.,
Boston.
mayl sn dim
CHOLERA X
CHOLERA X
Prof. Douve’s
Atmospheric Purifier.
This article has been extensively used as a Deodorizing Agent by the Governments of Egypt, Turkey,
aud Franco, during the late Cholera epidemic, and is
the most perfect disinfectant extant. It effectually
destroys all noxious gapes and ellluvia arising from
decaying animal or vegetable matter, and for purifying Hospitals, Vaults, Drains, Cess-pools, &c., cannot be surpassed.
For sale by all Druggists. WEEKS & POTTER,
170 Washington street, Bcston, General Agents.

May

9—SNd2m.

OUR

House-Keeping Department!
usual fhll and complete.

as

ty A Large Assortment of Prints. Cottons and Delaines, at the bottom prices.

Hosiery, Hdkfs White Goods and Fancy
Goods in Great Variety.

82 Exchange Street, Portland.
Advertlsemen.s received tor all papers in

Maine, and throughout the country

mayS’OGSA'dtl

ap30—d3wis

—OF—

Cushman,

Mrs.

No. 2 Beering

a

—AND—

JUST

cash. She hrviteR
and customers be-

mayld3w

RECEIVED!

259

DRESS

Steamer Dirigo from New York,
AND FOR SALE BY

HARRIS & WATERHOUSE,
JOBBERS OF

CAPS

AND

FURS,

NEW STYLES
Dress & Cassock Trimmings,

POPLINS,
ALPACCAS,
MOHAIRS,
BRILLIANTS,

SPRING-

ap2G

—AND—

Tailor’s
The
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All

(Street.

Lowest

Cash

a

Prices!

Middle

IS"

Proprietors.

Nos. 13 and 15 Temple Street,
Mar 18—dtl

Portland,

Maine.

Cheap

SPRING

GOULD.
MADAME

The

Cheapest!

der

or

LOWEST

April

84 Middle Street.

FANCY-GOODS
-AT-

WHOLESALE!
Call the attention of the trade to their
sive stock ot

short time, and may be

White Goods,

and exten-

Hosiery,

Wares,

Small

&c.

PORTLAND, Me.

April 4,1806.—<12m

SAMUEL
BELL’S
be tound one of the best selected stocks
oi BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can lie
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Oreen St.
SAMUEL BELL.
Oct 35—dti

and

) Congress

GO Commercial Street.

May 1—dlf

PRIME GROCERY MUSCOVADO SUGARS, lust landed per Barqu/,

QAA BARRELS LODI POUDRETTE.
OUU 500 BB1.S. ESSEX MILLS POUD
RETTE, just received and tor sale at Portland Agricultural Warehouse and and Seed Store, by

CO.,

139 Commercial Street.
tl

GLOVES,

AND

WHOLESALE AJ»D RETAIL.
Mar 18—dtf
__

Muscovado Su^ar & Molasses

■139 Commercial Street.

Business.
GOOD chance is oftered in the msjiutactnre oi
Elastic Goods, for wliich there is rm esta fished
demand and ready sale. Any person wishing to engage in a light and pleasant business, and who can
furnish a cash capital oi $300 to
can address

OUTSIDE GARMENTS!

Manufacturer,
>oxl7ti», *.0.

FRUIT GRAFTING.
wishing the services ot the subscriber in
Fruit Grafting in Portland or vicinity, may leave
their orders at Owen & Barber's, Exchange Street,
or

84

<J.

Notice.
undersigned hereby give notice that a portion
rpHE
X oi the cobwork at the
end
southerly

Importers and Jobbers of

Selectmen of Cape Elisabeth.

F.

DAVIS,

L.

r.' h^keZl,'

MIDDLE

STREET.

Having just returned from New York,
this day all the

I

shall

open

NOVELTIES
IN

LADIES’

SPRING & SUMMER GARMENTS.
np2Gd5w

A.

E.

FERTILIZERS.

MANUFACTORY, Auburn, Me.
Portland, March 12, iStJC.
Iu connection with our Manufactory at Auburn,
have leased the new store

we

No. 40 Union Street, Portland,
where we intend to keep a good class of Goods ftlaptcd to the trade ot this State, nearly all of which are
of our own manufacture and

CHAPMAN,

Q. LEACH.

MB
novfl'fiSdtf

DAYI8 ft COLBY,
)
84 and 86 La Salle Street, J

Chicago, IU.

CHASE, CRAM

BT* II you are in want of any kind of PRLNIUMJ
at call the Dally Press Office

copartnership heretofore existir g under tho
THE
style ot LEWIS, DYEli & CO. is this day dissolved
RUSSELL LEWIS,

DYER,

S. U.

BENJ. LEWIS.
The undersigned will continue the business under
the name of R. LEWIS As CO.
RUSSELL LEWIS,
BENJ. LEWIS.

sent.

The Adairs

either partner.

WISCOMSIN.

Si STURTEVANT,

GRIFFITHS,

Successors to Joseph Gray & Co.,

IP Ij -A-

STEIRIE33R,S,

PLAIN AND

The undersigned hare tormed a copartnership under the name of SHAW Si MASK E EL. and will continue the business ol WHOLESALE GROCERS, at
147 Commercial St.
ELEAZER (3. SIIAW,
CHARLES H. HASKELL.
Portland, March 15,16G6—eod&wgiu*

Copartnership heretoiore existing under the
nainoofs. K. .1 ACKSON ,V
>.N,
will be continued alter this date under the stylo of
PEKKINS, JACKSON & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wliarl foot of High Street.

THE

21.166i-dtf

Dee

ORNAMENTAL

Copartnership Notice.

STU000 AND MASTIO WORKERS,
Portland,

-----

Mr.

GdB^Prompt attention paid to all kinds of Jobbing

in

our

Ic24d3m

line.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

MU.in

W.
our

D. WEYMOUTH Is admitted

Portland, May 4th 1666.

maylidlw*

Copartnership Notice.

Portland. Maine*

MANUFACTURERS

and

Ascot, for

Gray’s

BOND,

jobbers

Made

Ready

&

Clothing,

the

STATE OF MAINE.
Orders from all parts of the State promptly filled
MANUFACTURER’S prices.

at

JVes. 141 & 143 Middle

St.,

PORTLAND, ME.
Mar 12-diwtf
&

Commission
And

GREELY,

Merchants,

Wholesale Dealers in

Groceries, Hoar. Pork. Lard, Fish, &c.,
No. C2 Commercial Street.
B.

DONNELL,

Office

NO. 131 COMMERCIAL STREET.
Merchandise Brokers and Commission Merchants.
A. M.

PORTLAND,
(apl4d£wt0

JUSTUS

mayltl

Dissolution ot Copartnership.
copartnership heretoltre existing under the
firm name of G S. CUSHMAN & CO. ;s thisday

THE

dissolved by mutual consent.
All business of the lirm will be settled by Mr. Jos.
E. F. Cushman, the senior partner.
JOS. E. F. CUSHMAN,
GREEDY S. CUSHMAN.
THOMAS R. CUSHMAN.
West Pownal, Mqr 1,ISCti.
d3w*

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

firm of STEELE & HAYES Is dissolved by
mutual consent; either of the subscribers ami
tho firm ot HAYES A DOUGLASS are authorised
to settle the business et'tho )a:e Dim.
EBEN STEELE,
Thomas it. hayes.

THE

and Counsellor at

over

The subscribers have formed a copartnership under tbe name and style of IIAYES At DOUGLASS, and will continue the Crockery und
Glo*.
W ore bu.iurn, at the old s.a.id of
Steele Jt Hayes.
THOMAS R. HAYES,

Law,

the Post Office, 3d Story,

The undersigned has this day taken the store
NO. 01 COMMERCIAL STREET,
recently occupied by Fling & Whittemore, where he

will

continue tho Wholesale

Grocery, Provision and Commission Business.
STEPHEN WHITTEMORE.

Portland, April 2,

WILLIAM H.

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

Solicitor of Patents,

undersigned

under the firm
THE

L.

Aug 28—dt I_

STIIOUT,

& Counsellors at

OFFICE 0VE3 CANAL

BANK,

Portland, Feb. 14. 1866.

$ Co.,

Dry Goods, Woolens,
CLOTHING

and Dealers in

AND CLOAKS,

Agents tor EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES tor
State of Maine.
** ndd M Middle
PORTLAND,
at.,
Sept 7—dtf

copartnership

SONS,
a

LUTHER DANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA.

fbkgif

-OF—

Dissolution of Copartnership
EL

WELL,
dissolved by mutual consent.
THE
A. I,.

said firm will be

OWEN & CO. |s this (i»v

paid by

persons indebted to said firm

payment.

Portland, April

Demands

acainst

Klwcll. to wheun all
requested to make
A. L. ET.WFLL.

are

M. H.
sj. w.

38,1866._

OWFN,

OWI V

ap3t,~-Idtf

Clayed Molasses.

Furnishing Goods!
ot

&

IV O T IC E

firm of

(mhlOdtf)_A. A. ST ROUT.
Deerinff. Milliken & Co.,
SHEI-LEY.

Manufacturers

a

name ot

DANA

Grocery and Fishermen's Ontfitt rcr Business.

Law,

Middle Street.

Successors to G. L. Storer
JOBBERS OF

Kotice.

have formed

For the transaction of

PORTLAND, MAINE.

SHEPEEY &

ap»—dtf

I860.

Copartnership

Ifo. 105 middle Street.

And Cents’

ROBERT DOUGLASS.

NOTICE.

UUEELY.

Mar 21—d&wGm

C. .F

BURTt/N,

R. C. THOMES.

April 38. I860.

April U, 1866.—dtf

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Attorneys

copart-

ME.

GEORGE F. TALBOT,

Attorney

a

April 11,1666.

DONNELL

J.

tormed

As

of

Patent Enamelled dollars,
tor

partner

HENRY FLING & CO.

BUItTON, THOIKS & CO.,

executed In every part o! the State.
iuneldtf

LEWIS, ROLLINS

a

firm to dale from 2d ult.

Fresco and Banner Painter,
undersigned have this day
THEnership
under the Arm of
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
Work

corn-

Copartnership Notice.

Portland, Me.

SHERIDAN &

mutual

ELEAZER C. SHAW,
CHARLES If. HASKELL,
R. M. RICHARDSON.

March 15, 1SCC.

Wldgery’i Wharf,
octiedtt

between the

of the late drm will be settled by

MILWAUKEE,

GENERAL

9.—All dirt,

offending

Notice.

Copartnership Notice.

Commission Merchants,

the
of
M.,
subscribers, where plaus
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, May 3, 1865.
mayStf

against the
the preceding Sections, shall forfeit an4
pay not less than one doL'arnor more than twenty
dollars lor every offence, also, tho sum of one dollar
lor every house tliat tue nuisances or substances
mentioned in the previous sections of this ordinance
are suffered to remain after due notice thereof.
All persona violating the above Ordinance sro hereby notified to govern themselves accordingly, as I
slial1 proceed at once to a rigid enforcement of the
same.
JOHN S. HEALD.
aprIS—tt
City Marshal and Health Officer.

Copartnership

CO.,

)

Feb 24—dttm

Inducements

Health.

AHA CUSHMAN,
CHARLES U. STAPLES.

Mar 12— dSm

Portland, May 10,1866.—dlw-

&

04 MICHIGAN STREET,

Flour of Bone.

sawdust, soot, ashes, cinders, shavings, hair, shreds, manure, oyster, clam
or lobster shells, or any animal or vegetable substance,
or tilth of any kind, in any house, warehouse, cellar,
yard, or other place which the Mayor, any Alderman,
City Marshal or Deputy, or Health Committee or Officer shall deem necessary for the Health of the City
to be removed, sha'l be carried away therefrom by an cl
at the expense of tho owner or occupant of such house
or other place where the same shall be found, and removed to such place as shall be directed, within four
hours alter notice in writing to that effect, given by tho
Mayor, any Alderman, City Marshal, Deputv, or

try.”

Street*

PORTLAND,
DAVIS

us a

heretofore existing
Commission Merchants, THE partnershipthis
undersigned id
day dissolved by

Cumberland Bone Company's Super Phosphate ot

on

A.

“Give

Woolens:

Free

[|

W A K KAN TED!
Cases of
.any sizo and width made to ordor, and
forwarded with
It is our aim to tarnish our customers and the trade
with Good Sound Warranted (Jvods. To those who
are already our customers this last remark jm.i haps
is not necessary: to those who are not, we would say,

by mutual consent.

|

J.

Coe’s Super Phosphate of Ltme—Bradley’s Patent.
Lloyd’s Super Phosphate of Lime.
E. F. Coe's Super Phosphate of Lime.
Crushed Bone.
Also, Bone Meal for Cattle.
^
For sale at manufacturer’s prices in large or smal
quantities at the Portland Ag icoltural Warehouse
and Seed Store.
KENDALL & WHITNEY.
April 16—is2m

and

18

Arcade

Cape Elizabeth, April 13,18<map!4tf

Ordinance

Goods

Dry

sfVaughau’s

Bridge will he remove i, on Monday the lGth inslant,
for the purpose of filling in and making solid the
sou’henyend of said bridge, and all persons in travelling over tbo -ame will do so at their own risk until
fhrther notice.
J. M. ROBINSON,
GEO. F. HENLEY,
H. S JACKSON,

provisions of

LEACH’S,

ME.

DAVIS, MESEBVE, HASKELL & CO.,

0. A. HILL, Stevens’ Plains,
Westbrook.

SECTION 10.—Any person

A.

Law,

117 Middle Street*

PORTLAND,

Eetail Trade.

England

promptness.

Mr. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st ot
and will attend to any business entrusted
January,
to nun, Doiore the Supreme Court, Coart ol Claims,
or a»y of the Departments.
dc20ti

with

Health Officer.

-AT-

A

aP®dtf

BBA UTIFUL

SPRING AND SUMMER

LYNCH. BARKER & CD.,
April 7—dti

AND

Expressly for the

New

and Counsellors at

No. 6 South Street,

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
board at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
gen (eel place. Abo permanent board lor families and

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels, SECTION
RICH

JhBEXY,

JOBBERS OF

AND

BOOTS & SHOES,

ap6—tl

rnMawEAT.1’}

aplSisd2m

the house. From parties who build imcompletion qf
mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A.
the
at
office

HOOP SBffiTS AND CORSETS,

“Norton Stover/* from Havana, lor sale by

BARKER &

i

FOLLETTE,

HOSIERY

HHDS.

LYNCH,

B.

MANUFACTURERS

Groceries,

BRADBURY & SWEAT,

POUDIl l^TTE.

city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, tf desired, one fourth oj the cost qf buildina, on

Maine.

L.

Portland.Maine.

April C, 186U—dti

PLAIN AND OUNAMBNTAL

JUST

THE

Portland,

_

ALSO, TABLE CUTLERY.
NO. 54 UNION STREET,

PLASTERERS.

arrived per sch. Redington, from Baltimore,
a cargo of tresh-mined Georges Creek Cumberland Coal for Blacksmith’s use.
Also, on hand the best qualities ot Red and White
Ash Coal, at the lowest prices for cash.

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer lor sale a large quantity ol
desirable building lots in the West End of tliu

St,

Figures.

COAL.

Glass Ware

DAMPS.

IN

and

produce.

AT

Great

331

CUTTING !

Stores

Ship

BOSS &

Lime.

145 MIDDLE STREET,

AMMUNITION, Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Fishing Tackle and Sporting
Assorted sixes of Stencil AlGoods,

April 7—d

new

These goods being bought for cash at the lowest importers and manufacturers’ p! ices, it is intended to
offer all the variety and advantages of the best New
York and Boston houses.

mayltf

onn
AiUU

SMALL

MERRILL &

Street,
POETLAND.

No. 3 Lime Street, Portland, Me.
Special attention paid to conaignmenta of all kind*

of

PRICES.

UF^OWIT
Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store,

LARGE OPENING!!

Teller, Buttons,

from 3 A. M. till 8 P. M. She has astonished thonsands by her wonderful Art. Will tell the Past
Pbesent and Future correctly.
EtruNo Gentlemen admitted. Ladies 50 cents,

phabets

Produce)

18—dtt

April 25—dim*

Gloves, Corsets, Dress Trimmings,

NO. 19 PEARL STREET,
Comer of Pearl and Congress Streets.

STENCIL

CASH

LAND,

Commission Merchants, ARA CUSHMAN & C0„

THOSE

April 26—d3w

Fancy and

CARY,

Great Fortune
a

GOODS,

<» rerge assortment ot Cloths
for Spring
which he will ho happy to mnko up to orsell at the

F.

DEALER IN

AND

Overcoats,

gentlemen.

LEACH,

Q.

tl

China, Crockery,

EL WELL, OWEN & CO.,

SPLENDID STOCK

|35r"Kemember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
corner oi Middle and Willow Sts.
fel2dtf

the

as

A.

Street.

Portland, April 14—2m

SUPPERS, DINNERS,

On the choicest edibles in the
market,
AT ALh HOURS, from 5 A. M. to 10$ P M
ETWeddlng Parties and ikmilies furnished with
every variety of Cakes, Confectionery. Ice Cream and
Meats.
ALSO, a small neat Hall for Dancing parties in
the same building.
S. O. HENDERSON,
W. it. BICKFORD,

JJAS

a

s t a i it s.

up
J.

FARLEY’S.

Exchange

39

Tailor, Attorneys
Office

Not a Hotel.

Call and examine Goods and Prices.

131

No.

II.

C.

March 17—d3m*

137 Middle Street,
just received

Commercial Street,

WATCH-MAKER,

BECKETT,

Merchant

Manufacturers,

Office 151

BERRY, JR.,

PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

April 17, 1866.

OPENING,

of which will be made to order, and sold at

class bouse and restaurant, alter being thoroughly
cleansed ami lefitted, and having secured the services
oi MR. DANIEL K. REED as Chief cte
Cuisine, well 1 rhft nm>s. prime grocery mtjscoknown to all former habitues of Bamum’s
as having
-LUU VADO SUGAR,
no superior, iu skill or
250 Hhds.
I Superior Muscovado Mrjlasses,
celerity, with a corps of assist- i
ants and waiters, is now prepared to
5© Tierces. J just landed per Brig L. Staple*
accommodate
visitors at home and from abroad to
from Matanzas, for sale by

LUNCHES,

As

Paper
aplS

IRA

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

AND FOR SALE

Trimmings!

best Stock in the city is at

UMiddle

ap£7

For sale at 23 & 25 Commercial St., Boston.
FEARING, THACHER & CO.
may4—d3m

C.

aplC—<IUm

A. C. DUN ISON & CO.,

3m

likewise:—

Cables,

ot

CHOICE DRESS GOODS
NOW

pressly for Merchant Tailors* ure.
Cutting personally attended to.

correspondent!!.

STUOCO AUD MASTIO WOiiKEES,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

DISPLAY

GRAND

n

as

variety

A lull

and Southern States.

England, Western

300 Pieces Cotton Ravens Duck.
20 Bales 2 and 3 thread Flax Soil Twine.
20 Bales Stout and Light Russia Ravens Duck.
500 Coils Hotli’s Russia Bolt-Rope.
300 Pieces English A nchor Bunting, assorted colors.
100 Chain
| in. to 1J in.
100 Tons Coil Chain, 3-16 in. to l|in.
Warranted American Anchors.

SAND ALL, KcALLISTEE & 00.,

MOURNING GOODS X
Also a good line of Bingle and double width Cloths
ior Ladies' Sacques; Woolens for Men and Boy’s
wear; Broadcloths and Doeskins.
129 Middle Street.
EASTMAN BROTHERS.
may8tf

STYLES!

New Goods, New Cloths,

NOW MESSRS

neat and

The subscribers, manufacturers and sole agents for
the sale of “LAWRENCE” and “0|A> COLONY”
Cotton Duck and Twine, now have a full assortment

TAFFETAS.

Ribbons, and Flowers.

Portland, April 25,1SC6.

duck,

CHAINS, ANCHORS, &c.

Tail©!*,

104 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.
Iam now prepared to exhibit my entire Sprint; and
Summer Importations of Fine Woolens; also several
lines of choice American Fancy Goods, made ex-

THE—

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

COAL.

GOODS!

At M. & A. P. DARLINGS.

BARNUM’S.)

spacious establishment well knov
THIS
throughout the States and Canadas,
first

Manufacturers,

May 3—dim_■

-OF-

Advertisements.

HENDERSON’S,

GOODS!
CllAM BRAS,
ORGANDIES.

12 EXCHANGE STREET.
Ap28—2wedis

NEW

New

Mail.

*GC.

The general adoption of our instruments by all
first-class bands and musicians throughout the counis he best evidence of their superiority over all
others now offered to the public.
GILMORE & CO.
Musical Instrument
18 & 10 Harvard Place, Boston, Mass.

hand;

AUG. F. YORK,

Merehant

COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS

AT

CAN

Spring and Summer

comprising all the most desirable styles of
CAMBRICS,
LAWNS,
MUSLINS,

CASES

Straw and Felt Ilats!

HATS,

GOODS !

A choice selection of

-OF—

Per

_

EASTMAN BROTHERS

GOODS!

Which she is selling very low for
the attention of her Lady friends
fore purchasing elsewhere.
April 26.

—AND—

No. 353 Congress Street.

BONNETS,
MILLINERY

May 10-dtf

JUST RECEIVED AT

Muscovado Sugar.

&

by

9

r-w.-g

rich

V SKAL PRESSES, Canceling Stamps,
■w
and all kinds of Steel Letter Cutting, ftirnisled at
Boston prices.
G. L. BAILEY,
42 Exchange Street.
April 5—dti

BICKFORD

sent free

One Price, and No Variation !

NEW

Bloch,

WHITMAN.

j'ive Free St. Block.

I

Bonnets and Min in pry

manufacturers prices.

&

ELDEN

Circulars

W.

Invited to examine this celebrated Fam-

Great Reduction in Prices

JAMES O'DONNELL*
NOTARY PUBLIC

Instruments!

May f

MACHINES,

l adles are
ily Machine.
Machine Findings at (As

no28dGm

Portland Me.

May 2—dim

OFFICE, 122 MIDDLE STREET.

Reduced

on

No; 59 Exchange Street,
Portland, Maine*

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senior; Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;

—FOR

DENNETT.

Counsellor at Laiv,

on

Norfolk, Va.

IST* Consignments solicited.

dark Read & Co.

L. B.

F. MILLEIt.

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,

Extensively Used in the Army and Navy.

"cotton

Opposite Post Ofller*
J.

y attended to. Order, trorn out ol towu.olicited.
May 22—dtt

Baker*

&c

SEWING

LOOK !
LOOK!
ALBUMS FBOM 65 CENTS TO 8 DOLLARS.
1‘ortmmnaiet from 20 cts. to $2.60.
Note Paper trom 10 eta. to 30 oenta. per quire.
MOORE’S BEST INK Only 7 Cents Per Bottle.
1000 Pictures only 12 eta. each.
All kinds ot JEWELRY
going Cheap!
Give DRESSER a Call at his Old
Stay'd,
fio Exchange Street.
Apr 21—as d4w*

Temple Street Eating House!
(FORMERLY

Street Block.

Grover

HARRIS BROTHERS*
94 Commercial Street.

jgy Merchandise of
Northern account.

kinds bought aud sold

all

O F F I C E
MIDDLE STREET.

64

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

Commission &Forwar<ling Merchant

reliable

& CO.’S

Band

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

xuaj2tf

Debts collected in the several States by prompt and

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

OAA HHDS choice CIENFUEGOS MOLASSES
4ml U U lor sale by

ATWELL,

FOX BLOCK, No, 1 Up STATES,

No Variation!

and

5 Free

EVERY

try,

Department!

One Price

tonnd at

W.

OUR

Will be found a careftil selection of LADIES
SPRING CLOAKINGS and seasonable goods for
Men's and Boys’ wear at the Lowest Price.

Molasses.

Cienfaegos

Will be in ttiis city for

REMOVAL.
C.

For particulars inquire of
WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 24—dly

Has received special attention and will be found com-

plete in all Us branches.

Laces, Buttons, Caps, Veils and Gloves, Bonnets,
DR. LANGLEY’S
ROOT
AND HERB
BITTERS*
The Great Blood Purifier; the Health Restorer,
and the most perfect Spring and Summer Medicine

boilers 700 degs. of heat is thrown away.
making a loss oi 1-3 the ftiel. The question is
often asked how can this be saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes periect control of all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; after the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting tires by Sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.

Prices

In both WOOL and SILK Manufactures.

Is

description of Water Fixtures lor Dwelling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops.
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, aud ad
orders in town or country laith fully executed. AJ
Kinds ol JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
apiUutl
PUMPS ol all descriptions.

DENNETT,

MILLER &

Bowls* Brass 8t Silver Plated Cocks*

some

Celebrated

Government Securities of every description bought
and sold at market rates.
Highest rates paid for u, s. Compound Interest
Notes.
Premium paid for Gold and Silver Coin.

GENERAL

Steam Boilers!

GILMORE

Specie

BROKER,

HEXBY E. WORCESTER,

BLANCHARD’S

ON

and

Stock, Exchange

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

a

WHITNEY.

on

hunky p. wood,

may7diw

Cultivators.

-DY-

Thin Goods !

Woolen

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

STOBE,
&

NE.

70 EXCHANGE STREET.

Closets,

PORTLAND. ME.

For salo at the

KENDALL
April 2—is2m

STREET,

M

May 10-d2m

OF

and Water

Pumps

Force

Flower and Vegetable Seeds,

Also,

AN INVALUABLE SPRING MEDICINE.

Will Cure the Itch In Forty-Eight Hours*
Also euros SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions of the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, free ot postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct 25.1865.—8 N d&wlyr

LOWEST EBICES1

Portland, April 16,1866—dfiw

The Best Style

Ointment:

Now opening at the

C. F. BRYANT.

Of Gaiters for Ladies, Misses and Children are to be
had ofT. E. MOSELEY & CO., Summer St, Boston.

Wheaton’s

ot the

Nurserymen

returned from New York with

ITCH I ITCH I ITCH 1
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch /

Shawls,

SHAWLS !

SPRING

IN

stock of the above NUR-

purchased
HAVING
SERY, and mode arrangement* with
of

-toveg.

UNION

PORTLAND,

gf Orders ll-om tlie Country respectfully solicitaugikitl
ed. Job Work done to order.

HO VET’S

Amateur

Improvement

all the best varieties of

leave Preble Street and pass
every twenty minutes.

iust
assortment of the latest styles of
HAS

ITiis excellent medicinal compound was first prepared by Dr. P. in 1847, and was then employed with
great success in expelling humors from the blood;
but in 1848, a medical friend, who was quite celebrated as a physician, especially in the treatment of humors,
suggested some important improvements,
widen were adopted, and which have made it (so the
people say) the very 1 estiemedy lbr all kinds ot huThis preparation is
mors known to “the faculty.”
composed wholly of vegetables, among which are
Yellow
Dock, Burdock, Noble Pine,
Sarsaparilla,
Mandrake, Senna andBloodroot. Suffice it to say.
the “Doctor” is used in hundreds of families as a
general t. edieine. Unlike many other popular remedies, it is very grateful to the taste. Large size bottles 75 cents. Prepared at the New England Botanic Depot, Boston.
apl4— 3m

And

Nursery

most reliable

saiehy all Druggists; at
wliolcsale by G. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
No.38 HanoverSt.,Boston.

Dr. J. W. Poland's Humor Doctor.

Illustrated

SEED

GOODS!

Plain Black Thibet

Our

Woodford’s Corner,Westbrook,Mo.
cars

Magoe

AND

Long: and Square in all Grades.

Elegant

This side of

the

Furnaces and

MAKER

Portland Agricultural Warehouse

cashnierTshawls,

ELMWOOD NURSERY!

by magic.

Feb 21—gKdtwlv

GEO. T, BURROUGHS A CO*

Westbrook

FINDINGS,
AND 33

31

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Seeds.

&

IN

-AND-

2d, 1868—i«d3m

WASHBURN

WHOLESALE DEALERS

SOLE AND UPPER LEATHER,

IKON,

HEAVY

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, anil
all kinds »>f Tin, Copper anil skoet
iron, in quantities to suit.

Also

try.

rates.

ap5tf

OF

PLUMBE II!

FULL and complete assortment oi Flower Seeds
from Uie most coiubra.od Seedmen in the coun-

In all the different qualities, is tho most complete
and desirable ever offered in this market.

CROCKETT & HOOTER,
AT 130 A

A

MANUFACTURERS,
AND

WILLIAM A. PEAKCE,

CO.

Guide to the Flower and Kitchen Garden, giving
two thousand varieties ot

JPoplins,

DRESS

March

Flower

PLAIN AND FANCY

397 Commercial St, 47 A 49 Beach Street,

&

DAVIS

descriptive list of

OUR STOCK OF

Gore,

M.

117 Commercial Street.

In all the most perfect modes, LAVENDER and
STEEL SHADES, so desirable this season tor Suits.

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the State.

&

SHIP BROKERAGE,
And Commission Business,
C.

STEAM REFINED SOAPS 1
Leatlie

MAINE,

•

•

WORKERS

And

From our large experience in matters relating to
Marino Insurance, we feel confident oi being able to
satisfy all who may favor us with their business.

confidently invite the attention of the
LADIES of the City and vicinity to our latest
selections of
ELEGANT

GORE’S

BY ALL

FREIGHTS,

IN ALL ITS FORMS.

WE

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, contain" all the modern improvements, we
arc enabled to furnish a
supply of Soaps of the
Best Qualities, adapted to the demand, for Ex»
port and Domestic Consumption*

SOLD

PORTLAND

& Co

FURNACES, RANGES, Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
Cooking, Office and Parlor Stoves,

cfleet insurance on

CARGOES, and

Tyler, Lamb

As before.

Beat Goods at the Lowest Prices!

LEATHE .t

to

~80X,

&

No. 35 Exchange Street,

We shall also continue the

and will furnish the

can

GOODS

prepared

now

NOYES

N.

COMBINED CAPITAL OP

VESSELS.

NOW OPENING BY

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages suitable f r the trade and family use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods are manufactured
under the personal supervision otour senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with condence that

A.

Business Cards.

Manulacturers of anti Dealers m

$35,000,000.

Silks,

DRESS

NO. 1,
OLEINE.
*
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT,

a

New York

—

—AND—

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

Has been

such

the

Are

will continue tobny and sell

BALSAM-1

STOCK

Shawls,

and

on

COUGH

if

EICH

gobe,

REFINED

marine Insurance.
undersigned haring made arrangements
leading MAXINE INSURANCE COMall
THE
and Boston, reiuesenting
PANIES of

-viz:-

WARREN’S

as

tiiiT&

Business cards.

Miscellaneous.

with

OF

solicit the attention of the trade
WOULD
consumers to their Standard Bi ands of

H°.

DOE, late of 11th Maine Vols. Me.
HOWARD
20th
HENRY A. SIDKLINGER, late Capt.
Vols., and Brevet Major. late Col. 17th Me- Volfl.
CHAS. P. MATTOCKS,
H1.NRY A. BALCOM, late Sergt. GtliMe. Vols.
Maine
ADELBEliT P. CHICK, late Sergt. 11th

SOAPS ?

REFINED

ADVERTISING AGENT,

at

auy office, either civil or military,
to exercise the functions
of

May 5—SNtd.

and

g“«*.M

sought

should be addressed “National
Soldiers and Sailors’ Orphan Home, Washington,
the
and forw arded, if possible, ten days before
ot.cuing of the Fair.
of
The Institution will be open lor the reception
for
children on the 1st of June next, and applications
lor
warded
be
immediately.
may
admission
All papers lxiemiiy to.the cause please copy.

ROOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,

The franchise bill which passed the TennesSPECIAL NOTICES.
see Senate the other day by a vote of 15 to 6
A Miracle.—.Mrs. Parkes ol No. 137 Fourth
has a curious interest in its bearing upon the
Wilhamsburgh, N. Y., h&3 been completely
third section of the constitutional amend- Ftreet,
cured ol a violent attack of Neuralgia, with which
«he
has
suffered the most excruciating agony, by one
at
ment now under debate
Washington. The
dose, forty drops, of Metcalfe’s Great Rheumatreport of the Congressional Committee would ic Remedy.
May 10—SNdlm.
disfranchise all voluntary aiders and abettors
ARMY
ITCH.
of the rebellion till 1S70. The Tennesee Legislature has passed and Governor lirownlow Dn.
DUFOWCI'S LOTION,
has approved a law to disfranchise the rebels
W POSITIVELY
of that State forever. The difference between
Am Infallible
Cure for Itch!
Southern and Northern Radicals is that the
1N ANY form.
former (and not the latter, as the Democratic
Mar 9—SNood&wSm
papers pretend) are inclined to
greater severity. “Every white male citizen,” after sis
Colgate’s Aromatic Vegetable Soap.
months’ residence, is entitled to vote
in TenA superior Toilet Soap, prepared from
refined
nessee, provided he can take the following Vegetable Oil* In combination with
Glycerine,
oath, and not otherwise:
and especially designed for tlie use of I.aiiic. and
I do solemnly swear that 1
Its perfume is requisite, and its
or tlie \u r.ery.
have never voluntarily borne arms against the government washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Dragof the United States lor the
felO’66SKdly
purpose or with fists.
the intention of
aiding in the lam lebelifon
nor have I with
MAKE YOUR OWN SOAP!
any such intention
any
tune given aid, counsel or
encouragement, to
said lebelhon, or to
any act of hostility to the
government of the United States. 1
further
bwear that I have never
or

rtAll^ontHbutions

JOBBERS OF

Tennessee.

m

hoped

Bronchitis* Consumption*
them, and sold them, agreeably to Asthma;
Influenza; Plenrisy* Pneumonia; or
previous contract with a dealer for whom he
Inflammation of the Lnsgs*
was gathering valuable seeds, for no less than
and Whooping Cough*
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPEsixteen dollars per quart I Thus he realized
RIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly gafe to
forty-eight dollars by his speculation—quite a administer to
persons of all uges.
of
snug little sum to acquire by his knowledge
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advanthe subject.
tage ofbeing at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a preventative of all the diseases ol the
The seeds may be sown in nurseries, and
the young trees transplanted therefrom; but Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
Tho world is challenged to produce a compound of
in my own experience I have found that the
equal efficacy and safety.
common white or yellow pines are more likely
#*# Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
to fail in consequence of removal, than most
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
nol4sNd&w6m
other trees.
The best time to transplant
Square, Bangor, Me.
them, as also arbor vitae, spruce, fir, or cypress,
Tk AXI.
STEVENS, HASKELL & CHASE,
is in mid-summer.

Dr. A. L. Finek, an eminent German phy.
sician, who eas seen a great deal of cholera in
Europe, communicates to the Hartford Evening Press an article on the causes and treatment of the disease which is worthy of atten-

Dry and Fancy Goods.

NATIONjiL

a

The Inference that “because Georgia declared herself out of the Union, therefore she
wa3 out,” is none of ours.
The Republican
party has never for a moment admitted that
any State could go out of the Union, except
by violent and successful revolution. But it
is of no use to dispute facts 1 The Constituations.
Mr. Stevens said that a pardon by the Pre>
tion remained unimpaired, but the consent of
ident or any act of Congress extinguishes the
the State went fi r a good deal more than nothcrime, and if any of these persons are fully
ing. The Constitution does not compel States pardoned, they are of course not guilty in the
sense of the proposed measure.
to send Senators to Washington. Vermont
Mr. Blaine asked if he was to understand
waj temporarily deprived of equal suffrage in
that persons below the grade of colonel, who
the Senate by the death of Senator Foot. Evhave been pardoned by proclamation, are not,
in the language of the section, to be considerery day some State is deprived of its equal
suffrage by absence or sickness of Senators. ed as having voluntarily participated in the
rebellion.
It is of course understood that the States conMr. Stevens replied that any person having
sent to these inevitable accidents. If nothing
a pardon, of coui-se, would be exempt from the
could be done except in full Senate, legislation effects of the section.
Mr. Blaine said that met his point. The fact
would come to a stand. The Southern States
was that these men could show no pardons,
consented to rebellion, thereby depriving
having been pardoned by proclamation of genthemselves of representation in the national eral
amnesty. He thought the adoption of the
councils. Nobody proposes to
deprive them ot section would lead to almost infinite and insurmountable complications. It was retro-aean equal vocie at
Washington, now the rebelltive, and assumed to set aside the law of 1802,
ion is over; but if they arc
their
own
act
by
as well as the proclamations of Mr. Lincoln and
left without representation for a
longer time Mr. Johnson, it goes back and deprives men of
that States so left by
ordinary accidents, who political rights granted by proclamations issued by authority of law, and at the proper
can wonder, and who is to blame ?
time he should move to strike it out.
Disfranchisement of Rebels

THE GREAT NATIONAL FAIR.
SOLThe Lady Directors of the
wUl
DlEltS AND SAILORS' ORl'HAVo HOME
the
In
city oi
commence to hold a PUBLIC FAIR
the
proceeds
the
15th
oi
next,
on
May
Washington,
mainwhereof gre to be devoted to the support and
anu bailors,
tainance oi Orphans of National Soldiers
States
not otherwise provided for in their respective
an«l Territories.
The ladies invite all who can contribute toward
tfair.
representing their .State by al table at the
and it is
The charity is a noble an deserving one,
that each State and territory will be liberally

seeds from

Cholera Disinfectant.

Miscellaneous.
_

350 HHDS.
Brig

\ SUPERIOR CLAYED M050 TIERCES. I LASSES, now landing ntr
J. W. Drlsko.” from
Cardenas, for tale by

LYNCH,
Ap.il 7-dtf

BARKER & CO.,
130 C*“me’C,nl S‘*

_Poetry.
He Qiveth His Beloved Sleep.

Sarsaparilla Compound!

lie was our lilo, our joy, our pride—
For liim we would h ive gladly died;

counsellor, our brother. Mend,

Our

Forgetting, in our anguish deep,
God giveth His beloved sleep.

44
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■4
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34
32
33
24
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28
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FAMILY

large Vials, plain

Book,

case, and

Portland.

Sarsaparilla Compound

DR. E.

Hair

|

Cash, Invoice, Alphabet

KNIGHTS’

public.
For changing gray or faded hair

I
>: t1

BILL BOOKS!
: : T:>/•.■•'!
_

to

The invention consists in inserting
er and outer sole, when the boot is

needed In the Counting Boom.

its original color,

KNIGHTS’

Freight, Express, Railroad

....

LARGE

BOTTLES,

LARGE

BOTTLES.

PRICE

*1,00.

LARGE

BOTTLES,

PRICE

*1,00.

PRICE

*1.00

Application!

STEAMBOAT RECEIPT BOOKS I
MEMORANDUM,

ORDER

Dr. E.B. KNIGHTS, Chemist, Melrose,Mass

PROPRIETORS, 1.e\yxbton. Me.
LTfFor sale by Druggists generally.
For sale in Portland hv W. W. Whipple, Grosman
&Co., J. R Lunt <£ Co,L. O. Gilson. W. E. Short,
Jr., Edward Mason, H. J Cummings, T. G. Loring,
Bonson & Merrill, F. E. Cove'!, M S. Whittier, r.
Sweelsor. E. Chapman, C. F Duran, and by H. H.
HAV, who will supply the trade at Manufacturers*
trices.
upleod3m

—

KNIGHTS ORIENTAL HATH RESTORES.
EB^What the Press says and what the people know.
KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR RESTOBER

_

Restores

Catarrh

FREE

MASON

BOOKS I

gray and lhded hair to its original color.

KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER
Removes dandruff

THROAT!

and

cures nervous

!

headache.

a'

;;o

SUPERIOR
KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HATH. RESTORER
Prevents the hair from

luxuriant growth.

fidDng off, and promotes

its

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL hath RESTORER
Is the only preparation of
it promises.

MANCHESTER,

POCKET BOOKS

its kind that performs all

\

Acts directly upon the roots of the Hair, and its effects are speedy and permanent.

THE INDEPENDENT

Large bottles—price $1.00.
Large bottles—price $7.00.
Large bottles—price $1.00.

CLAIRVOYANT I
-AND-

!

Clapp's block.
Clairvoyant Sight.

Madam:—Permit mo to tender you my sincere thanks tor the cure you have effected on
my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
a
in
manner.
last .inuary
We called
very singular
Dear

\

r,

RULERS

-AKD-

:«r:

‘i

'•••

BILL

*;

HEAD

~

in si* of the best

Physicians in the city; they

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.

said the

very singular one—they never saw one like
came to the conclusion they could not tell

case was a

it—and
what the disease

was.

Some friends advised that

KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.

wc

Clairvoyant; there being none in
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she
drank it, and that it has been
growing, and lrom the
should call

MANUFACTURERS 1

PREPARED BT

on a

of her Judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her
prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
lrom the stomach; it was measured and found to be
eleven and a half inches long. We have it
preserved,
that all may see for themselves that this statement is
really so. I am confident that the child could not
bave lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester and
we feel as though she never could ho repaid for hor
MARY RAY,
skill.
GEORGE W. RAYProvidence. R. I.. Nov. 10,1865.
dcl2tt

DB. E. B. KNIGHTS, Melioie, Mass.
And every variety ot

Dr*

Larookah’s

best

TO

CAPITALISTS!

energetic men, with undoubted references as
to capacity far business and strict integrity of
character, who are about starting a General

TWO

Beal

Estate and

:

PULMONIC SYRUP
is

for

Address

a

term of throe years

or

longer.

WM- HICKTCK, JR.,
30 Broad Street, Room 36,
New Yohk City.
10—dlw
May

Door Plates and Numbers.
CHOICE assortment oi SILVER PLAIT'D
DOOR PLATES & NUMBERS may be had at
TIERNEY’S 19} Market Square, upstairs.
May 8—dim*
A

A

be the

sumption in

done at the shortest possible notice.

all kiida.

ol

B.

to

Portlmd,

Feb

Bought

at the Bottom

prices, and

which he will

TICK,

SOLD BY

Hill 4-4,
Boot W 5-4,

Bartlett 5-4,
Dwight 9-8,
Fountain 4-4, and

a

variety

of 3-4 and

7-8 Cottons.

Amoskeag A and B,

Also Everett and other best quality
Stripes, ‘"York” Denims, Ticks,
Heavy Cottonades and Summer
Stuffl'or Men’s and Boy’s Wear
in full lines.

Lawrence A,
Newmarket A,
Newmarket H,
Exeter A,
Massachusetts A,
Orient R,

Saulsbury E,

Consultation free.

GENTS’
tv

Also

a

j in

1

and

GOODS I

:€■■■■>

;
Corner
Aprils

MIDDLE,

ot

Exchange

Street.
*«dSM

by

sent

It?.

Hides, damaged on board British bark Annie Mrcma>4dtd

Kenzie.

a sure meant

DR.CHAS.MORSE'S
wifi
Troches are made from a Recipe obtained
from Charles Morse, M. I)., of Port and, Maine.
They are of the nighest efficiency in allaying irritation of the throat, a property due to their demulcent
ingredtavts* They also relieve bronchial irritation,
by locgening and solteniiig the tenacious secretions
upon the hiring of the tubes, so that it can be readily

THESE

expectorated.
Many persons ate aahject to a dryness and tickling
ot tlie tbroat, while attending church, which often
causes cough; these iro*h,et* flrJM Remove all that
trouble and prevent taking old on going from a warm
100m out into the 'old air.
For sale wholesale and re ail by
CHARLES W. FOSS, Preyrieiet,
Also, bv NATHAN WOOD, O. P. SHEPHERD
fet4d3m
& COs.aiid H. H. HAY.

safe in all

cases, ex,,m

Medlciues suitable for all disease#

la

are prepared for
when milder mediciaos fitil; these
free
«f
mail,
postage, on receipt of $3,
each box.

V K.

VT

Aiun X

Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia.
'lYavelers find the Lozenge$ just
Faintness, Ac.
*chat they needt as they are so compact and inodorous
that they may be earned in the vest pocket. Price 60

0

cents per box: small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.*
8. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
July4dly
enclosing 80 cents.

newt.

HOUSE LOTS.
VERY eligible lot

INDUCEMENTS!

renewed

aod vigor.

one bottla *2; three
to .%nv address.
Our medicines are sold and
respectable drugeists in every

l'nce,

Dr.

tak n rooms at Kingsbury’s Hotel,
extractst.,where be will remain tor one week. Corns
ed without pain or shedding blood, and all operations
mannor.
>ciont»ilc
in
a
formed
pei
P. S. Particular attention paid to enlarged joints
and soft corns between the toes.
May 9—dlw*

hy
..

recommended by all

part of tbe tivilitca
to
some unprincipled dealers, however, try
eceive their customers by selling cheap and worth*
not
Be
to
make
order
money.
less compounds in
deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist does not keep them, write
to us. and we will send them by express, carefully
Wi will be pleased
Packed free from observation.
in regard to
to receive letters with full alatements

'*

__

Slobe:

VERMIN.

Street Garden,
No. BS

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.
If farmers and others cannot obtain this article of
traders in their vicinity, it will be forwarded; bee of

IwonU)

din-ase with which ladles or gentlemen are
Address all letter, for medicine#, iwmphafflicted
.ela, or advice, to the aole proprietor,

~,®,Tbit

anv

Street,

SALT TO ARRIVE

prieee.

charge by
JA8. F. LEVIN Act. South Down Oo.
23 Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS. I

FOX

express

1

aPn

BLOCK.

POUTLAUD

I
«

I
|

|

HHDB. LlVtRPOOL per ship “Chi i.
4-UUU Chaloner.”
HH2«.
TURKS ISLANI>, per rchr “Jt
0
180
,

.i.h

WMtnhouse.”

Apr 84—-:*w3wU

_

DANA & CO.

Park Street.

invite the attention of ail wialing Planta
»t«* at tlie abjT* P|ac#'baTin*
of J one.
I wifi
tbegromul. tnrorthe middle
any of theatock at reduoed
time eell all

•

81 IMicLdle

Street., near Pina
STEPHENSON.
2d National Bank.

Corns! Bunions! In-grrowing Nails
Emanuel, Surgeon Chiroped stof Boston, has
203 Congreas

«tbUl»tcd

bottles »3; «nt

W. H.

ap23—dtl

iTSSEiXSX-seed,
have

the head ot State rtreet;

on

Street.

Thl

EC SftoSJic
strength

near

52,
AAlsosize,lots55 byEmery
and Lewis

■

express

on

J

PLEASANT

Sr. W. R. MERWIH, 37 Walknr St, X. Ta

March 2—dAwtin

,

to the palate, cause no pain, act
promptly, never require increase oi dot>e, do not
exhaust, and lor elderly persons, females and cldldTwo taken at nichfc movren, are just the thing.
the bowels once tlio next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Tiles fluid Fallh g of the Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression alter eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting oi lood, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eves. Sick Heailache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complnint. Loss of Appetite, Debility,

Voawme

dt,

Should be used by all Fanners

Ayres

may concern,

ft*

open to inspection has ALL BEEN bought since the recent great decline in
goods, thus
enabling the propeietor to offer

>.

at 11 A.

on

the land.

*

REMEMBER THE PLACE!

CBOSMAN A CO.,

74

V

Hysterics in Female«.
iPalpitation of the Heart and
all Nervous Diseases. It rettorea new life agd vigor to the
aged, causing the hot blood of
*
rises
Phenix
As the
youth to course the veins, resfrom the ashes of
,oring the Organs of Generate. animated
tion, removing ImpoUncy and
A’f‘
Debility, restoring Martina,
‘hua proving a
wtem and and JM rigor.
°f '■<**' J*~
dutatc.
perfect
aexea. To
both
in
Barrenness
via ring Sterility and
and aged, there la no greater
It
gi*« a new
tJds “EIUir of Life."
to
the weak and

now

purchasers.

Damaged Hides at Auction.
May 91b,
V.,at»tor*.
Galt’s W harf, will be sold for account
ONhouseEDNESDAY,
of whom!*about 1600 Buenos

Or, Essence of Life,
Cures General Debility, Weak-

Cl O O D B

to

notice.

E. M. PATTEN & CO., Auctioneers, 19 Exchange St.

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,

The public shoul'd remember that this extensive stock of

i

Hides advertised for this day’s sale,

adjourned until further

E. M. PA1TJC.N & CO.

cases.

the price of

BUYERS

----

GREAT

rpHE
1 stands

N. B—Cherokee Pills Na. *

Special

*

sitcv.Bnnui&a
2TO.

prepare

(from
I

will readUy appreciate.

DRY

Postponed.
sale of

which they are subject.—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
In a sealed envolojH*, free.
The Cherokee Pills are sold by nil druggists at $1
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
mall, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
observation, by addressing the sole proprietor,
Dr. W. B. MEBWIN, 37 Walker St., H. T.

Are

CASH

SALE.

Ladies can address ut in perfect
confidence, and state their complaints in hill, as we treat all Female Complaints,

all of which will be offered at such prices that the

CLOSEST

THE

EDW. M. PATTEN & CO.,
Auctioneer., 18 Exchange 8t.

mayMlw

cept when forbidden by directions, and are easy to administer,
•s they ere nicely suqar coated.
They should be in the hands of
every Maiden, Wibe, and Mother

ftill line of

FURNISHING

J

fierfectly

w«wl6

PROMENADE

FOR

_novltl

are

cloths, coatings,

and other Woolen*.

HEAR

WESTERN

Cure Suppressed, Excessive and
Painful Menstruation, Green
Sickness, Nervous and Spinal Affections. Pains in the B<ick, SickJleadache. Giddiness, and all diseases that spring from irregularity,
by removing the cause and all the
effects that' arise from jt. They

V

eodtd

VALUABLE LAND

Or Female Regulator,

Lancaster, and other makes.
pant

Electricity

on

JOSEPH 1LSLEY, Administrator.

April 19.1S6S.

’‘CHEROKEE PILLS,

Amoskeag,

flannels,

»n

auction

day,

Tefths Cash.

piles—we

PRINTS.

Cocheco,
American,
Philip Allen,
Wamsuta,

public

at

tor noon.
The sale of the lots in Cape Elizabeth will take placa
On the premises, at three o’clock in the afternoon ot
tbo same
May 21st, 1S6G.

of cure. For painful menstruation, too proftirc
menstruation, and all oi thoao long line of troubiet
with young ladies, Electricity* js a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore Abe sufferer to the
Vigor of health.
TEETH X TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity avitiiout pain. Persons hairing decayec
teeth or stomps they wish to have removed for ruset
ting he would give a polite invitation to ealL
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sale
for family uss, with thorough Instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with boarc
snd treatment at his house.
Oflice hours from & •'flock A. W. to 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.

BLEACHED COTTONS.

Pepperel E,
Pepperel N,
Pepperel R,
Laconia O,
Forest City B,
Forest City A,

BREWSTER,

SCAB,

as

deceased,
Mono ay, the 21st day ot
May next, ail the right, title and interest, v bi?h tLe
said Wood had. at the tiw of bis decease, In and to
the fbilowin ; parcels ol land, namely:
A lot ot laud in Ca e -Elizabeth, situated on th#
south side of the road leading from Vaughan’s H^dge
to Scarborough, adjoining Daniel Strout'slana, wing
the same lot, conveyed in two parcels, to said Wood
by Jonas W. Clark and Moses Lylord, June 30, I860,
—being about twenty ceres.
A so a lot of land hlluated In Cape Elizabeth, being
about two and three-quarters acres, at joining the
foregoing; the same conveyed to said Wood by Ann
S. Skillins, August 4, UC4.
Also a lot ot land situated in Portland, on the south
side of Federal Street, eighty-three feet westward
from Pearl Street, the same conveyed to said Wood
by Adeline Hutchinson, November 9, lftiJ.
The sale ot the last mentioned lot will take place
on the premises, in Portland, at eleven o’ckcx in the

sale,

Electrician

train of disease* will find*

BROWN COTTONS.

of Probate

to license from the

Judge
for Cumberland County, the sulscnber,
AdPURSUANT
ministrator of John M. Wood,
w.ll offer for

of the!)

By Electricity

Stock of

May

Administrator’s Sale.

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elasticity <*f youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities ro>
movea'; faintness converted to vigor, weakness tc
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the pahded form to move upright; the blemishes 01
of mature litt
youtnak? obliterated; theotaccidents
old age obviated and an
prevented; the calamities
active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold hancs and feet: weak stomachs, lamand sick headache: dizrf
nervous
aud weak backs;
ness and swimming In tho head, with indigestion and
the side and back;
constipation of the bowels; pain in
womb with inleucorrbam, (or whites); falling of the
ternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that Ion*

offer at great Bargians. The whole basement
of the store has been fitted
up for the purpose of carrying on the Jobbing business. He has
now in stock a full line of the
following articles

the Public by

2,1805.

thy

complaints.

Mr, Brewster wonld be happy to meet his old
(blends and the public generally.

D.,

apS-dlyMWFaw

Large

M.,

ON

NT DEMING,

mering

at

THURSDAY. Mav 17th, at 3 P.
at offio*.
18 Lxcharge stieet, will l>e told a col.1 action of
Oil Paintings, beiohgmg to the estate of a well known
Boston arti.'t, deceased, consisting of about o e hundrei Painting* ot the English, hiemish and Fiench
school, principally cabinet, pictures.
They will te
found very att. active and woi
the atteut.on ot the
public, will be ou exhibition Wedi esdav,
16th,
and on morning oi sale. Ti e public aie invited to
examine this collection ana mark their catalogues
rna.btd
previous to sale.

adapted

Domestic Dry Goods.

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

MELROSE, MASS.

Corey.

DREW,

PATTEN A CO., Auctioneers, 18 Exchange St.

Fine Original
Oil Paintings
Auction.

LADIES.

charge.

The

most elegant

S.

PREPARED BT

H. H. HAY
Benson Sc Met illl, C. E. Beclrett, T. O. Coring, EdM.
S.
ward Mason. 1:. L- Stanwood,
Whlitler. J. H.
J.
Thayer, J. ] t. Lunt Sc Co„ W. F.. Short, Jr., L. c.
«i»™, C. W. Foes. H. T. Cummings Sc Co., f. K.
Covet], C.F.Dt vran.E.Chapman,S.Gale,M.Hanson,
T. Sweetser, Si imuel Bolfe, J. J. Gilbert and C. F.

To his

thoroughly refitted, and fhmished In the
And

Infirmary,

they

Clo se Cash Buyers,

This excellently located Hotel has been

NAMES MARKED ON BOOKS

mayOdtd
E. M.

WHERE

WOULD CALL THE ATTENTION OF

Cong. Church, Brooklyn,

style,
U Now Opened

ON

the United States Hetel
he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he hat
permanently located In this city. During the three
years we have been in this city, we have cured some
ot the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms oi treatment in vain, and cut inspatients in so short a time that the question is ofte>
stay cured? To answer this questioi
asked, do
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenty*
one years, and is also a regular graduated physician
to chronic diseases in
Electricity is perfectly
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuraigiapii
or
the head, neck,
extremities; consumption wher
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not full}
or
chronic
acute
rheumatism, scrofula, liij
involved;
diseases, white swellings, spinal diset&es, curvature
contracted
of the spine,
muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, deafness, stamol
or hesitancy
speech, dyspepsia, indigescure
tion, constipation and liver complaint,
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

Prise $LOO Per Bottle j Six Bottles for $5

W. F. DHILLIPS & CO.,
J. W. PERKE5S & CO.,
BURGESS. FORBES & CO„
W. W.
WHIPPLE,

S.

tion.
WEDNESDAY, May 10th,

at n o'clock A. If.,
and to be continued until the whole stock U
c’osed out,we aha 1 »ell the stock of Stove-*,Tin and Iron
Ware material, Tools, As., in store No. 126 Exchange
Street, consisting ot Cook, Parlor. Office and Air T ignt
Stoves, Tin Waie, shelf goods, Spoons, l adles, Tippers, Cake Boxes, Earuie l Ware, Iren Were, Ae.,
Ac. Also, Tin. Wire. Sleet IroD, Zink, Lead Pipe,
Pumps, Coal Selves, with all kinds ot furnishing
good*. Ac Ac.
HENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.

174 MIDDLE STREET,

Mar. 19— d3m.

its

E, It. Knights, 1VL

SILAS

-NEW YORK, -DCC., 1865.
Samuel J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In reply to your inquiries regarding your
patent Metallic Sole,l take gieat pleasure in stating
that 1 had them put in a pair ot fine calf skin boots,
which I wore the whole of last winter in the wet
streets of Albany. I have had them half soled since,
and am wearing your Metallic Soles now, with full intention never to bo without them. I have not had
a wet or damp foot during the whole time I have worn
them. I pronounce them the best insole yet mode.
I am satisfied that no person having once worn them
will do without them. Wishing you the success you
deserve tor so valuable an invention tor the preservation of health,
I remain truly yours,
SAMUEL JEFFERSON, Contractor, Now York.
Mr. Samuel J. Seely :
Dear Sir—I take great pleasure in offering my
to the usefulness and comfort of your pattestimony
ent Metallic Sole. I have used a pair of boots for the
seven
past
months, furnished with this Sole, and feel
no hesitation in saying that I have never worn shoes
that combined so perfectly the desirable qualities ot
dryness and durability.
EMMA OVEfeTON, Brooklyn, Stow York.
S. J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In answer to your request, I am pleased
to stale that I have manufheturod shoe- containing
your Metallic Sole by machinery. I think them a superior article for keeping the teet dry. Inmanulacturing them there Is no trouble from cutting the
thread when sewing, nor any difficulty la putting
them In the shoe.
Respectlully vours,
SEELEMAN PEARLBROOK,
Practical Shoe Manulacturer, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Coughs, Colds,

Influenza, Bronchitis, Conenriv stages, and all diseases of the
been made available to
has
that
I'hroat and Lungs,
1 he public. Clergymen, Members of Congress, Singars and Actors, arid in firot every one who has given it
a trial
give it tiu.'ir unqualified praise.

cur* tor

YARD I

thin

public.

Stoves, Tools and Fixtures at Auc-

MEDICAL ELECTBICITY

WROtERAlE DEPARTMENT,

International Hotel,

Surest, Safest and Speediest

pnrehise

OOo

to

BINDING

*

Brokerage

Bnilueisi
In New York City, and also intend establishing a
MINIVG BUREAU, os an Agency for the
and sale of Mining Properties In Colorado, Nevada
Montana, ‘dalio, and elsewhere, wish to enlist the
capital of a Special Partner, who will ftimish 420-

acknowledged by all

BOOK

the

ON

Nearly Opposite

MARY A. FRENCH.

f

:

PAPER

Savannah, Ga.. Feb. 4,1866.
Dr. £. R. Knights, Melrose. Mass. :—
Dear Sir-1 am happy to inform you that the use of
one bottle of your Oriental Hair Restorer has restored
my hair, which was nearly white, to its original brown,
and it Ib soft and glossy as in earlier days. Dr. Walsh
teds me that it is the only preparation of the kind that
is worthy of confidence.
Gratefully yours,
Mrs. A. D. LAMAR.

From 618 Broadway, New York, has leturned to
Portland, and can tn consulted at her office, No, 11

"jn

PER

BAILKr A CO., Auctioneers.

Grand Trunk
Basin,
$
Station, Portland, will be sold 43 Mast rarg.i g in
thickness Irom twenty-two to tMrty-fbur iuchee—
ljngi.li from sixty-tlve to ninety loot,
bale positive,
maydtd

N. B.— Ladies desiring ."nay consult
A lady of experience in constant attendjant,186fid«!ftw

DR. W.

Y

.a

Spars for Ships’ Masts at Auction.
May 16, at 3} o’clock P. M, at the
Wednesday,
about n m lo north of the

own sex.
ance.

—----——

testimonials.
Tbe undersigned have tor the past six months worn
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely’s Metallic
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive against
dampness, and the colds so often taken from damp
feet. Most, gladly do we testily to the perfect efficiency of their service. The Metallic Sole is not only a
grand contribution to the cause of general health,
but a pobtiye luxury, obviating all necessity of
India Rubber shoes, except in muddy weather. All
dampness, and even water upon pavements,
ordinary
is completely foiled of its power of harm by this most
simple and useful invention. No one who has once
used them will ever be without them again, as they
inert ase the cost of boots and shoes by a sum which is
scarcely worth naming, and insure,positively, dry feet,
which is reckoned among the first conditions of health
and comfort. We heartily commend the “Metallic
Sole” to all the sensible.
J. CLEMENT FRENCH,
Pastor Central

CENTS

SO

Patent Metallic Soled Boots and Shoes are being introduced into the leading Boot and Shoe Stores
throughout the United States, and will supplant all
forms of overshoes, except possibly for deep mud or
snow, as they becoifle known. Be sure to get them
and take no other. If your shoemaker does not happen to have thorn, he can procuie them without difficulty. If he will not, then send yourself to the inventor one dollar and thirty Cents, and obtain six
pair, assorted sizes, with right to use, which will be
promptly forwarded by express pre-paid, and which
can be made up by any shoemaker in the country.—
Agencies will be established in every city and village,
and supplied with-Soles and proprietary stamps, at
schedule prices and liberal commission allowed on
sales. Also General Agencies for States appointed on
application, wi h proper testimonials to the inventor.
SAMUEL J. SEELY,
General Depot, corner City Hall Place and Bead
street. Now York.

made to order.

KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HATH RESTORER

universally adopted by

and

THE

Medical

Metalic Plate, exceedingly ductile, combining
flexibility with toughness, very light, and every way
adapted to the end desired, while the additional expense is merely nominal. It furnishes a perfect barrier against the admission of wet or dampness, though
the feet may be exnosed ever so long upon wet pavements or damp ground.
To ladies and children the Metalic Sole* will be
of incalculable value, as from their habits of life and
delicacy of dress, they are particularly exposed to the
long train of ills that attend upon on inadequate protection to the feet.
These Soles have already been tried by the best of
tests, actual use, and the testimonials to their
merits, freely proffered, indicate that they must be

speedily

_A-wn_

HEX

May 8—dtd

HR. HUGHES,
bv addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner ot Middle), Portland.

GOODS!

between the ina

clear.

LAX>1.V.S will find it invaluable in all cases of
struettons .after all other remedies have been tried Ir
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing it
the least ipjur.'ous to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part ot the country, with rail directions

10 cases Pacific, Manchester and Hamilton Mous de Lainea in all the choice
Spring styfes,
will be sold at the old price of

presented to

making,

ON

known as the T rjwbridge Lot. It is a very desirable lot; In a good neighborhood, and well located.—
The lot is largo 77Jil30 foot.
Sale positive—title

especial accommodation.
Hr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue In regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific am'
certain of producing relief in a short time.
ob

■

Wetting the Feet is the most prolific cause of
disease and death known to humanity. It is almost
sure to bring on a cold; and colds, neglected, and otten
when not neglected, lead to fevers or to coughs and fatal consumptions. It is in recognition of this truth
that the inventive talent of the country has for years
been devising some method, or attempting to devise
it, for keeping the feet dry, and yet tnat should not
give inconvenience to the wearer. Rubber shoes, in
one form or another, ha-'e hitherto been our reliance;
but it is well known, as among their many evils, that
while they keep the icet dry from external moisture,
they sweat them over much, and by thus inducing
an undue tenderness increase a suscepti' ility to colds
rather than otherwise. They are also cumbersome to
the feet, and withal are very expensive. The demand
is for something that shall make the ordinary Boot
and Shoe impervious to wat r, without affecting their

public.

Valuable Building: Lot at Auction.
TUESDAY, May 15th, at 3 odockP. M. on tb.
premises, wo sl.all sell that valuable lot of
land on the corner of Brackett and Neal Street.,

DS. HUGHES particularly nvltes all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No.'
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for theii

A complete assortment of American Prints,
Sheetings, Shirtings, Stripes, Denims, Ticks,
Checks, Bibbed Cotton Hosie ry, Crashes, &c.

A NEW INVENTION.

ly
the

BOOKS

PREPARED BT

JOHN G, COOKk CO,, Draggiiit.

Electic Medical

one

Patent Metallic Sole.

attained in the invention herewith

up in

Box!

DOMESTIC

elegance or efurability, and, if possible, without adding sensibly to the cost of their manufacture. These,
it will be conceded, axe most important features,
and we conscientiously affirm that they are absolute-

every kind or

and

should be used, and is the only preparation for that
purpose upon which the public can rely with confidence. Both the Dressing and the Restorer are put

liberal discount to the trade,.

A Clear Case or

—jlhd-

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

celebrated Tooth Powder is put up in two
at the low price of.

Cassocks.

Special attention will be given to the Manufacture of Ladies’ Outside Garments. Having
the best Cutter in New England, Mr. Drew can, without fear of
contradiction, recommend
his garments as superior to any other
establishment, Over 400 Sacques, Jackets, and
Cassocks in the latest styles on hand. Also a large stock of CLOAKINGS,
BUTTONS, and
other Trimmings.

1

curl,

Boxes, and sold

and.

TO

BOOKS

BLOTTERS!

an elegant preparation, exquisitely perfumed, inclines the hair to
will not soil the skin or any article of apparel, and is fast superceding the pernicious articles which have so long deceived a credulous

State Assayer..
20 State St.. Boston, February 26th, 1866.

Physician

DAY

is

Respectfully,
A. A. Hayes, M. D.

Electric

PAT’D. Sept. 5, 1865.
A—Metallic Sole.
B. —^Oater Sole.
C.—Inner So.e.

KNIGHTS’ HAIR DRESSING

erins to them. In fact, it contains the
best constituents oi several popular dentifrices.

MRS.

Cloaks

rn

of

will be sold without the least reserve, on terms that
will be sa’ isfaetory to the buyer. For terms and
particulars call on the Auctioneer.

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration oi the urinary organs.
Parsons, who cannot personally consult the Dr..
?an do so *»y writing, iu a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be ibrwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, ii desired.
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me
r?" Send a Stamp for Circular.

TAKE CASE OF TODS LIFE

on

Land, the scene ot the late tire. The lot
fronton Temple Street of seventy feet
by ninety
in depth, more or lea*. This
property is in the very
heart of the city, and should c mm and the notice of
any party looking lor investments in Real Estate. It

again changing to

WHITE GOODS in Full Lines !

ly

LEDGERS, JOURNALS

be

on

will appear, or the color will be of a thin inilkisli hue,
a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die oi this diificulty, Ignorant of the cause, which is the

the New

Dresses.

Ladies’

SEELY’S

Dressing-

DR.

Mixtures, Poplins, and all
recently imported far

Fabrics

'•

uVf.

chiefly

powder.
A. Garcelon, M. D., John M. Small, M. D., Pearl
Martin, M. D, M. C. Wedgewood, M .D., J. Fanning,
M. D., A. Burbank, M. D., Eli Edgecombe, M. D„
J. P. Fessenden, M. D., B. K. Kick -r, M. D., Lewiston. H. L. K. Wiggm, M. D., S. Oakes, M. D.. N.
C. Harris, M.D., Auburn.
Lewiston, February 3,1866.
Messrs. John G. Cook, & Co—Gentlemen:—I
have carefully examined your “Chlorate Dentifrice”
both Chemically and Physically. In
composition it
accords with t he recipe, and is free from any metallic, or mineral compound, which can injure the teeth.
11 cleanses the surlr.ee of the teeth w itliout
abrading
them, and it contracts the gums firmly on them,
while its chlorate compound destroys any decaying
matter ad»

Eye, Ear,

Foreign

R. P. HALL & CO. Proprietors,
Nathua, N. H.
JJ- Sold by all Druggists.

i.;

sold
TLa_SDAY, 18th May, at 12 M.,
the premises, Temple
WILL
Street, the very vallot

vudio
has a

iag sensation, and weakening the system in a mannei
patient cannot account lor. On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen

-AKD-

A dressing for Children’s hair, which can be used
without fear of injury to its growth or texture,
has hitherto been unattainable.
Most, if not all, of
the Hair Dressings heretofore sold at the drug stores
are composed
of oil and alcohol,—ingredients
which are antagonistic to the life of the hair.—
KNIGHTS* Hair Dressing contains neither oil nor
a’cohol, is purely vegetable in its composition, and is
the most perfect Hair renewer and invig orator that
has ever been made available to the public. Persons
whose hair has been thinned by sickness or age sho ild
give this preparation a trial, with the assurance that
a luxuriant g owth of hair will result, unless the roots
are dead, when such an effect is impossible.

whicli it is prepared, and we take pleasure in recommending it to the public as a safe and effectual 100th

The

Dest Silk and Wool

growth, and in nearly all cases where it has fallen
off will restore it unless the person is very aged.

*t

PATTEN A CO., Auctioneers, 18
Exchange St.
\ cry Valuable l^and at Auction.

E. M.

the

---

R. KNIGHTS, Chemiit,

DR.

B. Stkoct,
Thomas Fillerbown,
Dentists. Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Maine.
We the undersigned have examined spuclmensot
Cooke's Chlorate Dentifrice, also the recipe from

on

vd

n

Sold kr all Druggiata.

yours,

PiiEE

c,.:

MELROSE. MASS.

I>.

Packages

'•

w.

on

No. ?4 South btioet, tear Tree, lthas nine
nidshel rooms w.th c.osets, hard and soft water in the
kiteLen, gas pipes, Ac., Ac. T1 e home is p;ca. antly
and c. ntiaily
situate!, with large yard room, and In
au excellent ne
ghborhood. May be examii.ed Friday and Saturtsay a to moon -, irom 3 to 5 o'clock.
J ermsliberal am made known on
application to
maybtd
HENRY BAILEY & GO., AuCt'rs.

arc
There are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burr.-

DRESS GOODS.

Rxnkwer, and take no other.
The Proprietors offer the Sicilian Hair Ituniwer to the public, entirely confident that it will
bring back the hair to its original color, promote Its
Hair

Upijeoa

Dwelling: House at Auction.
MONDAY, May 11th, at 3 o’clock P. M.,
ONshall
the premises, ti-e two story wooden
sell,
Home

whom are as weak and emaciated as though they hao
the consumption, and by their friends supposed tc
have it.
ALL such cases yield to the proper and onlj
correct course oi treatment, and in a short time art
made to rqjoieo in perfect health.

or

Ask for Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian

f

J

March 1—dtf

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
many men at the age ol thirty who

young should fail to use it.
Jt it recommended and utea by the FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

8 URVEYORS* BOOKS I

PREP ABED BY

J

Trial

/

ty

April, May and Jane.

Read the following Testimonials in^ita Favor.
Lewiston, J an. 12,1866.
Messrs, John G. Cook & Co—Dear Sir:—Having
tested your
Chlorate Dentifrice we feel a
tured that it is an excellent powder for cleans.ng the
1ee:h and purifying the breath, and having examined
the recipe from which L is made, we are sure there
is no article in it winch is in the least injurious to Uie
teeth or general health, but on the contrary, hi/hiv
3
beueflcial to both.

A

*

No person, old

Sleighs. Rohe*,

These smes will be under cover, and held without
regaid to weather.
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.

and Complexion.

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING I

Carriages,

Every Saturday at II o'clock A» M.f
At Forest City Stable, co»ner Federal and Lime Sts.,
where Carriages cau be stored and Horses bondsu it
desired, previous to or utter the sale.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bod habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect euro warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some o*

we offer a fall assortment of DRESS
SILKS, in plain colBlue, Green, Purple and Garnet. Also Brocades, and Reps, in all the Choice
Shades. Blaek Silks in Lustre and Gro Grain—in all qualities from the lowest
price up to
the very HEAVIEST Gro Grain, for Cassocks and Mantillas.

It eleaneee the Scalp, and make* the Hale
SORT, LUSTROUS, AND SILKEN

CITY AND TOWN

AUCTION!

the JBs.vmctcr to the whole system.
tne consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

In the Retail Department

BAU^AVn£0%^

shall sell

Do not wait for

ors, Brown.

Guieaus,

tedbteads,

Laypets, crockery, Ua*». China, Iron,

WEHarnesses, Horses,
Ac.,

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, ore

MARKET PRICES, at

wb

and

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,
AT

All who have committed an excess ot any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or tne stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturcr yuu>,

ODS,

Ever exhibited in this City, which he will offer at the LOWEST
WHOLESALE or RETAIL.

It will lceep the Hair from falling out.

Valuation, Tax and Highway
'*

DRV

preparation

-ur—

New Article in the Market, Imt has already
gained a wide-spreadreputation.

a

Hair Henewer

a

S'.«l

Dr. Larookah’s

-AND-

Twenty-Five Cents

_r

Should purify the blood and invigorate the system by
the use oi

PURIFYING THE BREATH!

This

Papers!

Ilp

l anfoitli street, cccup.oil
the Fun Lure iu <,o.d

—, on

ntaylO—td

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

Having fitted up the Store in Pox Block recently occupied by N. S. GARDINER, with modimprovements, has the pleasure of announcing to the public that the same will be opened
THIS DAY, where he is prepared to show the LARGEST and BEST selected Btock of

XT WILL RESTORE ORAT HAIR TO
ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

Record Books I

EVERYBODY

Cleansing: the Teeth!
HARDENING THE G UMS,

ounce

and

Is double the strength of any other
Sarsaparilla in
the market.

-FOR-

Respectfully

French

selecting

ili*.

3£sasws«a^i.*-*-’

i ig an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan.
gjrous weapon, the Mercury.

em

.vegetable compound, *and contains no
injurious properties whatever.
It is not a Dye, it strikes at the Roots and fills
the glands with new life and coloring matter.

Sarsaparilla Compound

Chlorate Dentifrice !

a

American, English,

Dr. Larookah’s

COOK’S

It is

It is

Cures Uterine Ulceration, Rypkilis and Mercurial
disease.

Tin

The Pains and

has proved itself to be the most perfect
for the Hair ever offered to the public.

Sarsaparilla Compound
COUNTY,

X).

Reward

Vegetable Sicilian

Dr. Larookah’s

july^G’Uceodiy

C.

■

Manufactured from the beet

Sarsaparilla Compound

IQigatKai--

HALL’S
.1

Qerman

5 00

fortunate should be particular in

physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrover.able feet, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice
lor it is a point generally conceded by the host aynhiog.apbers, that the study and management of these
c Lupiaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatThe inexperienced general practitment and cure.
ioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their pathology, common.y
nursues one system of treatment, in wosi cases mak-

SIL^S S. DREW,

We have such confidence in its merits, nnd are
sure it will do all we claim for it, that we offer

If the Sicilian Hair Resewer does not give satisfaction in all cases when used in strict accordance with our instructions.

Cures Pain in the Stomach, Side and Bowels

15 Boxes (N os. 1 to. 15) and Book,
3 00
VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
$10 00
Single Vials, with directions,
1 00
(SjjTThese Remedies, by the Case or single Box,
are sent to any
part of he country, by Mail or Express, free of charge on reoeiptof the price. Address,
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
Dr Humphreys is consulted daily at his
office,
♦•rsoualiy or by letter, as above, lor all forma of
disease.
A. ROBINSON, 61 Exchange St.
ii. H. HaY & Co, Wholesale and Retail
Agents.

C.

so

Dr. Larookah’s

CASES

-O

entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powerful and restorative agents
in the vegetable kingdom.

every kiowH

\

Cures Pimples, Pustules, Blotches and Boils.

Dr. Larookah’s

St.

an

$1,000

Sarsaparilla Compound

35 Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10 00
20 large Vials, in Morocco, and Book,
G 00

20

It is

SIZE AND STYLE.

60
60
60

wetting bed,
Painful Periods, even with Spasms,

44

Books

Dr. Larookah’s

1 00

Sere Mouth, Canker,
Urinara Incontinence,

44

or

Purifies the Complexion, rendering it clear andtrans
parent.

BLOCK,

Middle

HAIR RENFWER.

SPECIFICS,

involuntary Discharges,

44

29
30
31

Blank

Cures Epilepsy and Rheumatism.

26
25
25
Whites, too proluse Periods,
25
25
Croup. Cough, difficult BreatUng,
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Erupt ous,
25
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains,
25
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
60
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,
60
Scrofula enlarged Glands, Swellings, 60
Piles, blind or bleeding,
60
Ophthalmy, and sore or weak e}*es,
50
Catarrh acute or chronic, Influenza. 60
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
50
Asthma, oppressed Breathing.
60
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,
60
1 00
Su(ftrings at Change of Life,
Epilepsy, Spasms. St. Vitus’ Dance. 1 00
(general Debility Physical Weakness, 50
50
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
60
60
Kidney Disease, Gravel,
Nervous Debility Semina!Emissions,

44

J

rM

vt

r

Sarsaparilla Compound

//eoduc/ies.Sick-lleadacho, Vertigo,
Dyspesia, Billious Stomach,
Suppressed or painful Periods,

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established
by well tested experience in
tue hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fits him for all the duties lie must
fulfill; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrum*
and cure-alls,
purporting to be the best in the worlu.
are not only
useless, but always injurious. The un-

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

Paged

Sarsaparilla Compound

81

HALL’S

*

r

HAVE

FOX

MIR AC II LOUS.
The old, the young, the middle aged unite to praise

DEALERS

Cures Erysipelas, St. Anthony’s Eire and Dropsy.

FIYJ VED, from the most ample experience. an eu'iro success; bimple—Prompt—Efficient, and Reliable. They are the only Medicines
perfectly adapted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be inauu in using them; so harmless
as to bo free from
danger, and so efficient as to be always reliable. They have raised the highest commendation from all, and will alwaysrenoer satialac
lion.
Cts.
No. I Cures Fever#, Congestion, Inflamations,
23
2
Worm-Fever Wopn-Colio,
25
Worms,
44
44
3
Cryipti Colic or Teething of infants, 25
44
4
Dianna of children or adults.
25
“5
Dysentery, Griping. Billious Colic,
25
44
•*
6
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting, 25 I
44
7
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
25
44
8
Neuralgia. Toothache, Faceache,
25
44
44

STORE,

—ATO—

/

ITS EFFECT IS

Dr. Larookah’s

GOODS

No.

Libby, ail
honil®1*'
“•
L«..b,
t huu^ Svkb’t‘Tg
eS’

or

cess.

Scrofhla and Salt Rheum.

Sarsaparilla Compound

HUMPHREYS’

44

H 3

Auction.

Furniture at Auction
Saturday, May 12th, at 10 o’clock a. if.,
Uou^e

■v-v at

the

DRY

iU

fV*

recently contracted, entirely removin^
dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
feet of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and sucstanding

J

Dr. Larookah’s

Oh, turn thine eyes to Zion’s hill!
There, 'mid the sunlight, calm and still.
All undisturbed by mortal Wi es,
Our loved one sleeps in sweet repose;
While we, repining, idly weep.
He giveth His beloved sleep.

41

Manufacturers to Order

Sarsaparilla Compound
Cures

Dr. II. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction oi private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical profession, he seels warranted in GuarRANTEE1XG A CUKE 1* ALL CASES, whether of lOUp

4-

Dr. Larookah’s

sleep.

14

WHEEE

I

We miss the form, we miss the smile,
We miss a voice tha^ cheered the while;
Grim deai h is but the open door
That leads to loved ones gone before,
lie rests trom pain for whom wo
weep.
In Jesus doth our
darling

'*

No. 5 Temple Street,

at

FRIDAY, Kay 11th, at

10 o’clock A. M. at
Mrs. Fraser's Gar: ou. No. 62 Pearl street, a
assortment ot ornamental Tiees, l.otcs. Ac., some
hundioas vareties o Lahhas. Rotes, Heibocioiu.
Plants, Shrubbery, Garden Roots, Ac., Ac., with a
good assoi tmcmt of Flower See s of her owmasmg.
The e ulai.tsa e haidy, many ol thorn lare and
very
beautiful. A lm ge variety suitab.e lor cemetery purposes.
uiay8td
HENRY BAILEY A CO., A act'*.

ON

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

NEW

Sales.

Shrubbery, Roses, &c.,

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

he can be consulted privately, and with
the utmost confidence by ike afflicted, at ad
hours caily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.

Cures Liver Complaints and Dyspepsia.

He giveth sleep and rest frem pain,
For weary hearts and throbbing brain;
His love doth beautify the tomb.
While robbing death of half its gloom ;
His promise was to those who weep,
He ^iveili His beloved sleep.

44

Opening

Auction

DR. J. B. HUGHES

-OF THE-

Sarsaparilla Compound

How bright our home so long had been,
Kre dea«b, a guest, had entered In;
Ouv band was strong, our union sweet,
For yet our circle wa~ complete;
But cease, O, heart,
thy anguish deep—
God giveth His beloved sleep.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

-.*is

_Medical.

Dr. Larookah's

pain
Tan waste that form or rack that brain;
Felusive hope no more may charm,
Nor disappointment give alarm;
While we in tears must sow and
reap,
lie giveth His beloved sleep.
or

HOMOEOPATHIC

Grand

The great Spring Medicine and Blood Purille

We grieve o'er his untimely end,

Forgetting that no caie

Miscellaneous.

|
Vincit!

Labor Omnia

Dr. Larookah’s

BY YICKIE SPENCES.

Stationery.

9

_Medical.

wi<h;ng Pluke

or

Thrift tar edging their

well to call.
Flower Bc*l», wi 1 do
Box 170a Portland <■. o
AaW

AddJa*

Portland. April

lk.

C. P. BUS ANT.
1866.—dl*..

For Sale.
a two atoij ..no. u.uk, and about SOt •
Apv feet
of Lan », v»l
CUi
bh.U
1
failL mi land Streets. Plenty of hard and soft *
UiU

1

t/1

(Mil hBU

m

«

the premia .ta. Enquire r<
C. B1CHABDV0W.
fab 1J—dlatt

ter

...

The Markets.
TELEGRAPHIC

REPORTS.

New York.May 10.
more
The Commercial's article says stocks “how
some stocks.
aottvlty with a general advance on
There is an attempt by the bulls to twist the bears.
Govern!cents are
The tone of the market is firmer
series
firm but quiet; U.S. sixes of 18S1 rose 4, 2a
veryabundant. All
of 7-80’s dosed at 102}.
indications point to a continuance of the prevailing
Gold less active; quoted at 129}.
ease.
New York. May 10.
Cotton—firm; sales 800bales; Middling Uplands at
34 @ 35c and by auction to-day tor Government acbales at 27} @ 32Jc lor ordinary to low
count

Mpnev

■

1,630

mFlour—sales 11,000bbls.:
at 7 90

State and Western 10 @
@10 15. Hound Hoop Ohio
16c higher. State
at »«3 @ 13 75. Western at 7 90 @ 10 20. Southern
at 10 75 @ 16 76.
Wheat—3 @ 6c lower; sales 39,000 bush. MilwaukeeClub, new at 2 15 @ 2 20; Hed Western at 2 00 @
2 50.

Corn—firmer; sales 67,000 bush.; Mixed Western
@ 83c.
Oats—firmer; Canada at 60 @ Glc.

at 60

Beef—steady.

Pork—firmer; salee 10,850 bbls.; also 7,250 bbls.
lor May, J une and J uly, sellers’ and buyersN>ption, at 80 37} @ 3100, new mess, at 30 60 @

new mess

Lard—heavy; sales 670 bbla. at 19 @ 22}c.
Butter—quiet.
Whiskey—quiet.
Sugar—steady; sales 1,000 hhds. Porto Rico at 11}
@li«c; Muscovado at 10} @ll}c; 460 boxes Havana

Matanzu, Kilby. CalaU; Kendnskeag, Veazle, and
E H Nash. Small, Harrington; Susan & Mary, Lee;
W C Hall, Hix. and Mi Hope. Farnham, Rockland;
Robt Foster, Clark, Cherry held' Mall. Merrill, Gariner; Minnie Cobb, Iugran&m, New Loudon.
Cld 8th, schs Harriet Brewster, Hawkins, Cispata;
Quickstep, Avery. New London.
Ar 9th, ships Lawrenoe, Johnson,
Leghorn; Star
ot toe West, Perry, Liverpool; barque Lavinia, Davis, Matanzas; brig Jeremiah, Ford, do; schs A J
Dyer, Rogers, Musquash, N B; Beniamin, Clark,
Eastport.
Ar 10th, ships Polar Star, West, Liverpool; Adelaide, Cuttting, do.
Cld 0th, ships Villa franca, Urquehart, for London;
Columbia, Robinson, Liverpool; brig Myrouus, Higgins, Elizabethport: Bciis Carrie Wells, Lawson,West
Indies; S B Small, Cole, Portland.
NORWICH—Ar 8th, sch Marlhs, Sargent, from
Rockland.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 8th, sch J H Couuce, Coombs,
_

Miscellaneous.

Crowley,

Delaware, rockett. Rondout for Boston; Erie,Small,

Bangor for Middletown,

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

2000 Doz.

2000 Doz.
HOOP

$1,000,000

Receipts—600 bbls. flour, 64,000 bushels of wheat.
Shipments—2,000 bbls.of flour, 36,000 bushels of wheat,
88,000 bushels of oats.

Cincinnati, May

10.

Flour firm. Wheat firm. Provisions active and
Mess Pork at 31 00. Lard doll at 22c.
Gold 128}.

higher

Wilmington,

N.

C., May 10.

Cotton—sales at 27 @ 28c. Naval Stores firm; Virginia advanced 15c. Spirits active at 57 @ 59, closing
firm. Rosin steady at 450 @ 8 00.
San Frascibco, May 5.
Bankers are again threwiu : out mining stock, collaterals not considered first class. Further shipments on Government account of 500,000 in treasure
not manifested, was made by the steamer ol April
f even per cent, gold bonds
18th trom San Francisco
are In good demand at 83}, and are now held at 85.
Recent transactions in tnem amount to $350,000. Drygoods trade has been dull during the past week. At
one acution sale alpacas, merinoes, lawns, prints, hosiery, velvet and tutlit ribbons were Bold to the
amount of $76,000, with 90 days credit on bills over

$1000.

Mining stocks firmer; Ophir at 516; Imperial at
139; Yellow Jacket at 705; Alpha at 320; Chollar Potosl at 315; Empire Mill at 182; Legal Tenders at 78}.
New York, May 10.
Stannd Baard.—Stocks stead
Amui lean Gold.129}
United States 6-2-).102
United States 10-40,(registered). 941

Treatury 73-10.10-.'}
Erie.....A..78*
Michigan Southern .76}

Read-ng.107
Hudson.100}
94
Chicago and Rock I stand.
Cleveland and Toledo.104}
Cleveland and Pittsburg. 82}

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fin Rangoon March 8, ship Wurtemburg,Chase,
Bombay; barque Jas £ Brett, Jewett, Falmouth.
At Calcutta March 22, ships J O Baker, Miller, tor
Bombay, ldg; Martha Rideout, Manson, and Tennyson, Graves, unc.
Ar at Trinidad 30th ult, brig L M Merritt, Berry,

son, do; scb Ella Hodgdon, Hodgdon, Remed‘os.
Ar at Matanzas 2U inst, barque St Jago, White, fin
Sierra Morena.
Sid 3d, barque Andaman, Otis, Queenstown; scb

Lizzie, Welch, Portland.
Ar at Sagua 24th ult, barques Stampede. Jewett,
Cardenas; Elba, Drisko, Matanzas; brig H B Emery,
Bradford, Havana; sch Fannie Elder, Shea. Havana.
Sid 24th ult, barque Sancho Pauza, Heagan, for

Assets

April 28, off Gun Key, barque Mary Ann, from
New Orleans tor Bordeaux.
May 4, lat 42 15, Ion 52 20. ship Corsica, Havener,
from Liverpool for New York.

Boston Stock List*

Sales

French,

One
German,

English.

United States Five-twenties, 1864.102
do
1861. 1024
do
1865. 102|
United States Ten-lorties,. 96
New Hampshire State Sixes, 1878.
95
Ogdens burg First Mortgage Bonds. 93
Boston and Maine Railroad. 1204
Eastern Railroad. lHj

[Sales at auction.]

Bates Manufacturing Company... 1674
Laconia Manufacturing Company.1210

PeppereH Manufacturing Company.1105
Portland City Sixes.1. 954
Gardiner City Sixes, 1870
90?
Maine State

Sixes, 1883.

96|

BRADLEY’S

May

Manufactured

by

DIED.
In South Boston, Joseph Haloy, formerly ot Portland, aged 95 years 17 days.
In Koxbury, May 9, Mr Albert Tukey, aged 53 yrs.
In Gardiner, AprU 26, Gen Aaron Capen, of Greenville, aged 70 years.
In Augusta, April 22, Adelaide, daughter of Jacob
and Julia A Irench, aged 18 years 2 months.
In East Wlnthrop, April 23, Orin Brainard, aged
78 years.
In Pittsfield, April 13, Martha A Foster, of Richmond, aged 36 years.
In Sidney, April 15, MrB
Sally, wile of Danl Jacobs,
aged 83 years 8 months.

PATENTED

CARDENAS.

Brig Lincoln Webb—365 lihds 39
molasses, to Churchill, Browns & Man-

departure of ocean steamers.
FOR

DATE.

.New York..Havana.May
Africa.Boston.Liverpool....
May
Andrew Johnson.

9
9
10
11
12
City of VVashingtonNew York. .Liverpool.May 12
"to**.New York. .Liverpool.May 12
Arago ...New York. .Liverpool.May 12
Columbia.New York. .Havana.May 16
Scotia....New York. .Liverpool.May 1C
Peruvian... .Quebec.Liverdool.May 19
City of Paris.New York.. Liverpool
May 19
Corsica.....New York..Havana.May 19
N®w York.New
19
Santiago deCuba. .New York. .Caliiornia.May 19
New York.Now York.. Aspinwall... .May 21
23
.New York.

.Havana.May
Henry Chauncey. .New York. .California.May

Hibernian.....Quebec.Liverdool.May

....

York..Bremen.May

'•'kina.Boston.Liverpool.May

Miniature Almanac.May 11.
Sun rises.4.13 I Moon rises.2.49 AM
Sunsets..7.10 | High water. 7.45 AM

MA-RIHSTE .TST EWS
OP

PORTLAND.
Thursday, May lO.

ARRIVED.
Steamer New York, Chisholm, Boston for Eastnort
St John NB.
Brig Lincoln Webb, (of Bath) Wylie, Cardonas 14

and

the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to

advance the reputation which it has already acquir-

HOOP

Flower, White, Uondout.
Sch Yantic, Deland. Boston.
Schs Eliza Ellen, Small, and Canton, Donnell,
Boston
Sch Plnta, Bryant, Pembroke.
Scb Bellona, Grant, Camden.
Sch Julia Ann, Wllaon, Machias lor Boston.
CLEARED.
Barque Rachel, Mitchell. Matanzas—Geo S Hunt,
Brig Hattie E Wheeler, Guptill, Sagua—Phiuncy &

j

Ada E’ *Er* Eos*®r' P°rt

Bu

Prince—Geo S

Brig Essex, Horton, Havana—John D Lord.
Baker' Kmght, Matanzas Chase,
Cvam‘& a?1 ?■
—

Sturdivant.

C“apb®“’ Soule’ Philadelphia— M

B Nick-

S;h Armadillo. Chase, New York—S W
Larrabee.
White i bri8« Marshall

nn^L^7^rque.E1iza

L“o^. A&o'TSdmLrQsUeen>

AUn

EUzabeth’

York- aw tons, built
1864, has been purchased by
George
Burnham, and others, of this city for £s>ii nnn *,7,i
will hereafter hail .rom Portland under
“ f
late
of
sebr
Capt Slmonton,
Henry
at Wiscasset

m

commLd

Jaynes

Sch Sarah Bernice, seized

a

few

haTbem

tor violating the revenue
laws,
the vessel tor $3200 and the cargo
owner gave bonds and the vessel was

Eastport,
appraised,

The

^*

released.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

GREEN’S LANDING—Ar 1st, sch Carpo, Smith
Philadelphia for Deer Isle.
May 3—Sid, sch brig Douglass, (Br) Bradley, Weymouth, NS. for Boston.
Ar, sch Highland Lass, Enowlton, Boston
May 6—Sid, sch Grampus, Gordon, from Boston lor
Sullivan.
May 7—Sid, sch Juliet, Haynes, from Portland for
Trenton.
1
DISASTERS.

Ship Tamerlane, Jackson, at Philadelphia from
a heavy gale 14th
ult, during which
y stove, started a leak forward, and
sustained other damage.
°,n• ft‘om Boston for Richmond,
was ashore on
Hog Island 5th inst.
1
do^hhitfi
Pa.k Maria. put into New Lonfrr
Liverpool, had

notleBS than one acre of land each.
For the best experiment on Indian Corn with
my
Super l’hospli ite of Lime,
(50
For the second best experiment on Corn, do.,
30
third
do.
do.
20
do.,
For the best experiment on Potatoes,
60
second best experiment on Potatoes,
30
1'
third
do.
do.
''0
For the best experiment on Turnips,
30
second nest
do.
20
For the best experiment on Oats,
30
**
second best
do.
20
on

Meadow,

on

Grass, either Pasture

second best experiment on Grass, do.
third
do.
do.
For the best experiment on Tobacco with Brad-

ley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,

Becond

best experiment

on

January,

besent^free

WM. L. BRADLEY,
Manufhcturer of Coe’s Bradley's Patent
Supcr-Phosphnteol Lmie; Bvadley’s Patent Tobacco FerExtra-Fine Ground Bone;
aIi.
Powdered Raw Bone, &e.
24 Broad Street. Boston.
Jan 31—dim

Hoops,

Tapes. Ladies, former
Present price 75 cents.

23

Hoops,

6

Tapes,

30

Hoops,

6

receiving6tlmHanfJ:
A. C. Akcrman.
James Atkinson,

Br“wae>
Chaiies Brooks,
Blanchard, or unknown

Barstowe,
Clark,
Benja. Cook,
CyrnsCumming’s
Heirs,
Charles W. Chase,
Moses Cliapman,
J.B. Clark,
Arthur Dyer,
F. W.

Ma>> 1866>the purposed

1 54
1731
6 00
6 60

a‘:ay.

25

3

inch

j£rrabea>

Miiworiie’

„3

J. S. FICKETT,
Treasurer of Cape Elizabeth.
may8dlw
--—-

UAS AND COAL OIL

CHANDELIERS,

pendants,

30

Dozen 40

FOR SALE

chaBe‘thr Bangor;
AdanM1Ba?iZ°irr.i8.an’
Baltimore, Dix, lor

J

Newbu>y-

Coming, Boston;
Kh&Ubo'S':Norwo^'&'
NEW YOKE—Ar 8th, WoueWm
w

fierce, Cardenas; acts

CamiJa, H^Gh^t,

a

T7NIOX

Ladies wishing to

on hand

secure

one
as we

and'hSSSJSSSM"'
•ST Agent

ortbe

Cookl“8

Lava Tip Gas Burner.

of the above

Wall St,

Gi

Portland,’Me. I
tt

PORTLANDS ROCHESTER R.R.
SUMMER

of

.eaye Bangor every Monday, Wedand Fbiday Morning at5 o’clock, touching

Returning, will

Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport,
Win ter port aod Hampden, both ways.
Passengers tioketed through on tceBoston g’M&ine.
and Eastern Rail road at the Depots in Boston, Salem,
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight or Passage acply to
A. SOME HUY, Agent,
At Otlico on the Wharf.
Portland, April 20, 1666.-dtf

with and witbiu your means at all times is

trading

3 40

ARRANGEMENT!

at

system

Skirts

$1,87.

German,

$1,68.

and Glove

Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,

Phelps.
Royal
Caleb Bar
A.

PRICES.

BIG

for

THINGS

PRUDENT

Stocks carried over or

Big

AS

LEACH’S, 84
Light Expenses,

Leroy

Lane,

M.

Wiley,

Dozen

Ladies’

Cotton

Hose, 20.

20

Dozen

Ladies’

Cotton

Hose,

Dozen

Ladies’

Cotton

Hose, 30.

15

Dozen

Ladies’

Cotton

Hose,

35.

Applications lor Insurance with the above named
Company received and forwarded by

100

Dozen

to

75.

JOHN W. MUNGEB, Office 166 Pore St.,

100

Dozen

Hose,

18.

15.

Now the

J.

No. 23

KID GLOVES.

4.11 the Desirable Celer.,

of

an

c

Cambric

and

Dimity

M.

de Lames

THEY

Banda!

to

a

CLOAKS.

Lady’s Toilet.

CLOAKS.

Sample Garments juat received from Messrs. PAINE,
BERRY & Co., of New York.

CALi IF FOR

Young

Gents.,

Word with You.

a

in store, a tiptop GLAZED COLLAR,
Which we can sell you for

now

Sg^Twenty

Cents

per

OP

only

One

SPIKE

OUR

Street,

Skirt.

SKIRTS!

°Ut

X/itzgerald

&

AT

Hodsdon,
•

Street,

THE

GUNS!

nia Railroad, and to Baltimore ana Washington
Canal or Railroad, freeoi commissions.
For freight, apply to

*

THAN

TO

»

’Cl

1

:

>

■*

VT
«'■ '. «7*
s
f 1

/*.

Don’t

<
<

9 T

Whart. Boston.

INSURANCE CO.,

'HOME

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

CAPITAL,

$1,000,000.00
$1,176,859.07
Policies issue dior one or five years, on insurable
properly, at cuxrcnt rales.
Also PERPETUAL POLICIES, which never expire, on

Buy until you See Them l
$%

I

am

manufacturing

Dwelling Houses, Bams, Churches

:

and

7

i-.:’

tj

A

'"U

have CONSTANTLY ON HAND AN IMMENSE STOCK

of

!

SCHOOL

Company will 1

The

LADIES’ OUTSIDE

GARMENTS.

HOUSES.

By If any party holding a perpetual policy,
should desire to cancel Oie same, the company will
pay him back 90 per cent, of the amount paid.

Cheapest Insurance
.sue

in the Country.

perpetual policies on

STORES, STOCKS,
AND FURNITURE.

No

who sees them can help buying! A great
many kinds of Dry Goods might be named
here, but let it suffice to say that as fist as the market breaks down, our goods will be PUT
THROUGH THE HOPPER.
one

•

N. B.-—There will be much loud talk and
chafing this year among retailers
who are ©VERLOADED WITH GOODS at
high prices, about selling DRF
300DS AT LESS THAN COST, but the safest
thing for all buyers is to call
ind get

A.

Q.

LEACH’S

PRICES f

To take around in their pockets to

This Company being fueely mutual, insures
the LOWEST POSSIBLE BATES; and il the premipaid exceed the actual cost, the sueplus is
returned to the parties inuuringln cash, not scnp.
3. The low ratio of expenditures to
receipts, averting only 8 per cent., and the slight variation in this
ratio trom year to year, as shown by the itepoitsof
the Company, make it clear that their business Is
conducted systematically, and with strictest economy
8. In this Company a person MAT sot forfeit a

.Jr

MAKE

A

NOTE
>

compare!

THIS1

OF

Issued
Perpetual Policies (never expiring)
on this class of property, at such a cost as It will be for
the interest of every person wanting Insurance to
call and see lbr themselves.
jy Full particulars as to rates and terms givon on
will be

application to
JOHN W. HUNGER, Agent,
OFFICE, ICG FORE STREET,
Foreland, Me.

Feb 19, 1806—eodly

reedhw1 and

the unde rstVgned,
JUST

at LOW RATES, by
handsome assortment of

for sale
a

Sets !

Consisting of

WAKE UP !!!

SATIN WOOiD, MAPLE, PANNEL AND
I 'LAIN GREEN,
with

Cottage Sets.

would do well to call some fine morning and sec the
lush and Waltz go on ;
they would soon be convinced that it does not reand
juire large
elegant 3tores to sell DRY GOODS when they are cheap.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday, A pril Olh, 1S6G»
nn On and after April 9 IbtC, ia^scUger

%iwy|lg*^yxTrttina

leave

as

follows

—

Leav e Portland for Boston at 8 4 0 a

and 250 p.

m.

M.

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 ▲.

x.

and 3 00

p.

M.

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
EF~A pjpecial Freight train, with passenger car attached, will leave Bladeford ibr Portland at 8 A. M.
Iteturning, will leave Portland ior Saco and Biddclord at 5.50 P.M.
y BAMcm tHJbE, Sfupi.
Portland, April 7,1SM>—dti

CENTRAL

mm

WINTER

R.

R.

ARRANGEMENT.

T*&ins leave Portland daily (Grand

vSEKJSZSTJ

Au^•^“yyyTrunk Depot) Sundaysexcepted,lor
burn and Lewiston at 7.3u A.
and tor
and

M.,

Bangor

all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. 51.
Returning,
trains Irom Auburn and Lewiston aie due at 8.30 A.
M., and (rum Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at *J P. M.,to connect trains for Boston.
I5F“ Freight trains leave dally at 8 A. M.
Li>wiN
cm»t.
dc22tl
Dec 15. lSGo.

TICKETS

THROUGH

WEST!

THE

TO
$6

less than any

other route, via the

Grand Trunk

Railway!

Also tickets by all principal routes through Boston
or New York from Portlaud to the West, North and
South-West. For reliable information or tickets call
at the Union Ticket Office, opposite the Preble House.
II. BUANCIIARD, Agent.

D.

Portland, April

uprKdt/

13.

Important to Travelers
West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

W.

D.

LITTLE

all the great Leading Routes to Chicago, C'iaciunati, Cleveland Detroit, Ml'waukce,
Galena, Oshkos/i, St. l'aal, Latrosso, Green bay,
Quiocv, St, Loois, Louiavido, Indianapolis, Cairo,

Agent

IS

for

no. and is prepared to lurnish Through Ticket,
from Portland te ali the principal Cities and Town,
in the level Mates and the Canadas, at the

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all needful information ohoer fully furnished,
TuavnLLaaa will find it greatly to thoir advantage
to prooute Through Ticket, at tho

Railway Ticket lllfit*. 31 Ex.
chang. Street, tup stairs.)
W. ». LITTLE, Agent.

Por*iaml

Passage Tlokets for California, by tho Old Line
Mail Stoaiaorr and Panama Railroad may be scoured
by earlv application at this office.
marSndiwtf
March SO. 1665.

TO'W3S7

CLOTH ING^ HOUSE!
EMERSON & BURR
day opened
MADE CLOTHING,
HAVE

PLAIN

A. Q.

CHESTJTUT

aptedtf

__

oiuVIERY

LEACH,

Hi Commercial Street.

B4

Middle

Street,

POBTIiAND, ME,

SON, Agents,

Nearly
May 5—d!2t

Opposite the Post
|

Office !

*

L

At No. 317

Salt!

TURKS ISLAND SALT.
SALT.
low) HHDB. OVERPOOL
SOO HHI'S LIVERPOOL SALT in sacks.

may7J3w

Congress Street,

85 to 30 per Cent. Icea than any other
dealers in Maine.
Don’t tail to call and examine the

of Oootls

Stock

Splendid,

Which fir style and finish cannot be excelled, to be
found at the UP TOWN CLOTHING

ROUSE,
ME0HANI08' GBANITE BUILDING.
EME1.80N,
M. L. BUKR.

S.
Mar

30-dtt

Coal,

by

K. U. WILLARD.
Commercial Wharl.

Southern Pine Lumber
TATE an; prepared to execute orders for SOUTHVV EKN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, deUvercd with dispatoh at any convenient port.
McGILVERT, RYAN & DAVIS,
161 Commercial St.
April 17—dtf

Coal.

Coal,

RECEIVED and tor sale by the umlersigntd

at their Wharf,
JUST

Cor. Franklin Whhrf & Commercial St,
275 Tons Hazclton Lehigh,
BROKEN

AND EGG SIZE.

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN
EGG

AND STOVE SIZE.

300 TONS LOBERY,
all kinds
Free burning and VERY TUBE, and

White aud Red Asli Coal.
best quality, and
These Coals arc ol the very

war-

^“fgSrSo’SaThS'quaUty

of HARD »..d
we will *e 1 at the very
SOFT WOOD, which
it
to
deliver
any part ol the city at
lowest price and
short notice.
us.
and
call
a
try
Give us
f
15th—<dtf

S. ROUNDS & SON.
_

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY
No.
ot

30

St.

Hanover

all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED

LINEN
without injury to I he finest fabrics.

GENTS’ BI^ETST
Got up in the Best Possible
At

Hhort

manner,

Notloc,

Aid Sntbfaction Guaruntrralin nil Cum-*.

uqM

For sa'e in lots to suit purchasers

officers.

<

SUGARS.Just re-

®Wed from Sagua and for sale
UHDS.
Call and Look at Us ! 116
16 TIERCES ) b.v
obo. S. HUNT,

Sait!

READY-

'Where may he lound the finest, cheapest and BEST
STOCK of GOODS In this city, bought just at tho
best time, when Gold was at the lowest it has been
for four years, enabling us to sell from

Muscov ado Sugar.

Salt!

flrsl-c’.asa

HAT AND CAP STORE,

Jan

SETS.

GEO. T.B UBBOUGHS d CO.

f{OI
)
°

a

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

Co mmon, Round Corner, French and
Alt 0,

May !—d3w

jolioy holders.

Iprll 28,18CC—3meod*w.

PORTLAND

HALL !

Chai:nber

Together

.-.-T

Many City Retailers

POLICY UNTIL ITS VALUE IS WORKED OUT IN INSURANCE; For example, if a person pays foue
life premiums in cash, this will insure him
SEVEN or eight years, or abeut three
years after his
lour have expired, if be is unable, from
any
muse, to pay the aunual premiums. The laws of no
other State make such a provision.
9. The New England Company will make as
large
distribution of surplus to the insured ascan be relumed by any Company doing a
safe business. The
assets of all companies are derived from premiums
and
interest; and the mutual company whose
ratioqf total expense to receipts is lowest, must have
the largest proportionate amount to divide
among its
members. People have been strangely misled In this
matter ol dividends. The
in which insurCompany
ance costs the least, tho rates of
premium beng the same, must do best in the way of returns to

FORE STREET,

8 10 a. m
2 15 p.m.

The Company aro not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 iu value (aud tbut personal) unless notice is given aud paid tor at the rate of
oue passenger lor every $5*) additional value.
C. J. BBYUUKH% Manuymy Jjirtchtr,
H. BAILEY, Lornl Superintendent.
dti
Portland, April 7.1866.

PROPERTY.

FARM

1.

166

—

{^"REMEMBER! No. 317 Congress Street.

pahtted and grained

This Company makes a DIVIDEND ANNUALLY.

T. W. MUNOER

follows

run as

time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

176,859.07

Surplus,

AND

Forfeit-

ISSSt!
(V.W.MOBLAND.M.D,
1. DANA, M. D. Medical Examiner, Portland.

trains will

Morning Train for South Paris, Lcwistou ami
Auburu at 7 00 a x.
Mail Train for Watcrville, Bangor, Gorham. Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at 1 1U p m
This train conuectB with Express train for Toronto,
Detroit and
Chicago. S eeping Cars attached lrom
Island Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the

XJJP

BARGAINS!

•a-

Endowment Policies Issued.

President
Secretary

RAILWAY,

Canada.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, April 9i*,18CG,

SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,

LANCASTER

Medical

GRAND TRUNK

JUXAHOKolK

1843.

BENJ. F. STEVENS,
10SEPH M. GIBBENS,

By order of the President.
Portland, April 28.I8t>6—dti

•

t-,\ i

GOODS,

WONDERFUL

by

PERPETUAL INSURANCE!

SEE LARGE AND ATTRACTIVE

BEST STOCK OF SHAWLS IN MAINE.

BOSTON.

Non

Parsousiield aud Oetoue
At Saccaraopa for South
Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily
b tea hi Car and Accomodation trains will run us follows
Leave Gorham for Portland at 8 O') A If. and
2hop m. Leave Portland Lr Gorham at 12 15 p m.
and 4 p. x.

this

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

1866,
JST.2i

Steamship Lin®.
The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
form the line, and a steamer leaves each port

Philadelphia.

Office desired.
Portland, Feb. 5 1866—dtf

Year,

Philadelphia

now

COMPANIES.

Ten

and

Boston

CASH

New York.

..

PORTLAND.
May 2—deod4w

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

12 1-2
12 1-2

York

and

....

_

ORGANIZED

&JT~Sfcages connect at Gorham for Went Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sehugo,
Liridgtou, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limingtou, Cornish,Porter, Freedom, Mad son and Eaton. N. it
At Buxton Center for West Buxton,
Bonuy-Eagle,
South Limingtou. Limiugton, Limerick,
Ncwlield,

Montreal,

Will, nntll further notice, run as
follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
’every Monday, Tuesday. Wednes
'day, Thursday, Friday and Satur7
P. M
aud ludia Wharf, Boston,
at
o’clock
day,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday .Thursday, Frio’clock
and
at7
P.M,
Saturday,
day
Fire in Cabin
$2.00.
Egf Freight taken os usual
Tho Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rateof
one passenger lor every $500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
fob.18,1863 —dtf
Aug 6, 1865.

ON THE ANXIOUS COUNTER

$37,000,000.
prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once.
Losses equitably adjusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN St SWAN.
Marine Risks placed In any Boston or New

Term, Life,

Arrangement!

Forest City, Lewiston and

1

ums

As it will be sure to establish a happy equilibrium of
temper with all its concomitant comforts arising from its adaptation as areally

perfect

AND

VALUE

Shilling.

ALL

NOTHING MORE

St.

Of Hartford.
Of Liverpool and Loudon.
Of New York,
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of Norwich.
Of Worcester.

LIFE

attached.

STEAMERS

THE

it

148 and ISO
Mi d die

GOOD

c,

Connecticut Mutual,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Connccticnt General,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New York.
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

ing

immi & nun,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!

unbleached,

DRESS

NEW ENGLAND

HEAD QUARTERS!

SMALL PROFITS.

'-a
G *1 k

Rni.-fi

Ladies who have the misfortune to suffer the “ Fret
and Fidget” occasioned
by a badly fitting Hoop Skirt,
undoubtedly one of the most worrying every day annoyances human flesh has ever been heir to, ought to
have a Skirt made to order at

mLv 26*1866.__dtf

Brices III

LINE OF

are

We have

at

COMPANIES.
of

GOODS,

Stock

New

the

Nov 22—dlyr

Insurance Co. of North America,

.Etna,

And all kinds of

Appertaining

STREET,

From Long WharBoston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. WTiart, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylva-

Agency!

of

x.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

BVEKY FIVE DAYS.

FIRE COMPANIES.

PERFUMERY

FANCY

MARINE
Washington.

Royal,
Continental,
Arctic,
Lorillard,
Fulton,
Norwich,
People’s,

Entire

3 V

Exchange

their

FINE ASSOBTMENT OF

A

<

who have been

men

FOYE. COFFIN & SWAN.

from lO to 75 eta. per pair.

Portland for Saco River at 7 15 a. x., 2 00 and

p

llie 200 p. m train out and the a m train into
Portland will be freight trains with passenger cais

.or..

H.Chapman,Secretary.

General Insurance

A Splendid line in Lisle and
Berlin,

Lavender,

..

MIDDLE

Our Sheeting, bleached and
A Big Pile oi Prints,

(Head of Lonq Wharf,)
PORTLAND.
April 6,1866—dim eoddm&w8wl4‘

Gloves.

and

r,i

trading prudently, and buying strictly for
CASH, and who are free from any Gambling propensity, will from this time
forward be sought after, and will be considered quite as safe to buy goods
from as men who have been buying largely at high prices for NOTES.
No Lady leaves 84 Middle Street without buying, and none have the audacity to say they can buy as CHEAP elsewhere.

Daniel S. Miller,
John D. Jones, President.
Charles Denni«, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.

25.

620

YORK

The *r>iBndid unit fast Bttusiup, DIRIUO, Capt. H.Hhervood,
and faA*tu61A, capt. W. W,
Inna wood, will until farther no
doe, iun as follows:
Leave Brown'* Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pi*r
38 East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
aau daTURDaY, at 4 o'clock P.M.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodation* for passenger*, making this the most speedy,
safe and comlortabi.route for travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage, In State Room,
86.03. Cabin passage 86.00. Noels extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Qnebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augurta, Eastport and
St.John.
Shipper* are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 8 P. M. on the day that they
leavo Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
B. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 36 West Street,
N

at

high prices; Big Stores
■>.'
Ul
.»'

at

RETURNS FLYING TO THE BREEZE.

QUICK

James Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb

40

Greens, Drabs, Browns,

consider

Benj. Babcock,

Hose,

slight Examination will convince you
superiority.

to

AGAINST

Down

AND THE GOOD OLD MOTTOES

C. A. Hand,
B. J. Howland,

Cotton

A

HOUSEKEEPERS

Summer

Robt. B. Mint urn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,
Fred'k Cliauncey,

James Bryce,

NEW

8PKI-WEEKLY LINK.

before

Fletcher Westray,

P.Pillot,

David

and

Break

Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinned,

Ladies’

KID GLOVES,

PORTLAND AND

Notes at Big rates of Interest, and no real takers,

Big Bents; Big

Company.

Dozen

Gloves, Gloves,

STREET.

bought early

j

20

Bibbed

Several

,T.

stow,

Wm. E. Dodge,
Geo. G. Hobson,

Head the following Price List and judge for
yourself.

Heavy

MDDLiE

andE. & N. A. Rail-

way will connect for Shediac.
Freight received on days of sailing until lour
o’clock P, mT
C. C. EATON, Agent.
Feb 26, 1866.
mhSUdtf

EXPOSED AT

SPENDING THEIR MONEY:—

Wm. Sturgis,
Henry K. Boger t,
Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gallard, Jr.,

Henry Coit,

Wm. C.
Lewis Curtis,
Chas. H. Russel],

p. x.

WEEK.

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Risks.

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,

Depart-

40

THOROUGHLY

cor. William, NEW YORK,
January, 18GC.

Pickersgill,

from

SYSTEM

GAMBLING

84=

$12,199,970

A Magaibcent Stock! bought from frightened Importers and Jobbers during the late panic
in New York, and which we will dispose of at extremely

60

STREET,

Windsor,DigbjrandHaJifhx;

TRUSTEES:

ment.

LOW

MIDDLE

84

18

Company has Assets, Over Twelve
^
Million Dollars*viz:—
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
$4,828,686
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
3,330,383
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable, Real
Estate, Bond and Mortgages and other securities,
3,660,025
United States Gold Coin,
go 160
Cash in Bank
31ol660

We take pleasure in introducing #ur new Corset,
—the JUANITA—for Misses and Young Ladies it has no equal, being perfect in
form, material and make.

Hosiery

MAD

The whole profits oi the Company revert to the
are divided annually, upon the Premiterminated during • he year; and tor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
The Dividend was 40 per cent; in each oi the years
1863-4, and 6, and 36 per cent, in 1866.

$1,60.

....

A

TRIPS

ARRANGEMENT.

Un ami alter Monday.
April 30,1806,
trains will leave a* n.imWB
ouoo Hi ver lor Portland at 5 3u and 9 00
a
k

Ot

The Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK, Capt. E. r. Winchester,
and the Steamer NEW YOliK.Capi
H. W. Chisholm,will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot oi State St, every MON
DAY and THURSDAY, at 5 o’clock r. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 8 o’clock A. M. lor Eastport, Portland, and Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer Queen will connect tor St.
Andrews, Robbinston and Caiais, with the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway, for Woodstock and
Houlton Stations; and Stage Coaches will connect for
Machias.
At St. John the Steamer Empress will connect for

While on the contrary the disadvantage of the

ums

French Corsets,

St. Jobn.

Calais and

Eastport,

Assured, and

CORSETS.

Co.

Intemational_Steamsliip

Stocks,

Insures against Marine and Inland Navi-

apprehend, judg-

148 & 150 Middle

JOHN KINSMAN
NO 53 UNIOjM
STREET,

Prices l

St C**

Mutual Insurance

will vanish like smoke.

CORSETS,

whr'i^

STREET.

Old Gas Fixtures reguilded
and bronzed
A“d al’° Ga'8

known before.

com-

ATLANTIC

gation

tWs Advert*sement, and bring it
we have
only ONE PLACE OF
Era muss
POKTLAND.
Country Orders
prow y,Uy attended to. Wholesale
Order, made with
neat,f ,ess and despatch.

AT

High

price:

LEACH’S,

Hon. Israel Washburn ,Tr. Messrs. Lynch, Barker
Hon. Beqj.Kingsbury, Jr.
& Co.
C.M. liice, Esq.
Messrs. Deering, Milllken
Isaac Emery, Esq.
& Co.
John D. Lord, Usq.
Messrs. Yeaton & Hale.
Messrs. W. & C. R. Milll- Messrs. Chas. E. Jose A Co
ken.
Mar 24—dlim

Hoop, Ladiea, 6 Tapes

H*ve proved all this for the last five years, solely
by their intrinsic merits, and are now eitfoyiDg the
larg'*Bt patronage of any Skirt in the trade.

lie.,

and

never

was

following

for $1,00 eaoh.

brackets,

53

on

W. HATCH, Superintendent.
April 28,18t6—dtf

to

On and after Friday, April 20th
the new an4 fast-going Steamer
“LADY LANG,” Capt. F A.
Prince, will leave Railroad Wban,
'loot of State Street, Portland, every
Wedne
day and Friday Evening, at 10
Monday,
o’clock, connecting with the 3 p n train from Boston.

TWO

Exchango St, over Merchants’ Exchange.
We taka pleasure in relening the public to the
well known Gentlemen and busintsss firms

A Big Bargain and Due Notice.

May 7, Ueo

Ar8th, barque Fannie Ham-

Clark
Clark,Adams,
Boston:

Loirs,

apply

passage

srationsdaiiy,exce2.tSaturday,

‘;

COLBY & TW3MBLY

Tape.

or nn-

Dyer,

Dyer. New York.

Do'wIn^a^lor.GarS.1'

S

Quinby,

Gardner Rich,

Harper, Coombs,
fePKNSACOLA-Cld
sch Wellington, Barbour.
Hoi^V.AV1?'kH,—2d>
1st, brig Kredonia, Howes, New York.
A—.Ar 5th, sch Carrie Melvin, Watts,
Gardlm

F,i^6’ B°,U,n; A“e“

23 33
67 26
44 fio
g in
33 m
3 m
w

140
known,
19 m
2 10 Henry Rowe,
19 50
2 80 Amos Richardson.
3 00
14 00 James Richardson,
2 80
9 00 William Rand,
62 10
Joshua
12 00 John S. Snow, or unMrs. Driukwater,
6 48
known,
3 09
21 00 Henry B. Smith,
George Fisher,
1 50
29 31 Sargent Sawyer
George Gillman,
1 41
A. F. Gerrish,
4 63 David A. Sawyer,
3 p
Alexander Skillin,
Griflith, Brown &
4 20
5 00 L. D. M. Sweat,
Crockett,
34 26
j. C. Goodwin,
7 83 Alphous Shaw,
1 72
Stephen Hubbard, 2 80 Spring & Tvler,
61 93
Ebon Hall,
6 17 S moon Skillin
24 68
William Hanscom, 4 20 Richard Shepard,
3 09
Thomas HuBten,
12 66 William Sharp,
44 go
1 40 Otis Trickey,
Georgo E. Hall,
11 20
Nicholas Hanson, 38 00 Tyler & Rice,
6 88
Nathaniel HairingJohn
M.
Wood’s
ton,
28 01
Heirs,
910
6 48 Benia. F. Walker,
Henry Johnson.
19 89
Daniel V. Jones,
3 00 Edw. Wait,
617
Ebenezcr Johnson, 2 25 Gu3tavusWebb’sheirs3 00
Franklin Libby,
1 69 William Weeks,
6 00
Theodore Libbv,
14 00 Edward Walsh,
7 Oo
4 M Elliott Wescott,
7 60
u
“ McOW
6 Ofl Hiram Walker,
16 80
00 Nathan
Winslow’s
N
m. J
j.
Miller,
79 80
6 00

seh

Khowe,
wnuI'n.Mol'eoiit
Ero ! afi?*ori Wm Arthur, Kichards, Portland.

No^,

George Owen,

freighter

SUMMER

NOW RAGING AT

22

our

Ladies, former price
$1,60 present price #1,00.
Hoops, 3 inch Tape. Ladies, former price
$1,7C, present price $1,25.
Hoops, 3 inch Tape. Ladies, former price
$2,00, present price, $1,45.
Hoops,

am

8 Od J. W.
PerkhTs,
6 16 Charles
Poor,
9 00 Isaac

fhe

Tamerlane, .Jacks n, Liverpool;
8*!iP Cook>
Carileuas: sebs A

low

In Marine Co's of well known
responsibility.
And they respectfully solicit tke attention oi all desiring insurance.

Cheap.

Cheap, Cheap,

72 06

William Parker
54 00 Henry T. Page

DOMESTIC PORTS.
iatl] Ult, ships Grace
Dar™a£'CI8CO—CM
New York; Messenger, Small. Callao
ling, Globs,

ilton

E. P. MUlett.
E. Norwood
Ward

up the extortioners

Extortion

The great advantage and importance
fully illustrated by the

HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,

Ladies, former price 1,68
Present price (1,00,
Tapes, Ladies, former price 1,87
Present price (1,10.

the

°‘

jt-K

HV-

STREET,

STICK BY THE MEN WHO HAVE ADVOCATED LOW PRICES.

INSURANCE,

StCof

price 1,2%

Let Gold go to par, and Cotton 25 cents per lb,
Goods are

The following Non-Resident Tax Pavers in the
of Cape Elizabeth, are hereby notifled that

town

J-*VV:le’

HICHMOND,”

ROSS Sc STI RDEVAXT,
General agents,
73 Commercial Street, Portland.
April 19th, I860.
ap20dtt

fairly

nesday

In the most Reliable Lire Companies.
6

20

Non-Resident Taxes for 1865.

r&vis

showing

and

1867.

To avoid any possible chemical error in thij mannroc turc of mv Fertilizers, I have made
arrangements
with the highest chemical talent, to aid
me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosor
Tobacco
phate
Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until it lias been sampled auci
passed in spection by actual anysis.
EF^The above-named Fcrtillxers can be purchased from reliable dealers throughout Now
England
Pamphlets containing testimonials and
for using Super-Phosphate ol Lime can be directions
had. free
ot charge, by
addressing the manufacturer or deals Manual tor
Tobacco will
ers. also Bradley
growing
to any grower o. the
weed, by asking for

repulra, having collided near Faulkon the
evening or the 6th inst Th^r
had her Jlbboom and
he»S gear cwried
r M lost some of her forward
rigging* and was Uam“
lom
aged about the bulwarks.

nprJiuiL
Islandf

ult,

DENT

Unheard of Recklessness.

when

in, will be referred to a Committee of three
disinterested gentlemen, whose duty it
competent,
shall be to award said premiums after
examining the
the
reports;
premiums to be paid on the 1st dav
1 ol

doing good

Down with

FIRE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCI-

Stocks of Goods, Buildings, Vessels

60
40

Tobacco, do.

And such a year for

Agent.

To any amount, and in the most responsible
panies in New England and New York City.

50
30
20

Reports to be sent in on or before the 1st day ol Deoember, 1866, to WiUiim L. Bradley, Boston, con
taming description ol soil, mode oi'cultivation, quantity of Super-Phosphate ot Lime used, *f whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure; every report to be certified to by some citizen
ox integrity in the town where made:
these reports

INSURANCE,

MIDDLE

84

they have perfected complete arrangements ibr

Great Profoundity.

English,

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in growing
Com, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,

ner s

2S>tb

that

Retail Dealers in

In Premiums, ottered to NEW ENGLAND FARM
EKS for t£e best experiments with my

selling Cheap)

is

the transaction of

Implements, Seeds,

Five Hundred Dollars I

NO.

undersigned respectfully announce to their
THE
friends and the business community
generaUy,

SKIRTS.

ing from past experience, the quantity

PORTLAND, ME.,
AT MANUFACTURER’S PRICES.

and

Passenger Trains leave Portland dally
at ^ 00 ^
^ |or gali1> Augusta, Watlvc*ulall’8 Mills,Skowhegan, and intermediate
itations
at Brunsw ick with Androscog(connecting
for Lewiston and Farmington, and at
?in “•
tvendal] « Mills with Maine ( enlial K. H. lor
Bangor
ind intermediate stations. Fares as low
by this route
2S any other.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Augusta and
nterineuiate stations on
Saturday only at is.00 P. M.
Mixed Train leaves Portland for Bath and tntcrineliate
at 3.43 P. M.
f reight Train, with passenger car attached, will
cave Portland for Skowhegan and inte mediate .siuLions every morning at 7 o'clock.
Trains from Bath and Lewiston are due at Portland
it 8.30 A M., and fr< in Hkowhcgaii and
Farmington
and all Intermediate stations at 2.30 P. M. to connect
w ith trains for Boston.
Stages for llockland connect at Bath; and for Iiel™atat
Augusta, and for Solon. Anson, N’urridgcAthens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhcgun,
***»«» China, Fast and North Vassal boro’
at Yassoioero, and for Unity at Kendall's MPi’s.

PORTLANDS PENOBSCOT RIVER

INSURANCE^ AGENCY!

Wonderful Rotundity,

BOLD BY

Ware, &c.,
ily Ilall Building, Market Square,

to

fel9eodly

OF

“m

LEACH’S

Q.

System which is so obnoxious to the Big Profit seller (that is buying
begun for the SPRING SEASON, at his well-known Store,

OFFICE, 166 Fore Street, Portland, Me.
John W. Hunger,

and

SKIRTS,

HOOP

must call immediately,

Wo.don

prepared

am

On and after April 24th the new,
substantial and swift going Steam

_

ed, on its merit alone.

Agricultural

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Jomuacucing Monday, April 30lh, 18C6.

For

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.

Enture Prise ef Geld.

nr

A.

Dollars I

QENERAIj

30

1863.

1,

INLAND ROUTE.

Will make two trips per week to Machias leaving
Franklin Wharf every TUESDAY
FRIDAY
EVENINGS,at 10J o’clock,and touching at Dockland,
Tlosboro, C&stine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Mlllbridge, Jonesport, and tfience toMacWasport.
RETURNING, will leave Macliiasport for Portland every MONDAY and THURSDAY MORNINGS, touching at above named landings, and &rri\ ing in Portland thr same night.
Stages will be in readiness at all the landings to
carry passengers to the neighboring towns.
This Steamer is 800 tons measurement, bas large
and well ventilated State booms, and new Furniture, Beds and Bed ling, and is in all respects eieguntlyfitted up for passengers.
Also, large Freight Room. Goods forwarded by
the New York and Boston Steamers fiom Portland.
63T" Passengers by the three o'clock train from
Boston, on their arrival at Portland, will be taken to
the Steamer, with their baggage, free qf charye.

Grave and important information for all who are at
liberty, and desire to spend their
mone* WHERE THEY CAN GET THE MOST FOR IT.

organ-

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.

largest Stock of any House in the Stats,
THE
must be sold regardless of the
Past, Present,

Million

MARINE

YANKEE NOTIONS.

MADE

Soh Ann

erson

Gloves.

of Embroideries.

days.

Hunt*

of

ever

issue policies on Dwelling
Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.
I

YANKEE NOTIONS.

of the best materials, in the most improved manner, it is commended to the public as superior to any other in the market. All who have
used it speak of it in the highest terms ol
praise: and

or

_IMPORTS^

PORT

Bradley,

APRIL

Fort the bestexjleriment

FROM

Wm. L.

BOSTON.
Warranted Genuine*

May

NAME

Stack

20

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

Wholesale and

In this city.
8, by Rev Mr Walker, Calvin 1
Kimball, of Bethel, and Mrs Jennie M Starbird, of
Portland. [Corrected.!
In Bath,
7, Richard E Norcross and Henrietta
Young, both of Augusta
In Woolwich, May 5, Gilbert Hathorn, 2d, and Sarah P E Curtiss.
In Aina, May 3, Seth H Whitcomb and Miss Lucy
Blen, both of Dresden.
In Augusta, April 30. Nathaniel Gilley and Charlotte A Dudley.
In Augusta, May 1, Charles H Freeman and Marcia P Cony.

son.

of Mosiei'y,
Stack

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

MARRIED.

tres 17 bbLs

PATENT

PORTLAND SJENNEBEC R. R.

*er

-:----

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

Board, May 10.

Brokers

at the

steamboat company.

sSv
^

Original Capital

CORSETS!

COE’S

American Gold. 1294
United States Coupons, May... 128
United States 7 3-lOtlia Loan, 1st series,.— 1024
do
2d series.102*
do
3d senes. 102*

Portland and machias

GOODS!

CHEAP FOR THE MILLION.

in*

paid

Jau’jr 1* 1865*

Thl« Co. is the FIRST and ONeY Co.
zed on this Continent, with an

500 Doz. 500 Doz. 500 Doz.

New York.

SPOKEN.

Railroads.

“CITY

Surplus, 204,188,40
SKIRTS,
$1,204,188,40

Boston.
Ar at

Cienfltegos 29th ult, barque Richard Irwin,
Amesbury, Boston.
Sid 29th, brig A J Ross, Small, Boston.
Ar at Zaza 22d ult, brig E A Bernard, Crowell,
New York.
Ar at Havana 1st inst, brigs Paragon, Welch, Wiscasset; 4th, barque Cephas Starrett, Gregoiy, New
Orleans; brigs Mira, Dix Boston; George Gilchrist,
Gilchrist, New Orleans
Ar 28th, brig Win Robertson, Rce«l, Portland.
Sid30th,barque Eagle, Potter, Sagua; brigH F
Eaton, Reed, do; 2d inst, sch Mary E Gage, Hopkins,
Sierra Mcrena.
Old 3d, barques Limerick Lass, Coney, New York;
4th, Ormus, FettengiU, Sagua; brig Canrera, Patter-

Steamers.

CHARLES DEEKING,
Master,

all

SKIRTS,
HOOP

Stack

dry

CASH CAPITAL,

2l^lolasses—dull:

_

OUTDO N E 1*11

BE

INSURANCE COMFY

Ct.

BOSTON—Ar 9th. schs Frank & Emily, Colley,
Jacksonville ; Leesburg, Holbrook, Philadelphia;
White Sea, Lee, New York,; Ada S Wiswell, Toole,
Coffee—steady; sales 60 bags Government Java at Bangor; Grand Island, Stinson, do.
Cld 9th, bTig Chag Miller, Browu Philadelphia.
Ar l'l.h, barques Falcon, Taylor, Montevideo; J M
sales 705 hhds. Porto Rico at 72} @
75c.
Churchill, Hutchinson, Buenos Ayres.
Cld 10th, barques Ada G York, York, Matanzas;
Naval Stores— quiot.
Petroleum—active; sales 1,500 bbls. Crude at 28}, Monitor, Larrabee, Havana; brig Selma, Gibbs, lor
Savannah: schs Sea Pigeon, Godfrey, Grand Menan;
1,760 bids, refined in bond at 43 g) 45c.
Freights to Liverpool—quiet; Cotton }c; Grain—
Tugwassa, Wood, Ellsworth.
Coru 3d.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 8th, schs Am Chief, PresChicago, May 10.
sey, New York; Commonwealth, Boston.
closFlour dull and declining. Wheat unsettled,
Sid, schs Wm Flint, Howard, Cow Bay CB; Teleing fevensh with a declining tendency; No. 2 closed graph, Toole, Bangor.
at 123 @125. Corn active and lie higher; closing,
Cld 9th, brig Elias Dudley, Coombs, Bangor; sclis
a
52}c for No. 1. Oats steady at 33 @ 34c for No. 1.
Georgia, Swett, Baltimore'; Challenge, Spiller, for
Hign Wines at 2 22 in bind. Provisions firm. Mess Bangor.
Pork 63 @ 51c higher, closing at 30 60 @ 31 00. Lard
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 7th, sch Mary T Adams, Bilquiet at 22} © 23c. Freights active at 9}c on com to lings, Portland.
Buffalo.
ArSth. schs Mary Louise, Hamilton, ElizabethReceipts—89,000 bbls. ol Hour. 33,000 bushels ol
port; Nalbl Doane, Megathlin, Baltimore.
wheat, 132,000 bushels of com, 43,000 bushels of oats.
Cld 8Lh, schs Aurora,Beale, for Machias; Yankee
Shipments—5,5011 bbls. of flour, 15,000 bushels ol Blaie, Coombs, Bangor; Frances Hatch, Gregory,
wheat, 78,000 buBhels com, 13,000 bushels oats.
Rockland.
WISCASSET—Sailed 1th inst, barque Jane, (Br)
Milwaukee, May 10.
Flour dull and downward. Wheat—saleB at 1 88}
Mainland, Havana; 8th, brig Delmont Locke, Coch@ 1 89 for No. 1. Oats firm at 39c. Freights firm.
rane, Cardenas.

TO

---

Sid 9th, schs Wm H Sargent, Sargent, Philadelphia; John Buggies, Dodge, New York; J B Myers,
Rich, do, (or Portland, according to wind.)
PAWTUCKET—Ar 9th, sch Mary Emily, Pendleton, Machias.
Sid 9th, schs Canary, Wall, and Gen Warren, Densou, New York, (or Calais.)
PALL RIVER—Ar 8th, brig Hampden Gott, Bangor ; schs J ulia & M artha, Wentworth, Calais; Cice—

NOT

INTERNATIONAL

-A- T

Bangor.

ro, Philbrook, Rockland.
HOLMES'S HOLE Ar 8th, sch Harriet Baker,
Webber, Portland for New York.
Ar 9th, brig Alamo, Libbey, Machias lor N Yoik;
schs Allan Dewing, Taylor, Philadelphia for Gardido lor Newburyport;
ner : John S Moulton,

insurance.

C.
N.

PARKER.

B.—Special attention paid to

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—<ltf

cleaning Bed and

SPRUCE SLAB WOOD.
For sale to clear the wharf, by

Bethel Steam Mill Co.,
Delivered in any part oi the city Ibr

$4.50

pei* Cord.

OFFICE. COMMERCIAL. STREET,
Head Hobson’s Wharl.
mayTdtr

